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Conduct elicits 
suggestion list 
by Mac* Dl Vlncenzo 
slot reporter 
After discussing the problem of 
student misbehavior on Troup Avenue 
with some of its residents, Philip 
Mason, assistant to University Presi- 
dent Dr. Paul Olscamp, has compiled 
a list of their suggestions to curb 
misconduct in the neighborhood. 
Residents complained that Univer- 
students were disrupting their 
vate lives by littering their yards, 
Hiring out bushes, breaking small 
trees, urinating on their property and 
yelling and screaming while walking 
or riding on Troup Avenue. 
the problem cannot be 
i out, Mason said, it 
can be reduced if the suggestions are 
put into practice. The IS suggestions, 
approved by Olscamp, were analyzed 
and summarized by Mason and sent 
in a letter to the residents involved. 
Grouped in general categories, the 
suggestions are: 
• to encourage University and Bowl- 
ing Green city police to patrol the 
Troup Avenue area more often. 
• to stress the importance of student 
awareness of the community by en- 
couraging student contact with ad- 
ministration, faculty, other students, 
residence hall directors and city resi- 
dents through "open forum* dis- 
cussions. 
• to make the media aware of ap- 
parent problems of this nature. 
• to encourage student groups to 
accept neighborhood projects, such 
as: clean-up days, parties and dinners 
on-campus for dry residents and 
fund-raising projects for restitution of 
• to Involve the University adminis- 
tration, students and city landlords in 
discussions to try to solve problems 
and become more informed about 
each other. 
• to hold receptions hosted by resi- 
dents surrounding the University dur- 
ing the first weekend of each 
academic year and invite freshmen 
and other students new to the 
Universtiy and the city community. 
"IN ALL honesty, we don't know If 
the steps we have taken are feasible," 
Mason said, "but first we need frank 
and open discussion to find out." 
Ana he said he is not sure when 
these suggestions could be imple- 
mented. 
Although Mason said the student 
misbehavior on Troup Avenue is a 
"real problem," be said he found the 
street and surrounding neighborhood 
to be "quiet" when he patrolled the 
area - one Saturday night from 9 p.m. 
to 3 a.m. - with a University po- 
liceman. 
Dr. Michael Marsden, professor of 
popular culture and Troup Avenue 
resident, said he thinks the neighbor- 
hood is very often not quiet and un- 
ruly. 
'This problem is not a recent one," 
Marsden said. "This has been going 
on for years. It's a growing problem 
that may have been accelerated by 
September's warm weather." 
This is not Marsden's first involve- 
ment with University students and the 
law. 
In the spring, 1962, in an attempt to 
prove city zoning violations against 
students, he saw an article in a local 
newspaper that identified four resi- 
dents living in a house on Manville 
Avenue. (The residents of the house 
were in violation of Bowling Green 
City Ordinance No. 3200 which states 
that no more than three non-related 
persons can live in a house zoned R-2- 
single-family usage.) 
In search of. photo/Jan Obernouse 
Most people's hunt for the just right pumpkin(s), Mr. J«ck-©-L»nUn4 himself, will continue unabated throughout the fall 
season. Kelly Ewing, junior physical education major, found a pick among the nearly 400 pumpkins for sale Wednesday in the 
Student Services Forum. The sale, sponsored by the Charities Board and Volunteers in Progress, continues today. 
Prolonged periods of stress may cause 'burnout' 
by Teresa Perrettl 
reporter 
In the past few months a subtle 
change has been taking over your 
body. You feel mentally, physically 
and emotionally       exhausted. 
You don't enjoy your work anymore 
and everyone seems to get on your 
nerves. If these symptoms sound fa- 
miliar, you may be suffering •from 
stress burnout. 
"Burnout applies to those people 
who are under a lot of stress for a long 
period of time," Roman Carek, direc- 
tor of the Career Counciling Devel- 
opment Center, said. 
You are a potential "stress bur- 
nout" if you find yourself giving out 
more than you take in. 
"Many people who are in helping 
professions   find   themselves   ex- 
hausted because they are always giv- 
ing and not getting what they need in 
return," Carek said. 
Students who are actively involved 
in campus activities as well as carry- 
ing a full load of classes often find 
themselves under a lot of stress. 
"They get exhausted and wear 
themselves down," Carek said. 
BURNOUT MAY be related to 
health deficiencies, he added. 
"Not getting the proper sleep or 
nutrition allows efficiencies to break 
down. You expect more from yourself 
and you put yourself under a lot of 
stress," he said. 
Some of the people who are under a 
lot of stress may well be those in- 
volved in campus activities and orga- 
nizations. 
Karen Washbush, vice president of 
Undergraduate Student Government, 
has been "heavily involved since her 
freshman year." 
A senior marketing major, she said 
she finds herself giving more than 100 
percent. 
"When I undertake something I do 
it 100 percent plus," she said. Active 
in her sorority, Alpha Phi, Washbush 
also held the position of coordinator 
for Student Academic Affairs her 
junior year. 
"It takes a certain kind of person to 
be able to stay involved," she said. 
"There have been times when I felt 
really scared about the commitments 
I made, but I try to channel my stress 
into other areas." 
Washbush said taking time out for 
yourself is important in maintaining a 
minimum of stress. 
See STRESS page 3 
Hypnosis solves crimes 
by Marcy Grande 
slol) reporter  
Jean, a middle-aged Jewelry 
store employee, concentrated on 
the lightswitch in the police cap- 
tain's office. She was told to com- 
pletely relax. 
When her eyes grew tired, she 
was permitted to close them at 
which point she was brought to a 
semi-alert state. 
The calm, quiet voice asked her 
to think of a peaceful place. Jean 
pictured herself relaxing in her 
Matt Brichta eg news stafl/Cori Lee Ciiani 
Washington state cottage near the 
lake. 
The voice told her to turn on the 
TV. She did. At the voice's sugges- 
tion, the TV screen showea^the 
Jewelry store where she worked 
and where a recent theft took 
place. The voice told Jean to con- 
trol the TV dials and blow up the 
picture. 
She was asked to recall the de- 
scription of the two men and their 
get-away vehicle which she got a 
glimpse of as she entered the jew- 
elry store and they exited. 
Jean determined that the car 
was a Chevrolet, one of its tail 
lights was broken, and the license 
plate was bent She even recalled 
the license number. 
Before Jean was put under inves- 
tigative hypnosis, all she was able 
to tell the police officers about the 
Napoleon Jewelry theft was that 
she noticed two men leaving the 
store and a beat up car nearby. 
Jean's account is a true example 
of the possible discoveries revealed 
through investigative hypnosis, a 
technique used by police officers to 
help solve cases. 
Tne voice in the example is Bowl- 
ing Green Police Captain and hyp- 
notist Matt Brichta, who employs 
his skills not only for residents of 
the city but for surrounding com- 
munities and the University as 
well. 
"Many people don't believe in 
hypnosis, which works on the 
premise that you retain everything 
you see. Yet in seven out of 10 
cases, we uncover significant de- 
tails like license numbers," 
Brichta said. 
In the arson-related burning of a 
Perrysburg A&P supermarket two 
years ago, a male witness driving 
by noticed a man on the roof of 
Aid?. 
When police pressed the witness 
for a description of the man on the 
See HYPNO page 4 
'People helping people' 
United Way seeks funds 
by Rita Ferenec 
assistant copy editor  
United Way helped more than 65,000 
Wood County residents last year. 
In the idea of "people helping peo- 
ple," United Way solicits funds which 
are divided among agencies such as 
The Link, the Children's Resource 
Center of Wood County and the Amer- 
ican Cancer Society, so each can- 
provide services to thoe who seek 
their help. 
At the University, "55-50 and cele- 
brate!" is the theme for this year's 
committee working on the campaign, 
which runs through Oct. 31. 
The committee is hoping to top last 
year's donations of $53,000 by $2000 
this year to reach their goal of $55,000. 
They would also like to see the 
University faculty and staff partici- 
pation rate increase from 40 percent 
to 50 percent. 
"I think the goal is realistic when 
yon consider that University em- 
eoyee participation in the United 
ay in B81 was 27 percent and in 1982 
it jumped to 40 percent," Michael 
Moore, chairman of the United Way 
campaign at the University, said. 
"WE USE a very low-pressure tech- 
nique, we do not do arm twisting or 
taut about doing our fair share." 
Moore explained. 
"Instead we focus on the fact that. 
United Way 
People Helping People 
in this time of recession, we (Univer- 
sity employees) still have jobs and 
received a raise. I think people re- 
sponded to that," Moore said. 
The University's response to United 
Way is a lot better than other univer- 
sities in the area. 
Compared with Toledo, the Univer- 
sity did "embarrassingly better, it 
wasn't even close," according to 
Moore. 
He said he believes success in the 
campaign at the University is due to 
the increase in volunteers to solicit 
donations. He also said the Universi- 
ty's success is due to student input. 
Students are not solicited for dona- 
tions, "they are too busy paying 
money out and they're not making 
any money," Moore said. 
"THEY DO, however, provide the 
frosting on the cake," he added. 
Tim Sommers, president of Phi 
Gamma Delta (FIJI) colony is the 
student coordinator for the United 
Way campaign at the University. 
"We (FIJI) are working with UAO 
to provide ways for students to donate 
and have a good time while doing It," 
Sommers said. 
The organizations are planning ac- 
tivites, such as movies, for students to 
attend with part of admittance price 
going to United Way, he explai- 
ned/The- - » will be publicized 
when pious are finalized, Sommers 
added. 
"The main idea is not to force 
people to donate, but to make them 
want to and to have fun while doing K. 
It's a volunteer type thing," Som- 
mers said. 
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Ethnocentrism: 
a basis of racism 
The label WASP, white Anglo-Saxon protestant, is too 
much with us. Americans too often have a one-sided view 
of the world, that of the WASP. It is a view Dr. Robert Perry, 
chairman of Ethnic Studies, says is the basis for racism. 
Perry suggests education be used to alleviate racism and 
misunderstanding of ethnic groups, and we heartily agree. 
With academic exposure to the contributions made by ethnic 
groups to this country's growth, groundwork can be laid 
toward student's appreciation of those peoples - especially 
for students who have grown up with no background to 
ethnicity. 
Ethnic studies courses at the University, offered through 
Ethnic Studies, might achieve this end. These courses ought 
to be pushed with more gusto by Ethnic Studies and the rest 
of academia at the University. 
However, the University should not make the ethnic 
studies courses mandatory for all students as Perry sug- 
gests. It is not the University's responsibility. 
The decision lies within the individual because each 
student will ultimately decide if s/he wants to remain 
racist 
A danger exists that only those already sensitive about the 
issue of racism would sign up for the courses, and those who 
need to learn about other ethnic groups to counteract their 
bigotry would never think of studying the subject. 
If a hostile student were forced to add an ethnic studies 
course into his or her curriculum, would it change that 
person's mental make-up? Or would mat person firmly 
refuse to be persuaded? 
Langley boys bright, 
award boss high honor 
by Art Buchwald 
Who says there aren't heroes left in 
America any more? Just the other 
day, in a surprise ceremony, the CIA 
awarded CIA Director William Casey 
the "Distinguished Intelligence 
Medal," the agency's highest award. 
Casey was cited for outstanding 
leadership" and for restoring the 
credibility of the CIA and bringing 
"imagination to our operation." 
In the past a decoration of this 
magnitude was usually reserved until 
the director retired or resigned from 
the job. But apparently the people 
who work for Mr. Casey couldn't wait. 
I am not privy to bow these awards 
are made, but I know they're not easy 
toget. 
They must have an awards commit- 
tee out at Langley that goes over 
every one of the citation nominations 
to make sure the person is deserving 
of the honor. 
"Gentlemen, our first nominee is 
James Blickstein, who, in a clandes- 
tine operation, dropped behind enemy 
lines in Afghanistan and delivered 
needed radio equipment to the rebels. 
He then walked barefoot 500 miles 
across Russian-held territory back to 
Pakistan. Does he get a medal?" 
"He's paid to do that. Why should he 
get an award? If we give out the 
'Distinguished Intelligence Medal' to 
every Tom. Dick and Harry involved 
in a clandestine operation, it will 
deflate its value." 
"Okay let's forget Blickstein. The 
second nominee is Hiram Cope, who 
managed to go over the wall at the 
Soviet's submarine base at Mur- 
mansk and steal all the USSR's naval 
codes. He then swam in a frog suit to 
Norway." 
"Big Deal. I'll admit it wasn't a bad 
operation, but is it worth a medal?" 
"All in favor say aye - all against, 
nay. The nays have it. Scratch Cope. 
f
'We now come to Nicaragua and 
Honduras. Our man down there, T. L, 
managed to get around all the restric- 
tions the congressional Committee on 
Intelligence laid down for covert oper- 
ations, and got his people to bomb 
Nicaraguan soil." 
"He should get a medal." 
"But do we want to give him the 
highest one?" 
"I don't think we do, because we 
have to make him the fall guy in case 
Congress starts raising a ruckus. 
Let's give him the CIA's Good Con- 
duct Award. We can always give him 
the biggie just before we tire him." 
"We're all agreed then on T. L. Now 
I have a CIA person that I am proud to 
nominate. I propose that we give the 
'Distinguished Intelligence medal' to 
none other than our revered director, 
William Casey." 
"I have no quarrel with that. The 
man certainly has gone beyond the 
call of duty." 
"You won't hear a nay from me. 
He's the bravest of the brave. 
"The smartest of the smart." 
"His outstanding leadership has 
made this organization what it is 
today." 
"If it wasn't for his imagination I 
don't know where we'd all be today." 
"I take it then there is no opposition 
to awarding the director our highest 
decoration.' 
"I've still got five years to go before 
retirement. You won't hear any objec- 
tion from me." 
"Good. Then I'll write up the cita- 
tion and we'll get Deputy Director 
John McMahon to present it to him in 
a full-fledged formal ceremony, with 
the CIA Undercover Band." 
"It's the least we can do for the old 
man." 
"No one in the CIA deserves it 
more." 
"How did you ever think of it, 
WiUoughby?" 
"When you're in the intelligence 
business you HAVE to think of every- 
thing." 
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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Beware of Clark's ambitions 
by Garry Will* 
The story is that Ronald Reagan did 
William Clark a favor by demoting 
him from the world watch to caring 
for the wildernesses. How can that 
be? Clark, we are told, was suffering 
from shell shock and asked for a 
surcease. 
There is something fishy about that. 
What kind of surcease is it to be 
dispatched to a mine field? The rea- 
sons for Clark's discomfiture are va- 
riously assigned. Some say that he 
felt picked on by Micheal Deaver and 
others. But he has always been able to 
protect himself in such encounters. 
Others say he felt a nagging inade- 
quacy with regard to world affairs. 
Not bloody likely. He has made a 
career of his inadequacies, and never 
showed awareness of them, much less 
discomfiture or shame. He became a 
lawyer by failing at law school and 
the bar exam. He became a judge by 
not knowing the law - a condition that 
continued, so that he could not even 
explain his own legal opinions when 
questioned about them. 
Given that record, two things could 
have been anticipated when he wen) 
to the State Department - that he 
would know nothing, and would not 
know that this was a disability. Ear- 
lier, he had suggested to colleagues 
that he was a graduate of Stanford 
and of Loyola law school - he is 
neither. His own failures do not per- 
turb him. 
Admittedly, it is snobbish for aca- 
demic types in government to insist 
on being called Dr. Kissinger or Dr. 
Kirkpatrick. It is worse, though, when 
a Richard Allen introduces mmself, 
through office forms, as Dr. Allen - he 
is no more a Ph.D. than "Judge" 
Clark is a law school graduate. One 
gets the idea these men would put it 
about that they had received the No- 
bel Prize if they thought there was 
any chance of the lie's gaining cre- 
dence. 
So the "shrinking violet" explana- 
tion for Clark's move is hard to ac- 
cept, unjustifiable self-confidence is 
what makes Clark so appealing to 
those who share that trait, beginning 
with President Reagan. 
Yet I believe that the president was 
doing his friend a favor. What might it 
be, then? Clark's aides may nave 
tipped us off when they volunteered 
the information that he no longer 
aspires toward the judiciary. That is 
another claim hard to believe from a 
man who glories so in being called 
Judge Clark. 
How could being secretary of the 
interior serve as a stepping-stone to 
the Supreme Court, long thought to be 
Clark's real goal? Well, for one thing, 
it would put the eminence of a Cabinet 
position in his portfolio. Also, a second 
congressional confirmation would set 
a record that Congress itself might 
feel inhibited about reversing, should 
he be nominated as a justice of the 
court. 
Most important of all, Clark's move 
takes him out of the line of fire when 
national security issues are bound to 
raise passions and foster accusations. 
We are entering the period of missile 
deployment in Europe. Those in- 
volved in the decisions, reactions and 
consequences of that move may well 
be scarred. By stepping aside at this 
moment. Clark avoids that danger, 
with all its possible repercussions on a 
confirmation hearing for the court. 
For all these reasons, Congress 
should be careful in examining Clark 
for the position of interior secretary. 
Congress may, without realizing it, be 
setting him up for a court lob that he 
wants and is not qualified tor. Demo- 
crats may accept too easily the inte- 
rior move, since they see the right 
wing lamenting the loss of Clark in 
national security battles. But con- 
gressional aides should go over the 
questionable history of Clark's serv- 
ice on the California bench, a history 
recounted in Betty Medsger's book 
"Framed." 
There is, of course, plenty to ques- 
tion Clark about in terms of the inte- 
rior post itself. But he deserves a 
second or third look if there is reason 
to suspect that the interior job is being 
used as a back door to the Supreme 
Court. 
Garry Wills is a columnist for the 
Universal Press Syndicate. 
Student activism dead in the 1980s 
by Kevin Prendergast 
The political activism of the pre- 
vious two decades among college stu- 
dents produced some strong and well- 
needed reforms. 
Student interest and activism 
helped bring an end to a bloody war 
ana molded public opinion against 
that war. It also brought on a great 
deal of necessary social changes 
which improved the lifestyles of many 
Americans and cleaned up the envi- 
ronment in which they lived. But 
more importantly, through strong 
movements, Americans between the 
ages of 18 and 20 secured their right to 
vote and exercised that right to make 
a difference in their society. 
But for the most part, that activism 
has died. The student of today is much 
more indoctrinated by the society he 
lives in and is much more willing to 
succomb to the authoritative influ- 
ences of our society. Instead of col- 
leges where ideas and thoughts are 
exchanged, we have a majority of 
technical business schools where stu- 
dents learn how to become part of the 
system instead of learning to chal- 
lenge it. 
I saw this most clearly the other 
day as I was talking to a friend of 
mine who had graduated last year. As 
an undergraduate, she was an honor 
student and had been very active in a 
number of campus organizations. She 
is now well on her way to a quite 
successful business career. 
She admitted to me that she had no 
idea what the issues were in the 
upcoming election and that she had 
never even voted in her life. At first I 
couldn't understand how an intelli- 
gent person had no real interest in the 
issues that affected her life. But then I 
realized that the only thing that really 
mattered to a lot of students today is a 
business degree and a good job once 
they get out of college. Students today 
worry very little about the ills and 
problems of our society and are more 
concerned with some day having their 
house in the suburbs and their two car 
garage. Election statistics seem to 
indicate that 
Thus we have a major election 
approaching and all three issues on 
the ballot are of critical importance to 
students. Yet most analysts predict 
that a low percentage of students will 
go out and vote to protect their inter- 
ests. 
Issue 1, which proposes to raise the 
legal drinking age from 19 to 21, will 
change the social face of this whole 
city. The campus will be forced to go 
"dry" and some of the uptown bars 
will be forced to close due to lack of 
business. 
Issues 2 and 3 will also make life 
more difficult for college students. 
The severe cutbacks already insti- 
tuted in education recently have re- 
duced staffs and equipment in some 
departments, cut out some sports at 
the university, and eliminated some 
programs which were beneficial to 
students. The result was higher tu- 
ition with fewer benefits. If these two 
issues pass, more cuts are inevitable. 
The bottom line is that college stu- 
dents may lose again because they 
are a group who refuse to protect 
their interests by voting. 
In my three years here, I have seen 
the state legislature and the federal 
government cut levels of college fund- 
ing continually. Students had loans 
and grants cut, some lost "work 
study" jobs, and others were forced to 
transfer due to departmental cuts. 
Yet most students were content to sit 
and complain. On campus, I saw the 
University railroad in a semester 
system which forced many students 
to go an extra semester or attend 
classes for a summer. Yet very few 
students attempted to do anything 
and again, were content to sit and 
complain. 
But complaining solves very little in 
comparison to voting and students 
can make a difference by casting a 
ballot. A strong student turnout will 
send a message to Columbus that 
students are tired of being taken 
advantage of and being the constant 
targets of budget cuts and are now 
willing to fight to protect their inter- 
ests. 
Kevin Prendergast, a columnist tor 
the News, is a senior journalism ma- jor from Cleveland. 
Oilman defends image 
of industry critics give 
As an oilman, I take great interest 
in the public image of our industry. 
With Secretary of the Interior James 
Watt's resignation, it is easy to see the 
deep resentment some have for the 
pursuit of discovering oil. The fear of 
a ghostly national landscape smoth- 
ers all objectivity for some and raises 
the interest in others. 
Without battling emotionalism with 
emotionalism, I just want to explain 
how our industry operates and why 
we garner some criticism periodi- 
cally. 
Drilling a gas or oil well takes 
between one and five acres of land 
during the actual drilling operations. 
Other than a slush pit 10 feet deep and 
30 feet long, which is later cleaned 
out, the land is not disturbed. 
For ecological and monetary rea- 
son, we have every motivation to keep 
space occupancy to a minimum. After 
completion, the site is graded, seeded 
and trees planted with only a 10-foot 
by 10-foot pumpjack remaining if it's 
a wet hole, and nothing left if it's a dry 
hole. 
Out in Wyoming, after a $100,000 
environmental impact statement and 
continual lawsuits over a proposed 
drillsite, I could have taken the envi- 
ronmentalists out to other area dril- 
lsites and shown them birds nesting 
and raising young birds next to the 
drilling rig. The same birds they were 
attempting to protect! 
Secondly, there seems to be some- 
thing sinister in some peoples minds 
about us drilling on "their'' land. Thjs 
is partly due to the fact that, as an 
industry, we seldom discuss drilling 
plans or income. Neither does the 
government. 
Out of every dollar you pay for 
gasoline at the pumps, 62 cents goes to 
the government in lease bonuses, 
royalties and excise taxes. That 
leaves 38 cents to find, produce and 
deliver the product to your tank. 
There is no other commodity in the 
United States that earns more for the 
U.S. government than oil. Unless the 
government wants to risk drilling four 
holes for every one that is good, it 
would be more profitable Tor the 
United States to maintain the status 
quo. 
Third, we are citizens of the United 
States. We live here and enjoy the 
same benifits of nature as the envi- 
ronmentalists. However, I'm just as 
concerned about keeping the price of 
oil within reason so that the poor 
individual can afford to drive to work. 
The same individual who probably 
could never afford to see the beauty of 
the Sierra Mountains. His rights to 
happiness are just as important to me 
as the environmentalist who can af- 
ford to visit these wilderness areas. 
With as little damage to the envi- 
ronment that I see occurring when 
I'm on a rig reading about some New 
York individual's criticism of the oil 
industry, I wonder. 
P.S. Our campany is involved in oil 
and gas exploration and production. 
We recently drilled two wells 10 miles 
south of Bowling Green and I'd be 
happy to invite anyone to a drillsite to 
see now much land we disturb. 
I'm not connected with any major 
oil company nor lobby group. I'm just 
a wildcatter and concerned about the 
lack of information that the public has 
about our industry. 
Robert F. Woll 
President 
RFW Energy Company 
First-strike capability 
is an insane solution 
We are concerned about the crucial 
situation on our planet. In particular, 
we are concerned with the devel- 
opment of first-strike weapons. Our 
deployment of first-strike weapons 
promotes a new era in nuclear strat- 
egy; one in which all will become 
more vulnerable. "A first-strike ca- 
pacity implies that one could attack 
and destroy the others retaliatory 
(second-strike) capacity and so suffer 
only minimal damage in return." 
(Bruce Russett) In other words, "we 
shoot them before they shoot us" 
theory. Under these conditions, it 
could then become very tempting to 
make the first-strike. 
We question this strategy because it 
encourages an attitude of dealing with 
problems in a divisive, competitive 
manner rather than looking at the 
world community, i.e. looking both at 
people and at the environment. Any 
nuclear detonation entails severe 
damage to both human life and the 
environment. Department of Defense 
studies estimate a high casualty rate 
of 155 million to 165 million (75 per- 
Clear Views 
cent of the American population) to a 
low rate of 76 million to 85 million. 
Do we really want to promote this 
Srecarious environment hy initiating 
le deployment of first-strike weap- 
ons? If people claim to be so very 
rational ana clear thinking doesn't it 
seem possible to envision a solution 
which rather than creating further 
danger crates a sane and safe world? 
LisaSyron 
and other members of Women for 
Women's Anti-Militarism Task Force 
Uncaring students lack 
sense of community 
I would like to commend President 
Olscamp and his assistant, Phil Ma- 
son, for taking some action on the 
Sroblems encountered by the resi- 
ents of Troup Street. I sincerely hope 
that your efforts and those of the 
community will be successful. 
As a former owner and resident of a 
house on Third Street, I can assure 
you that the problems felt on Troup 
Street are not confined to that street 
or area. In the three years that we 
lived on Third Street, we had people 
urinate in our yard; litter our front 
lawn with beer and pop bottles and 
cans: threaten to rape our 12-year-old 
daughter if she sunbathed in our back 
yarn; tromp over our vegetable gar- 
den (though the entire back yard was 
fenced); drive upon our front yard 
and throw a beer glass through a 
bedroom window in the middle of the 
night; yell, scream, honk car horns 
and roar up and down the block most 
of the night; turn their stereos so loud 
that we could hear the words from 
several blocks away with our win- 
dows closed, etc. 
At first, we tried to talk to the 
offenders personally but were greeted 
with "If you don't uke it, why do you 
live here?," "We pay the University 
plenty and support this community 
with our money so we deserve our 
freedom," "You and your family are 
being   insensitive   to   our   needs, 
maam.'.'.and "FTT-. Y-." We then 
began to call the police. Though the 
police did respond, they rarely did 
anything other than issue a warning - 
and as soon as they left, the problem 
would continue. 
After enduring this for far too long, 
we decided to sell our house and get 
out. (Our house was too small for our 
growing family, too.) We were among 
the fortunate - we could escape. Oth- 
ers are not so lucky. Many, many 
citizens are stuck in the "student 
ghetto" because their incomes do not 
allow them mobility. Many students 
in the area are also victims. They 
have to live there too and endure the 
environment produced by those 
among them who are immature and 
insensitive to others. I still do believe 
that most students cause no problems 
like the ones I mentioned. Most are 
decent and sensitive beings who 
would also like to live in peace. 
I encourage you, Dr. Olscamp, to 
confine to work with the neighbor- 
hoods to solve the problems of the 
rowdy and uncaring students and 
others who live in the "student 
ghetto." They ought to be held ac- 
countable for the acts they commit, 
and a sense of community needs to be 
established, somehow. 
Susan Davenport Darrow 
Honor* Program 
Arthur L. Darrow 
Management Dept. 
Correction 
The authors of two of yesterday's 
letters to the editor were inadver- 
tently switched. The letter titled "Act 
against deploying Cruise, Penning 
missies" was written by Teresa Doo- 
ley and Jodie Welly, 222 S. College 
Apt #1, and the letter titled "Editorial 
an example of our 'provincialism' " 
was written by Dave Roller, Depart- 
ment of History, not vice versa as the 
letters appeared. The News regrets 
the error. 
by T. Downing and T. Clear/ 
cieavWewifl pnsnerTTB: 
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Hockey-game entertainment 
Falconettes skate for fans 
by Carl Lee Clfani 
reporter 
At 10 p.m. on Tuesday 
and Thursday, 20 college 
women meet at the Ice 
Arena to practice unusual 
footwork and patterns on 
the ice. 
This group of dedicated 
women is the Falconettes, 
the precision team that 
performs between first and 
second periods at the Uni- 
versity hockey games. 
Why do they do it when 
many students are either 
studying or on their way 
downtown at 10 o'clock? 
Lynn Plaskey, senior 
sports management ma- jor, said, "I like the people 
and it keeps me in touch 
with skating people. It's 
lots of fun at the hockey 
games." 
Susan Barber, who has 
coached the Falconettes 
for the last 10 years said, 
"The late hours allow peo- 
e! who do other things or 
ve heavy schedules to 
participate. No one would 
sign up unless they really 
wanted to doit." 
Barber, a health physi- 
cal education and recre- 
ation instructor, said the 
members receive one hour 
of physical education 
credit each semester. 
All the members of the 
Falconettes are members 
of the University Skating 
Club and the United States 
Figure Skating Associa- 
tion. 
The USFSA is the gov- 
erning body for the sport in 
the ITS. Barber explained 
the skaters must be mem- 
bers of the USFSA in order 
to compete and perform in 
shows. 
BARBER  DESCRIBES 
precision team skating as 
''skating moves that are 
similar to pair and dance 
skating in that they are 
performed to music. The 
emphasis in precision skat- 
ing is on the steps and 
designs the skaters make 
on the ice. 
"The trick," Barber 
said, "is to have a unified 
program that doesn't have 
a lot of stops or regroup- 
ing. Transitions must be 
bg news staff/Can Lee Cilani 
Falconettes 
The University Falconettes practice in new costumes they helped earn through 
the Falcon Fun Run. The Falconettes are a precision skating team that compete 
and perform at the hockey games and ice shows. 
smooth from a circle to a 
straight 11ns." 
According to Barber, 
there is a lot of talent on 
this year's team. There are 
20 members and one alter- 
nate who fill* in when 
needed. 
The team includes three 
skating professionals. 
Plaskey and Karen 
Melzer, junior recreation 
administration major, 
teach skating. Cathy Na- 
pier, freshman food sci- 
ence and nutrition major, 
spent three years with the 
Ice Follies. 
The team also includes 
several test gold med- 
alists, the highest level of 
skating in the United 
States. 
Amy Barber, freshman 
with undecided major who just passed her gold dance 
test, is Barber's daughter. 
"It is a first time experi- 
ence to have my daughter 
on the team," she saw- 
Amy said, "She used to 
coach me when I was 
younger. We get along 
well. I help with the mu- 
sic." 
ANOTHER SKATER, 
Tina Kneisley, Junior, is 
three-time World Pair Rol- 
ler Skating Champion. 
The Falconettes per- 
formed at their first 
hockey game of the season 
on Oct. 14. 
Their routine was to the 
music of "Looking Out for 
Number One" and was a 
tribute to the hockey 
team's CCHA 
Championship last season. 
For their next perfor- 
mance, on Nov. 11, they 
will be performing to 
"Stray Cat Strut" 
They received new cos- 
tumes this year through 
the Falcon Fun Ron and 
with the help of the School 
of Health Physical Educa- 
tion and Recreation and 
the University Athletic De- 
partment. 
In addition to perform- 
ing at hockey games, the 
Falconettes also skate in 
the Ice Horizons and Inter- 
national Stars on Ice shows 
held at the Ice Arena every 
year. 
Barber said the team is 
the "nucleus of Ice Hori- 
zons because the basis for 
the show Is precision skat' 
ins." 
Ice Horizons is spon- 
sored by the Bowling 
Green Skating Club. Inter- 
national Stars on Ice fea- 
tures top skaters from 
around the world including 
hometown favorite Scott 
Hamilton, a three-time 
U.S. and World Figure 
Skating Champion. 
The Falconettes have 
performed in this show 
since its inception in 1976. 
The Falconettes have 
also competed. The 1982 
team won first in their 
division at the Fraser Invi- 
tational in Michigan. 
Barber is considering 
competitions for this year. 
"we have a very good 
team," Barber said. 
"I want to melt all the 
individual talent and have 
Own perform at their ab- 
solute peak for the Interna- 
tional Stars on Ice show. 
It's very Important be- 
cause it gets a lot of atten- 
tion in skating and it will 
be Scott Hamilton's final 
amateur performance," 
she said. 
Applications due Nov. 9 
for Truman scholarship 
by Don Lea 
reporter 
University students in- 
terested in applying for the 
Harry S. Truman Memo- 
rial Scholarship have until 
Wednesday, Nov. 9 to turn 
in applications to the Polit- 
ical Science Department. 
Applications are to be 
turned in to Dr. William 
Reichert, department 
chairman. 
Winners of the schol- 
arship will be awarded up 
to $5,000 per academic 
year, for the senior year of 
college and up to two years 
of graduate work in a field 
of study leading to a gov- 
ernment career, Reichert 
said. 
To be eligible for the 
scholarship,   a   student 
Stress- 
.. .from page one 
"I ALWAYS take some 
time out during the day to 
do something I want to 
do." Washbush said. "You 
will snap if you don't relax 
and put thugs into per- 
spective." 
Putting things into per- 
spective Is something UAO 
leaders do on a daily basis. 
One of the largest organi- 
zations on campus involv- 
ing some 500 students, 
UAO runs on student en- 
ergy. Some of this energy 
can be channeled into 
stressful situations, 
according to Mary Myers, 
vice president of UAO. 
"I see stress as a posi- 
tive thing rather than neg- 
ative, without stress most 
people would not get any- 
thing   done.   Stress   can 
.■■■■■■■■■■■■■VALUABLE COUPON"-"—! 
.when 'instant' is too slow.. .that's a Job for 
cnncn 
our 
Mi ^ce's 
■am 
To be eligible 
lor special 
discount price. 
coupon mutt 
accompany 
order. 
quick print, inc. 
111 South Main 
Bowling Green. Ohio 
Standard Reduction at No Extra Charge! 
WISH SOMEONE 
'  ' ' ' 
SPOOKY HALLOWEEN 
WITH 
mSTEH 
6W| 
StUn-Sfm .,.—- * OCT 24-28 rn UNION FOYER I.OO/mmi* ytm 
1450E. Wooiter 
Lunch 
3520564 
Dinner 
SUNDAY 11 a.m.-8 p.m. 
Homemade Pot Roast w/broi>ad poioio/vegetobie slow      t.2'1 
solod bor   4.<W 
3 pc. Chicken/dressing, potato s soiad bor 3.W 
8 oz. Boneless Kib Steak, potato, salad bar  t. W 
Grilled Ham Steak, potato slow  3.69 
with salad bar      1.29 
Turkey & Dressing, potato, slaw 3.29 
with solad bar 3.89 
Vt Baked Chicken, dressing, potato, slaw      2.99 
with solad bar 3.69 
MONDAY 
Sm. Ham Steak 
Vegetable * slaw 2.69 
Pork Tenderloin Sandwich 
cup of soup 2.99 
Cottage Cheese. Fresh Vegetables 
and fruit  59 
TUESDAY 
BarBQRibSnark 
4Fries 3.49 
Spaghetti 
A Salad Bar 2.69 
Egg Salad on a Croissant A Cup 
of Cream or Broccoli Soup..    2.69 
WEDNESDAY 
Homemade Meat Loaf. 
Whipped Potato S Veg. . 2.89 
Chicken Salad. Homemade Veg 
Bread Cup Cream Broccoli 2.99 
Grilled Liver & Onions. 
Whipped Potato, slaw .  2.99 
MONDAY 
Hot Turkey Sand. 
Potatoes. Bar 3.69 
Grilled Ham Steak. Seosoned 
nee, vegetable 3,(9 
Grilled Liver & Onion*. 
potato t solad Bar 3.69 
TUESDAY 
ALL U CAN EAT 
Spaghetti or Chow Mein 
over Rice 
Solod Bor 2.99eeeh 
 WEDMESPAV  
11-9 p.m. AIL U CAN EAT 
Perch. Fries« Slow 2.99 
with Solod Bar 3.69 ' 
Meat Loaf. Whipped Potato. 
Solad Bor 3.69 
'/« Chicken. Whipped Potato 
Slow 2.79. 
A Place 
To Move Together 
1532  Soul/.   b>nr   Rood     f.OJn     (Jruo  43614     382   l87t> 
SATURDAY 
"LADIES NIGHT" 
We'll pick up your tab at the 
door. There will be drink specials, 
just for you. So. come the peak o\ 
youi park w i       :nd at Rei lee s. 
mutt be of junior standing, 
with a college grade point 
average of "B^or better, 
and be in the upper fourth 
of the class. The student 
must also be a United 
States citizen. 
Applicants for the schol- 
arship are interviewed by 
a faculty committee and 
one candidate from each 
institution is nominated to 
be interviewed at the state 
level. State candidates are 
interviewed and required 
to write an essay dealing 
with a "public policy is- 
sue," Reichert said. 
Two winners in each 
state are then selected on 
the basis of the essay, the 
interview, GPA, and extra- 
curricular involvement 
In addition, Reichert 
said, the interviewers are 
loosing for a student who 
shows "seriousness of our- pose in public service" and 
a "deep interest in history, 
political science, or any 
aspect of public service. 
The Truman Scholarship 
was established by Con- 
gress in 1977 as the official 
memorial to Harry S. Tru- 
man, thirty-third Presi- 
dent of the United States, 
Reichert said. Truman 
was known for his commit- 
ment to American educa- 
tion. 
According to Reichert, 
the University has partici- 
Sted in the program since 
inception and has had 
one winner. 
make you achieve more 
then you thought you 
could, Myers, senior 
management information 
systems major, said. 
Achieving your goals 
takes planning ahead to 
avoid stressful situations. 
"When everything 
comes at me at once, I feel 
stress. I try to plan ahead 
and get things clone as fast 
as I can," Jacquie Pear- 
son, UAO director-at- 
large, said. 
Both UAO officers have 
been involved in organiza- 
tions since their freshman 
year. "You have to get 
involved for the right rea- 
sons. If you don't, it (the 
organization) can cause 
you a lot of stress," Pear- 
son said. 
ORGANIZATIONS can 
be seen as a form of re- 
lease from stressful situa- 
tions. "A contributing 
factor in helping me get 
through stress situations is 
UAO and my friends," My- 
ers said. 
Doing things you enjoy 
can alleviate stress. "I en- joy playing raquetball and 
sitting arou . laughing 
with people. Sometimes 
just being alone helps get 
rid of stress," Pearson, 
sophomore advertising 
major, said. 
"If I get really dis- 
tressed I send home for 
some Dietsch's ice 
cream," Myers said. 
Nutrition and health are 
often major factors in 
stress situations. 
BEAT 
NORTHERN 
ILLINOIS 
1X1 Alan R. Mayberrvl 
Randal Cftewman. 117 E   fc vexa 
Domino's 
Pizza 
Delivers'" 
Doubles 
Two pizzas 'or the price ol one 
Fast, Free 
Delivery'" 
352-1539 
1616 E Wooster 
In celebration ol our 
10OOth store  Domino's 
Pizza otters you Doubles 
Now you can have two 
dekoous. 10" or 14" 
pizzas for the price ol 
one They're custom- 
made with your choice ol 
loppings on each - they 
don't have to be the 
same1 And we use only 
the freshest ingredients 
and 100% reel dairy 
cheese. 
Domino's Doubles"' 
Two 10" pizzas $5.49 
Two 14" pizzas $8 65 
Additional Items 
Pepperoni, Mushrooms 
Onions. Green Peppers. 
Ground Beet, lam ape, 
Ham. Bacon, Double 
Cheese. Green Okvee 
$99 oer Kern 
Hour*: 
4:00-2:00 Sun  Thurs 
4:00-3:00 Fri a Sat 
Our drivers carry iees 
than $20 00 
Limited deevery area 
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Applications available 
Students need leaders 
by Jotone Aubet 
reporter  
Orientation leader applications are 
now being accepted for Fall semester 
1984, according to Greg DeCrane. 
director of student organizations and 
new student programs. 
Leaders will be chosen through an 
interview process which focuses on 
the applicant's campus knowledge, 
communication skills, and leadership 
potential. The applicant must be 
adaptable to suit the needs of the 
program, DeCrane said. 
The only obligation, other than the 
orientation weekend, consists of two- 
four hour training sessions. 
Focusing on a theme, the games 
approach is "a fun way to dissemi- 
nate information to the leaders," said 
Janet Baker, orientation board mem- 
ber. A series of games are played by 
the leaders, ana points are awarded 
for correct answers. This approach 
helps the leaders to become aware of 
what they do and don't know about the 
campus. 
The other session is based on the 
leaders going through all phases of 
the orientation, as if they were a 
freshman. "You can't carry out the 
program, unless you know the pur- 
pose," Baker said. 
Since its implementation in 1971, 
the program has evolved gradually. 
The present program includes a 
multi-media presentation, a small 
group experience, and playfair. Play- 
fair could be described as a "non- 
competitive game for the masses," 
DeCrane said. 
The responsibility for running the 
program rests on the 20-member 
orientation board. Board members 
plan activities, train leaders, and 
evaluate the program. Publication of 
the "New Student Handbook" is also 
the responsibility of the board. 
Oct. 21.1983 
Health - Students will be 
receiving letters from Stu- 
dent Health Services ad- 
vising them to check their 
immunisation status to de- 
termine if they need to 
update their shots to pre- 
vent diseases. The Health 
Center is advising all stu- 
dents to read the letters 
and return the question- 
naire form to the Health 
Center as soon as possible. 
Lssas - All students with 
national Defense Direct 
Student Loans, Nursing 
Student Loans or Student 
Development Loans who 
are graduating or leaving 
the University after fan 
semester 1913, should eon- 
tact the Student Loan Col- 
lection Office at 37M112 to 
make an appointment for 
an exit interview. 
Add Ran - Ronald Irwin, 
chairman of Canada's 
House of Commoms' sub- 
committee on add rain, 
will discuss the issue ana 
its effect on Canadian-U.S. 
relations. The lecture will 
be held in the Assembly 
Room of McFall Center at 
1:30 p.m. and is free and 
open to all. 
Who's Who - Deadline is 5 
p.m. today in 406 Student 
Services   for   submitting 
nomination and applica- 
tion tains for entry into 
this annual academic and 
organlxational honor publi- 
cation. Only seniors are 
eligible for listing. 
Aerobic - Fitness at Five, 
a co-ed aerobic exercise 
program, will be held at 
the Student Rec Center. 
Free and open to all. Exer- 
cising begins at 5: IS p.m. 
in the Activity Center. 
HYPNO 
TOifl* 
Correction 
Bartley Brennan, professor of busi- 
ness administration, spoke last week 
before a U.S. Senate committee on a 
proposed ammendment to the For- 
eign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977. 
The News erroneously reported in 
yesterday's issue that he spoke before 
an Ohio House committee. We regret 
the error. 
.from page one 
roof, he could not tell them much. 
But under Brichta's hypnosis, the 
witness recalled what the man was 
wearing, his hair color and that his 
eyes (seen from on top of the roof) 
were piercing dark brown. 
"I TOLD the officers when they 
picked him up to see what color his 
eyes were," Brichta said. "Sure 
enough, they were the same color." 
Despite the controversy over "the 
Hollywood-hyped" hypnosis, as 
Brichta said, tie dispelled common 
beliefs  about  subjects  being  pro- 
grammed by hypnosis and post-hyp- 
notic suggestions. 
"People think I'm going to say 'Zap, 
you're a zombie,' or (after being 
hypnotized) they are afraid that while 
sitting with their friends, they win 
suddenly douse themselves in catsup 
and say, 'I'm a notdog,' " Brichta 
said. 
"But there is only one form of true 
hypnosis and that Is self-hypnosis. If 
people come in here saying they don't 
believe in hypnosis, then Iwon't even 
try to hypnotize them. They have to be 
wUling/'BrichU said. 
Moreover, Brichta said subjects 
remember everything they said dur- 
ing the approximate 30-minute ses- 
sion. 
"Subjects always say how relaxed 
they feel after hypnosis," Brichta 
said. "It is especially effective in 
relieving trauma for assault victims 
who are naturally apprehensive and 
awkward to work with. But if subiects 
want, they could bring a friend 
along," he added. 
TO THE DISMAY of officers who 
want to stop smoking or lose a few 
pounds, Brichta will only hypnotize on 
a professional basis "in order to 
maintain the credible image of the 
department,'' he said. 
*^osify,'± HAIR FASHIONS 
134 W. WOOSTER PHONE M3-3611 
fc. 
Uniperm Special 
$25.00 
(including haircut) 
• Featuring Nexxus Products 
• Walk-ins Welcome 
I 
I 
B.6. JAYCEES & WRQN 
HAUNTED 
HOUSE 
DISCOUNT 
COUPON 
OLD KROGER BLOG   - N   MAIN ST    8 
OCT.   21-22  and  OCT.   28-29  i   31  TS 
SAVE SOC OFF REG   PRICE     z 
PAY ONLY $1.50 ! 
7:00 IHI Midnight 
OCT. 30 SUNDAY MATINEE    | 
I 
Send your gift to: 
CARE 35 E. Chestnut Street Columbus. Ohio 43215 
2 00 to 4 00 
COUPONS 
INCREDIBLE 
WAITLESS LUNCHES 
NEW LITE-SIZE ■ PIZZA 
Served as soon as you order. No waiting. 
Its a 7" lunchtime pizza with our hand-tossed 
taste. Perfect for one, priced for lunch. Our 
Lite-Size"' Pizza is served from II am to 2 pm, 
Monday through Saturday. 
SALAD BAR AND BREADSTICKS WITH SPICY 
CHEESE DIP. 
A quick, lite lunch served as soon as your order 
No waiting 
Enjoy Noble Roman's   Create Your Own'' Salad 
Bar with 5 Breadsticks with Spicy Cheese Dip. 
Light, refreshing, tasty. The perfect lunch for the 
shape of things to come. 
SON OF MONSTER' 
A 6" beast of a feast for lunch Served as soon as 
you order. No waiting. 
A hearty, lunchtime pizza you can really sink your 
teeth into. Twice the meat and vegetable toppings 
you want... plus three times more cheese! 
All of Noble Roman's Incredible Waitless 
Lunches are made fresh from scratch for busy 
people on the go. Next lunch hour, stop at the 
Noble Roman's near you. Smile and Say Lunch! 
Call Ahead 
for Large Orders 
or Carryout 
354-3935 
r 
i 
i 
i i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
TWO 
LITE-SIZE™ 
PIZZAS 
(with topping of the day) 
2.22 
Valid only at lunch 
11 am. to t p.m. 
Monday through Saturday 
Cannot be used with any other 
coupon  or discount   offer.   One 
coupon per customer per visit 
Offer   good   through   Saturday 
Nov. It 1983 
SALAD BAR & 
BREAD STICKS 
With Spicy Cheese Dip 
2.62 
Valid only at lunch 
11 am. to t p.m. 
Monday through Saturday 
Cannot be used with any other 
discount or discount offer. One 
coupon per customer per visit 
Offer good through Saturday 
Nov. It 19SS. 
'Nohklfcmiaii* ACCT. Ill 
300 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
TWO SON OF 
MONSTER* 
PIZZAS 
(with topping of the day) 
3.39 
Valid only at lunch 
11 am. to i p.m. 
Monday through Saturday 
Cannot be used with any other 
coupon or discount offer. On* 
coupon per customer per visit 
Offer good through Saturday 
Nov. It, 1993. 
Noble IV>m*n>. ACCT ... 
ITALIAN LUNCHEON BUFFET 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Z.TlJ (available till2,.m> 
Includes Salad Bar. famous Bread Sticks with Nadu Cheese Sauce, delectable Italian Pmttm and Sauces. 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
10CHELSIE COURT 
FOUR MEADOWS 
(CONDOMINUM) 
OCT. 22, 1983 AT 10:30 a.m. 
SPECIAL FINANCING OFFERED 
BYNEWLOVE REALTY352-5161 
AUCTIONEER: EUGENE ADLER 
(TERMS: $1,000 down day of AUCTION 
BALANCE DUE UPON CLOSING WITHIN 
15 DAYS). SELLER WILL FURNISH 
GUARANTEED CERTIFICATE OF TITLE 
AND WARRANTY DEED. 
■ IHHLBBBBBBBBBBBBBI ■ 
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BGSU GOSPEL CHOIR 
presents 
"You Can Depend On God" 
FALL CONCERT 
at the 
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
1506 E. WOOSTER ST. 
OCTOBER 23-3:00 P.M. 
I<1f" *■«*«" Bf*h»m ' A     '• -' * •••- 
•1.00 in advance 
•1.50 at the door 
314 Offenhauer West 
372-6330 
a** 
>** NEW! 
Warzy's 
Good <C* 
\f\ll      Blend 
WHOLE BEAN COFFEE 
1068 North Main St. 
352-8434 
IBOWLING GREEN 
|MUNICIPAL COURT'S 
(FIRST FULL-TIME 
I JUDGE (1077-f RESENT) 
KNOW THE LAW.. .FROM A TO Z 
(AND SAVE YOUR DOLLARS) 
F: OHIO'S NEW OMNKJNO MOVER LAW: 
Don't drtn) aftar drinking. 
(mull—i mandatory I1SO ttoa, 1 day (all, M days 
auapanaion, 1 yaar tmmmm coiaraia, 175 Moana* 
MSMtMJ 
Q: MMNO WITH A "AC 
taHM drink* In ■*• SrM hoar. 
(Mnkman Mandatory 1150 Una, 1 day. Jail. M day* 
tuanawalon, 1  yaar biaurano* oonaraga, $75 Hcanaa 
raturnfanj 
ACGFA CANDIDATE 
An election will be held on Wednesday, November 16, 1983, to name four (4) 
undergraduate students and one (1) graduate student as at-large members of the 
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students who are interested in 
becoming candidates for election to ACGFA are required to file a statement of 
candidacy and petition forms which will be available in the Office of the Vice 
President for Student Affairs, 305 Student Services Building, on Monday, 
October 24, 1983. Completed forms must be returned to that office by 
Thursday, November 3, 1983. 
Candidates may be full-time or part-time students. Candidates must be 
registered students for the planned term of office which is the 1983-84 academic 
year. All candidates will be certified as to their eligibility. The election will be 
conducted by the Undergraduate Student Government, the Graduate Student 
Senate and the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. 
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Teamsters back Republican for Toledo mayor 
TOLEDO (AP) - The city's largest 
Teamsters local is backing a Republi- 
can for mayor for the first time since 
1967 because the union president said 
yesterday it has been treated shabbily 
by the current Democratic adminis- 
tration. 
Harold Leu, president of the 9.500- 
member Teamsters Local 20 said his 
union's support for GOP candidate 
Donna Owens is in part a punishment 
of her opponent, Democratic Coun- 
cilman Peter Ujvagi. 
Leu said Ujvagi earned the union's 
distaste  "by totally shilling  for a 
Boup of power brokers to cripple 
bor in this town." 
The union leader accused Ujvagi of 
backing Democratic Mayor Doug De- 
Good ''every step of the way" when 
the city imposed a contract on its 
union workers during a city budget 
crisis in 1981. 
Ujvagi said be was unconcerned 
about the Teamsters endorsement 
and predicted he would win the ma- jority of labor union support by the 
Nov. 8 election. Ujvagi won the non- 
partisan primary in Ohio's fourth- 
larsest cifv last month. 
"I WAS on citv council and I was 
part of having to make the hard 
decisions to bring us back to fiscal 
responsibility," Ujvagi said. "The 
labor unions in Toledo are as diverse 
and pluralistic as the city itself. Each 
of the unions must do what they think 
is best for their members." 
Leu said Owens has been supportive 
of labor unions in Toledo. 
"Our endorsement does not come 
from a standpoint that she's made 
any commitment to us," Leu said. 
"She just seems to have the PR and 
the personality that is needed if we're 
going to regain some of the Jobs that 
have been fast in this city." 
After the losing battle with City Hall 
during the budget crisis, Leu said he 
was certain the Teamsters wouldn't 
support DeGood in a bid for a fourth 
two-year term. DeGood announced 
his retirement in the summer. 
"Labor in this town spent a lot of 
money on DeGood in the last election, 
and he hasn't given us a darn thing for 
it," Leu said. 
Still, the Teamsters leader said the 
union would have endorsed a Demo- 
crat if vice mayor Gene Cook bad 
taken up the mantle in DeGood's 
place. But Cook, general manager of 
the Toledo Mud Bens baseball team, 
declined to run. They left the spot on 
the ticket to Ujvagi. 
Groups oppose plan U.N. calls for emergency food aid to Africa 
COLUMBUS (AP) - 
Some major environmen- 
tal groups share Ohio's ob- jections to a proposed 
federal plan to control acid 
rain, a Washington lobby- 
ist said. 
Elizabeth Agle, a coordi- 
nator of the National Clean 
Air Coalition, said her 
group is among many op- 
posing the U.S. Environ- 
mental Protection 
Agency's efforts to limit 
controls to Ohio and three 
other states. 
Even though Ohio elec- 
trical utilities produce 
much of the airborne sul- 
fur pollutants believed by 
some scientists to cause 
add rain, Agle said her 
group favors a 31-state 
plan that would achieve a 
comprehensive solution 
while spreading the costs. 
According to published 
reports, EPA Director Wil- 
liam Ruckleshaus is 
urging a program that 
would require Ohio and 
West Virginia to reduce 
smokestack discharges by 
more than SO percent. New 
York and Pennsylvania 
would be required to make 
smaller cuts. Pollution lev- 
els in 21 other states would 
be frozen by the plan. 
Ohio Gov. Richard Ce- 
leste has called for a na- 
tional plan "so that one 
state or one region doesn't 
unduly bear a tremendous 
continuing unemployment 
problem. 
ACCORDING TO some 
scientists, the pollution 
created in Ohio and other 
states has caused the acid 
rain, which is damaging 
plant and aquatic life in 
parts of the Northeast and 
Canada. 
Speaking in Columbus, 
Agle predicted that Con- 
gress will start work on 
acid rain legislation in No- 
vember, even though the 
Ruckleshaus plan has been 
blocked within the admin- 
istration. 
Her coalition favors a 
bill offered by Rep. Henry 
Wazman, D-Ca., Agle said. 
ROME (AP) - A U.N. 
agency called for emer- 
gency food supplies to 22 
African countries Wednes- 
day to prevent malnu- 
trition and hunger from 
spreading "in a massive 
scale" throughout the con- 
tinent. 
Food shortages in the 22 
nations could deteriorate 
to the point where "a sig- 
nificant proportion" of 
more than ISO million peo- 
ple may soon face hunger, 
delegates at an emergency 
meeting of the U.N. Pood 
and Agriculture Organiza- 
tion were told. 
"Food aid has remained 
stagnant and actual deliv- 
eries have fallen short of 
pledges," FAO Director- 
General Edouard Saouma 
said. 
He made the remarks as 
he introduced two reports 
on food supply in Southern, 
Western and Eastern Af- 
rica. 
The reports, drafted by a 
Joint F AO-World Food Pro- 
gram group and by FAO»'s 
own "Early Warning Sys- 
tem" on food and agricul- 
ture, said Africa needs 3.2 
million tons of food by the 
end of next year. 
The reports said only 19 
percent of the amount has 
been pledged by donor 
countries. 
THE REPORTS called 
for "exceptional food aid" 
of 700,000 tons plus ^mil- 
lion for other essential 
needs, Including measures 
to control animal diseases 
and agricultural rehabili- 
tation. 
NOTICE! 
PISANELLO'S FREE PIZZA 
coupon In the 
VCTO PA88BOOK 
should have stated 
NO DELIVERY 
This special and one 
coupon per pizza 
CAREER AWARENESS 
WEEK 
(OCT 24-27) 
DISCOVER THE REAL BUSINESS WORLD 
6:30-9:00 .'...MON ADVERTISING 
6:30-9:00 TUES MKT RESEARCH 
6:30-9:00 WED SALES/SALES MGMT 
6:30-9:00 THCIRS RETAILING 
PLACE: ALUMNI CENTER AMA 
BASH RIPROCK'S 
128 W. WOOSTER 
354-3939 
Htm y~ JU~V Q.t nu/i,y.~ wu, ■ 
TONIGHT 
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE 
ON   ANY   BASHED   POTATO,   MEXICAN 
SPECIALTY, SUB or BAGEL SANDWICH 
EAT-IN ONLY 4:00 pm - 1:00 am 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY: 
BUY 1 GET 1 FOR 1/2 PRICE ON ANY 
DELIVERY ORDER. 
HOWARDS / - ' 
10 TtTKacH    llOtfovei 
take a trip to 
DETROIT 
BOSTON 
CELTICS 
at (he 
Ponllac Sllverdome 
Oct. 28.1983 
sn.oonru* 
Hwm ant mt-ur a uu OFFICC 
m 
NEXT 
DAY 
TYPESETTING 
BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, 
POSTERS, RESUMES 
SPECIAL PROJECTS 
NEWSLETTERS 
You don't have to wait days loi your 
typesetting Get next day service al 
Century Detvign Graphics Ltd. 
Our high speed computerized 
typesetting system features •. wide 
variety o( type styles and point sizes 
to fit your project needs. Our 
typesetting system "sets" and 
"stores" aanuhaneously to "play 
back" later for revisions and 
alterations, 
CENTURY 
DESIGN    GRAPHICS    LTD     I 
12836S Di.wrt-y     Bo**ngO«m.OH I 
YWRB^KWORTHAN 
Your BSN means you're a professional. In die Army, it also 
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our 
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities, 
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 9151C. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. 
BEALLYOUCANBE. 
AFTER THE HOCKEY GAME 
SCORE ONE 
WITH US! 
 1 ONE COUPON PER ORDER 1  
FREE 
QT. COKE 
TO OO ONLY1 
With  MMium Of L.rgo 
2 III" Of Mom 
PIZZA 
FREE 
THICK 
DOUGH 
2 FREE 
10 02  JulCM 
with Large 2 M*m 
PIZZA 
12 Oz. Can Pop 
FREE 
with a Big Salad 
lOlat, Taco. Vag I 
1-12 OZ. 
CAN POP 
with 7" Sub 
2*21    440 E. Court St. 
EAST      *2.1596 
945 South Main 
352-7571 
PAOUAJ'B 
SOUTH 
suss PIZZAS 
4" *1" 
8 00 
Onion, graan pappar. muarwooma. black oiivas. mozzaralla 
chaata. laltuca S tomato a choica of draaalng 
T»CO 2 75       3 50       9 50 
Ground D**f. colby cDMH. taco Hue*, tomato**, 
lattuca & mozzaralla eft**** 
HAWAIIAN PUNCH 2-50       3 00 
Ham. pmaappi. pizza sauca ano mozzaratla chaaaa 
CRAZY GEORGE 2M      300 ASP_      _ 
GREEK 
NIGHT 
IS 
BACK 
EVERY MONDAY 
9 PM-CLOSE 
AT 
OUR CONVENIENT 
LOCATION IS SHEAR 
PLEASURE FOR YOU. 
4      .  . . >'?m*. 
Hotel Hairstyling 
107 South Main 
(Next to "The Lobby") 
352-4810 
SauMQa. gr pappar. onion, pizza sauca. A mozzaralla chaas. 
PAGUAI'S SPECIAL        275       IB       »50 
SAusag*. P*PP*fOni. mushroom,   graan 
pappar. onion,, puza sauca A moizaralia cnaasa 
CHEFS DELIGHT'      _- S25       - 
Sausaga. boat, Miami, ham. papparom. 
bacon bits blactt olrva*. mushrooms, g'aan poppa*. 
onion, pizza sauca and mozzaralla chaasa 
GERMAN DELIGHT       J.J9.     J.00      SOO 
Canadian Bacon or Italian patty Mua*fcrawt. 
mozzaratla cn*a*a and pizza „uca 
REGULAR (hot or COW)     250      3-00     SOO 
Ham. cnaesa salami laltuca onion, pickla. tomato, and 
Italian drafting 
ROAST BEEF      2.75      M0     SS0 
Roast b**l. chow* of wttuc*. tomato, pickla. onion 
chaaaa and dra*tmg 
MONTY      280      100     .00 
Sautag*. oniona mozzaralla cnaata and pizza aauc* 
No Hjoii'iutioni on Apacia' tubt or onto. 
MMMVM 
BEEF BURRITO S3 50 
M...... M.' n mn •*•*» wnato ."una *> mint 
B'»c. a.-«»  CM, C"Ma* ".*.*• SUM 
VEOETARIAN iURKITO    UN 
*'«* xifm, or an. ,i.i. mm iimum   aiaca 
ia-     \r     i*- 
5 20       4 50        I 10 
5 SO      7 25      9 00 
tau y» . LH 
5.B0     r.»     BOO 
7 SO      » 50     II 70 
IB" ir M- 
3*0 4Z5 5.40 
4.00 500 S.30 
4(0 5 75 7.20 
5 20 6 50 B10 
BO 75 JO 
.BO 75 .SO 
SO 75 90 
Chaaaa  
' lt*m      
2 lt*m*  
3 lt*m*  
Each additional it*m 
Extra chaasa 
Truck Cru*l*      
•kin II sia—. ■ mm 
it*ms Availab**' Onion. Sauaaga. P*op*ron>. 
Mushrooms. Graan Pappars. B**f. H*m. Salami. 
Black Ofiv**, AncnoiH*. Fraan Tomato**. 
Hot Jalapano Pappars. Hot Ring* Grat*d 
Colby Chaasa. Bacon Bit*. Pinaappla 
Canadian Bacon, and Graan Olivas 
MEUINOt MOULAR SIZE SUB E XT HAS 
MsrtOMaVM      M.tt»"J       M-m     Mrt>t*M<f> Bfcatarrwtti M 0«at» ■—PB' » »nm>osii 
(■•a**)     ■>•!%»••***       PtUa     MtPM      »•.-•- M. faira niiii   »   ■■••■ •«••• mat   n 
nsf.-iautaiBMirr n |P«»«* ia-.ll 14 
laftallor   rXM4VtB)»a                  IS N   C«*UO0 
SNACKS 
in •MARWBO 
■oiwii-mi       tn CHEF SALAD 
mm (awaa t* 
<Csi  |iNl'M*M|   r»»<X» 
>NHMtj •w'-rai iimi-i 
f B*M •» -MINI   - !•■ 
VCOCTARIAN SALAD 
SM» c»*m tmnm — ***•< m- am 
Hmlk 
SPAGHETTI 4.25 GARLIC IRCAO 
CK-OlBXfl'O- 290 'O.KfJi 125 
-,mm K 
LASAGNA        ....    429      -'»c«aM 1.79 
C-*I»»I*I                   290      -^mm .J» 
aa»aamwM 
Alt Oi—«•■  **"*« BM» • M*M       l«v*»4.l—i ft e<*4MM 229 
.-nn«csi|«i'.<MBO* — Stl*** 'SO 
ttt ntt c*4Vfs) fax <M>»w — 
OXt»"i ■cacMiMi w 
•vo*n M 
tmaoo*' mm**i « n 
lM   trXMtWAB. SIM 
TACO SALAD 
•WHS      -MB*     l-»B14l     C14— 
C*mmt tM«l»B. sjtai NatJifa 
C»'C««-      Noa>«n      C-»•••• 
•OUPtOFTNIMtl 
OM*aTiO*PO» I 
Cm*  OoiCrtM  W'M 
mmtm RMPw 
HOstCaMtTORO • 
1 earn tar> ur« ~e »«■■■». 
• aaKM. CanaMakrwC 
P*C«B BUBJfCT TO CHAAtOB WITHOUT NOTICS - »J» IflNHrlUM DCLIYW 
MONDAY • * Roast Baal Plaitar. 
11 am ■ Qona, J3.00; 2 lor 1 Pizza, 8 
pm • 7 pm 
-DAILY SPECIALS- 
WEDNESDAY   •    .Spaghattl 
Dlnrtsr, 11 am • 9 pm, II 50. 
TUESDAY-  * Frsa cup of Soup       THURSDAY  -   * lasagna  Din- 
with any Salad. 11 am • o pm nar. 11 am • 9 pm. 11.50. 
*Srja«c/a/s DaNrvrratf on Cimput Only! 
FRIDAY  •   Pizza  am)  Salad 
Smorgasbord, 11 am • 4 pm, 13.00. 
SATURDAY • * turrito. 11 anvt 
pm, (2.99; * 3 Tacos, 11 am-9 pm 
SUNDAY • Smorgasbord, 11 am 
■10 pm, S3.S0. 
FREE DELIVERY • 11 A.M. ONII 
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Rainfall easing 2V2-month-old problem 
Water shortage prompts distribution of kits 
OXFORD, Ohio (AP) -City officials 
considered the 2tt-month water short- 
age critical enough for them to buy 
and distribute water conservation kits 
to consumers, but rainfall is easing 
the problem, an official said yester- 
day. 
Stuart Meek, acting city manager, 
said the city has gotten a good re- 
sponse to its pleas for conservation, 
except for one instance in which em- 
ployees at a Kroger Co. grocery store 
were fined for hosing down sidewalks. 
City officials declared the water 
emergency Aug. 6, and have extended 
it through Nov. 6. But Meek said 
conservation and recent rains have 
improved the situation and he doesn't 
expect to extend the emergency past 
Nov. 6. 
Oxford and the nearby Indiana-bor- 
der village of College Corner draw 
their wafer from Four Mile Creek. 
The summer drought drained the 
creek. Residents in both communities 
have been asked to conserve, but 
neither municipality has had to bring 
in water from elsewhere. 
Oxford's water system serves 22,000 
people, including Miami University 
and fringe areas around the city of 
18,000. College Corner's water plant 
serves about 1,700. 
MECK SAID the crisis started when 
one of Oxford's two water fields went 
dry after the water dropped below the 
pumping level. 
"It was sort of scary," he said. "We 
thought we'd have to call in the Na- 
tional Guard to bring in other sources 
of water." 
The city then declared a water 
emergency, which made it illegal to 
wash cars, water lawns or hose down 
sidewalks and driveways. City offi- 
cials also urged residents to volun- 
tarily conserve. 
The city spent $1,600 to buy 3,000 
water conservation kits and another 
$400 to mail them to consumers. The 
Oxford Jaycees club also has been 
selling T-shirts bearing the slogan, "I 
Survived the Water Shortage of1963," 
and using the proceeds to help buy the 
conservation kits. 
The kits, made by G&E Products of 
Santa Ana, Calif., include pamphlets, 
conservation tips, shower head in- 
serts and bags that displace water in 
toilet tanks to reduce water usage. 
Meek said the city wants to expand 
its capacity by buying three more 
water well sites near Oxford, but 
hasn't persuaded the owners of those 
properties to sell. 
The first day consumers were asked 
to conserve, they cut the day's usage 
by 600,000 gallons, Meek said. It has 
fluctuated up and down since, espe- 
cially when Miami University's home 
football games attract crowds. 
But, Meek said, September's aver- 
age daily water use was 1.88 million 
gallons, down from 2.31 million gal- 
lons in September 1982. 
South Korean president issues warning Senate amends act 
to gain more control 
SEOUL, South Korea 
(AP) - President Chun 
Doo-hwan issued a "stem 
warning" to North Korea 
yesterday that another ac- 
tion such as the bomb blast 
in Burma that killed 17 
high-ranking South Ko- 
reans would bring strong 
retaliation. 
Chun delivered what was 
called a special statement 
on the Oct. 9 bombing to his 
newly reorganized Cabinet 
and other officials at the 
presidential residence, 
where he again accused 
the Pyongyang regime of 
plotting the attack. The 
victims   included   four 
members of Chun's Cab- 
inet and high-ranking 
aides and advisers. 
Burmese authorities in- 
vestigating the bombing, 
which also killed four Bur- 
mese, said three Koreans 
were involved, but did not 
ify whether they were 
orth or South Koreans. 
Chun said, "We are near 
the end of our patience. I 
now serve a stern warning 
... that this is the last 
point of endurance which 
our peaceful resolve and 
brotherly love can hold. 
Should such a provocation 
ever recur again, they 
shall expect, without fail, a 
corresponding   retaliation 
in strength." 
Chun spoke a few hours 
after an official announce- 
ment in Washington that 
President Reagan will visit 
South Korea Nov. 12-14, 
during which he is ex- 
pected to reaffirm the U.S. 
commitment to this coun- 
try. 
United way 
People Helping People 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
The Senate voted yester- 
day to amend the 1973 War 
Powers Act in an effort to 
provide a constitutional 
means for Congress to 
overrule a presidential de- 
cision and order U.S. 
troops brought back from 
hostilities abroad in the 
Way to go Alpha Gams! !! 
INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL 
CHAMPS 
for the THIRD undefeated 
year in a row! 
A Big Cheer for our winning team: 
Mary (Sonny Bono) Davis 
Carrie Levine 
Beth (Pitts) Trentadue 
Kathy (Twink) Leibig 
Judy Conner 
Kim Applegarth 
Kristi (Twiggie) Twigg 
Peggy Eberhart 
Lynn Zak 
Ellie (Marit) Hassett 
Chris Peterman 
Becky (B2) Burge 
Matt Bistrick-Coach 
absence of a declaration of 
war. 
The vote was 86-11. 
The amendment, offered 
by Senate Democratic 
Leader Robert Byrd of 
West Virginia, would per- 
mit Congress to take such 
action by passing a resolu- 
tion that would be subject 
to veto by the president. To 
overcome the veto, a two- 
thirds majority of both 
houses would be needed. 
The War Powers Act, in 
a provision that has never 
been exercised, authorized 
Congress to take such ac- 
tion by passing a resolution 
not subject to veto by the 
president. In this way, 
Congress could overrule 
the president by a simple 
majority of both the House 
and Senate. 
The Supreme Court, in a 
case this year that did not 
involve the War Powers 
Act, ruled that such so- 
called legislative veto pro- 
visions are unconstitu- 
tional. 
October Special —v 
$3.00  ' 
lOin. One Item Pizza 
Additional 
Items 50« ea. 
352-5166 
203 N. Main 
Open 4 p.m. 
Expires 10/31/83 
one coupon per pizza 
SENIORS! 
SHOT 
The yearbook photographer is in town for a 
limited amount of time only. 
Call 372-0086 to schedule your appointment 
or come to the The KEY office 
at 310 Student Services. 
DON'T BE LEFT OUT! 
Beware Victims We're 
Out To Get Ya! 
Uj 
Tracy & Blake 
KC & Chuck 
HAGS & Jailbird 
Priestess & K.Z. 
Sher-bear & Petey 
Laura & Dave 
Mingis & Andy 
Bum & Dave 
Pizza King & Kristie Q 
Sumo & Sanna 
Annie & Chris 
Steph & Will 
Janet & Bill 
Blundy & Bill 
Gladys & Jay 
Annette & John     £ 
Becky & John <£ 
Chris & John i 
Michele & Brian 
Kristine & Ted 
Captain Mike & Ann 
Cindy & Dave 
Amy & Sandy 
Al & Srads 
Daytona & W2 
Poo & Mel 
Stacy & Mike 
Chris & Jerry 
Jill & Rich 
Smushy & The Flash 
Tigger & Husband 
Betsy & Dave 
Barb & Mike 
Monique & Brian 
Prince & Princess 
Hot Tub & Bob 
Mo & Ski 
Hamburger & Fries 
Kristin & "X" 
Pres. Haha & Mr. All American 
Steve "Avenue" & Mrs. Beasley 
AT 
/ 
^RN **> 
OCTOBER 22, 1983 
Amy&"X" 
Kathy & Mitch 
Petie & Jake 
Pooky *1 & Pooky *2 
Wonderful Troy & Scott 
Kat & Jim 
Janet & Scott 
Betsy & Carl 
Pink Lady & Charlie 
Becca & Kevin 
Diltigaf&Mr. Whiggins 
Hasbeen & Yogi 
Smaltzy & Mr. Roper 
Veronica & Old Faithful 
Shultz & Bistritz 
M.B. & Big Bis 
Sheryl & The Groom 
Peg Weg & The Coach 
Schmitde & Vedda 
Rob & Rona 
Soocil & The Wolverine 
Lucy Z. & Charlie Popp 
Dina & Scot 
Swimmer & Pen! 
Mrs. & Mr. Bruce Messina 
Large & Happy 
Peppermint Patty & 
Hammerhead 
Woodstock & B2 
Paula & Brad 
Kathy & Pietro 
Chris & Red 
Mouse & Abidad 
Jam & The "Maine" Man 
UI'R& Greg 
Banana & "Z" Man 
Ice'berg' & Rotten 'Apple' 
Miss Mess & Bubbles 
Sherlock & Watson 
The Cook & TBA 
Frito Lay & Fern 
LU'F&Brad 
The Roommates-Brian 
Flash & Flick 
Mush & Grant 
P.D. & Brian 
Eggy & Tony 
Odie & Downtown 
Pres & Brian 
Mitch & Scott 
Falcons travel to NIC! 
sports bg new$/october 21, 1983 7 
by Marc BSpfi  
assisianl spcxis editor 
Injuries have forced coach Denny 
Stolz to shuffle his defensemen like a 
deck of cards. Now he is forced to do a 
two-handed card trick with injuries to 
his offense. 
It all started in the league-opener 
against Miami when three of the four 
defensive backs were lost, two of 
which have vet to return as the Fal- 
cons bead into the week seven in 
DeKalb, m., against Northern Illinois 
tomorrow. They are Ted Shingleton 
and Melvin Marshall, as Martin Bay- 
less returned the following week. 
Marshall is expected to see some 
action tomorrow. 
Stolz turned to two freshmen as 
replacements in the defensive back- 
field with Dean Bryson and Brian 
Munson. 
END AND SOMETIMES line- 
backer Steve Truchly missed last 
week's game and is not expected to 
play this week. Sophomore Chris 
Hartman replaced Truchly last week 
and had an outstanding day landing 
the Bowling Green defensive player of 
the week honor. Hartman will proba- 
bly start tomorrow. 
Also in the Miami contest the Fal- 
cons lost top tailback Andre Jackson 
for the season. Stolz replaced him 
with sophomore Darryl Story, who 
came into form last week by rushing 
for 116 yards, by far the best perfor- 
mance by a Falcon ground-gainer this 
season. 
Last Saturday's game also marked 
the injury to the fourth best receiver 
the nation in flanker Greg Meehan (42 
catches for 474 yards and four touch- 
downs). Meehan's status is questiona- 
ble but he will definitely not play 
tomorrow. 
MEEHAN'S REPLACEMENT will 
be freshman Wayne Rositano, who 
caught five passes last week after 
Meehan was sidelined. 
"A crucial, crucial injury," Stolz 
said about Meehan. "Meehan is the 
best receiver in the conference so far. 
He's a real player." 
The Falcon defense has stiffened just in time as NIU has some explo- 
sive talent on offense. Huskie tailback 
Darryl Richardson in fifth in the 
country and third in the MAC (saying 
something about the MAC running 
ability) in rushing with 722 yards. His 
single-game total of 252 yards against 
Ball State earlier in the year ranks as 
the best performance by a back this 
season in all of Division I-A. 
Multi-talented Huskie quarterback 
Tim Tyrrell is also a threat. 
"Offensively, they are tailback- 
oriented like Toledo, western (Mich.) 
and Central (Mich.)," Stolz said. 
"They have more athletic ability and 
speed at quarterback, though. 
"Their quarterback is definitely a 
factor. A rollout-type passer. It gives 
them another dimension. He's an- 
other shell in the gun. He's a high 
school running back that's been con- 
verted." 
NIU's DEFENSE HAS recently be- 
come a stingy bunch. The first two 
games the Huskies gave up 34 points 
in a victory over Kansas, and 37 
points in a loss to Wisconsin. Since 
then - the beginning of their MAC 
schedule - an average of under 10 
points per game has been allowed. 
Thus, their 4-0 tri-league leading 
mark with other undefeated teams 
Toledo and Central Michigan. 
"They're probably more improved 
on defense than anywhere else, Stolz 
said. "They're a swarming defense, 
the best we've seen on film this year.'1 
BG icers face Lake Superior 
by Steve Quinn 
sports reporter 
Two years ago the McNaughton 
Cup entered its way into Bowling 
Green's Ice Arena and the Falcon 
icers have made sure the cup has not 
left its spot in the trophy case. 
The defending Central Colegiate 
Hockey Association champions begin 
defending the McNaughton Cup at 
7:30 p.m. tonight against Lake Supe- 
rior State College at the Ice Arena. 
And indications from last weekend's 
sweep against non-conference oppo- 
nent Clarkson show that the Falcons 
have no intention of giving up any 
ground from last year's 24*3 CCHA 
championship record. 
The Falcons have not lost a CCHA 
home game since the 1961-82 season 
when they droped a 6-5 decision to 
Ohio State and have not lost to LSSC 
in over two years. Last year BG won 
both meetings between the two teams, 
6-4 and 6-5, in Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. 
THE LAKERS, who finished 11th 
last year, bring a 2-1 record to BG and 
are coming on a third place in the 
Battle Creek Collegiate Classic tour- 
nament when they came from behind 
to defeat Michigan in overtime. But 
LSSC's accomplishments are not at 
the top of BG coach Jerry York's list 
of concerns. 
"I really have not thought of our 
opponents," York said. "At this stage 
of the season I am more concerned 
about how we are going to play. I am 
looking for a better offensive effort. 
We want to have more puck 
movement and work on keeping the 
puck on the offense." 
BG is coming off a successful series 
last weekend when eight different 
players scored for the Falcons includ- 
ing two-goal performances by Jamie 
Wansbrough and Dan Kane. Going 
into the series Wansbrough and Kane 
both have scoring streaks on the line. 
Wansbrough has scored in his last 
eight home games while Kane has a 
scored in his last five games. Both 
streaks extend from the 1982-83 sea- 
son. Kane only needs three points to 
break into the top 25 in career scoring 
for BG and shares the lead with 
teammate Dave Ellet in scoring with 
four points. 
LIKE LAST SEASON BG will be 
calling on the services of two goal- 
tenders. Freshman Gary Kruzich will 
split the duties in the net with veteran 
Wayne Collins in the series. Against 
Clarkson Collins surrendered only 
two goals, but neither goal came 
against the Falcons when they were 
at full strength. 
"Both Wayne and Gary played good 
games," York said. "That gives us 
some good signs of depth in goal." 
Another good sign for the Falcons 
was the return of Nick Bandescu. 
Bandescu was sidelined with a knee 
injury last year in the season-opener 
against Wisconsin. Bandescu re- 
sponded with a goal in the second 
period of this season's opener. 
York, who last week expected to 
mix the lines a little, said he decided 
not to change anything for this series. 
"WE ARE GOING to stick to the 
same lines we used last week agaisnt 
Clarkson," York said. "Our freshmen 
will also see some playing time. We 
will have Todd Flichel and Mike 
Natyshak playing together on the 
same line. I think the opener had a 
certain excitement to it, but certainly 
the opener of the CCHA doubles that 
feeling." 
It will be a while before anyone can 
tell if the Falcons will put a third ring 
on their finger, but if the coaches pre- 
season picks mean anything, the play- 
ers might want to make room for one 
more ring and keep the McNaughton 
Cup shined for another year in BG's 
Ice Arena. 
BG golfers lead (IT 
Bowling Green's mens 
golf team leads Toledo by 
nine strokes after 18 holes 
of the BG-UT Fall Classic. 
Brad Meek led the Falcons 
with a 70, while Toledo's 
B.J. Claus matched that 
score. 
Jean Larochelle (75), 
Pat Shaw (75), and Dan 
Connelly(76) all contrib- 
uted to the Falcon team 
total of 296. Play concludes 
today at Heather Downs 
Country Club. 
knowledge and experience 
in the game of tennis. 
She was the first wom- 
en's collegiate singles 
champion in 1955 while 
playing at Eastern Michi- 
gan. She was captain of the 
June Stack has been 
named Bowling Green's 
women's tennis coach. 
Stack brings with her a 
tremendous   wealth   of 
Wightman Cup team from 
1954-56 and won eight na- 
tional titles in National 
Public Parks tournament 
Play- 
Stack is a former tennis 
director and head pro at 
Sugar Loaf Village in Tra- 
verse City, Mich. She also 
has taught tennis at the 
Flamingo Hotel in Miami 
Beach and Upper Mont- 
clair Country Club in New 
Jersey. 
Stack has also worked 
with the women's profes- 
sional tennis tour as she 
worked in publicity with 
the Virginia Slims tourna- 
ment. 
"I am very pleased to 
have June join our staff," 
BG athletic director Jack 
Gregory said. "I'm sure 
she'll continue the fine his- 
tory we have with tennis." 
■sports/cap- 
FOOTBALL - at Northern 
Illinios. (1:30 p.m.) 
HOCKEY - at home 
against Lake Superior. 
(7:30 p.m. tonight and Sat- 
urday at the Ice Arena) 
VOLLEYBALL - at Cen- 
tral Michigan (7:15 p.m. 
tonight) and at Eastern 
Michigan (2:00 Saturday) 
SOCCER — at Ohio State. 
(7:30 p.m.) 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
— at the Central Colle- 
giates Invitational (Nor- 
mal, m.) 
MEN'S GOLF - final 
round of the BG-UT classic 
at Heatherdowns County 
Club, Toledo. 
f****************#*******<Hr*****£ 
WE WANT YOU! 
PCAA 
nearly 
decided 
(AP) - The Pacific Coast 
Athletic Association could 
determine its team Satur- 
day for the California 
Bowl, a sharp contrast to 
the wild scramble going on 
in the Mid-American Con- 
ference football race. 
Cal State-Fullerton, a 
preseason choice to finish 
last, can clinch the PCAA 
title and bowl berth by 
beating Fresno State if Ne- 
vada-Las Vegas loses to 
Utah State. 
Central Michigan, 
Northern Illinois and To- 
ledo share the Mid-Ameri- 
can lead, all unbeaten in 
four games. Defending 
champion Bowling Green 
is only one game behind 
with a 3-1 start. 
AV 
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352-1504 
FREE DELIVERY  I 
EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1983 
12 inch Pizza 
coupon good for 
5 free 12 oz. cans 
of 7-UP 
I 
I 
on delivery only I 
* for 
A*L*P*H*A P*H*I-TIGUE 
J FALL DATE PARTY 
J October 21,1983 J 
!t******** A********************** 
HOCKEY! 
FALCONS vs. LAKE SUPERIOR 
FRI & SAT NIGHTS 7:30 
A limited supply of reserved seat 
tickets still remain available for this 
weekend. Memorial Hall Ticket Office 
Open 9-5 Daily. 
The Brothers of 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Would like to congratulate their new actives.. 
Steve Cerr 
Don Heron 
Martin Hohoney 
JeeSes 
Steve Smith 
Creie, Stater 
and welcome our new Associate Members ♦ 
x 
Matt Mahoney Tarry Ckkltty Dove Soneer ♦ 
Joe Alter Tarry Kraff Charles Konzen ♦ 
Den Jimison Jin Barker JeffBiaelew 
Louis Murph DouaKoth Will Niehois ♦ 
Tony Courter Scott 6ereU 
COME OUT AND SEE 
TheNewrclK 
& Brenda,too! 
FOLK MUSIC IS ALIVE AND WELL IN BOWLING GREEN! 
ROWDY, BOISTEROUS MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT! 
809M5AT M"    m * HWOIITT' PLAYIN6... 
11am 230am    FRI & SAT 9p.m.-2a.m \ortoil's 
Oct21,22, 28, 29 Tavern SUN 1p.m.-2:30a.m. 
FLAMUR 1903 
V 
"Crazy" Dawna ft "Crazy" Skipper 
Olivia ft Mr. Dancing Shoes 
Ter Bear ft Sax 
Sherri ft Mike 
Carolyn ft Patrick 
Hoov ft Schwinny 
MoftFeeb 
Curly ft Moe 
Ryan ft "the men" 
Hickey ft Dave 
Keels ft Ebs 
The Windmill Woman ft Schirrip 
Cira ft Fingelberg 
Elizabeth ft George 
Susan ft Bill 
Marybeth ft Jim 
Connie A Steve 
Mary ft Jimmy 
Laura ft Terry 
Kim ft Marty 
Ludesft Schugs 
Elmer Fudd ft Jethro 
George ft Dino 
Mary Anne ft Blake 
Snuggles ft Wuggles 
Linda ft Bill 
Knick Knack ft B. Fly Jr. 
Jan ft Pete 
Diane ft Ai 
Zepster ft Lewser 
Sprout ft Jumbo 
Muffy ft Morkus 
Robinson ft Cords 
Big W. ft Yodes 
'Netti ft Donno 
Nancy ft Earl 
Llsy ft Nunzio Abdullah (th pig) 
Snowflake ft St. Chuck 
kW.A.K. ft J.A.B. 
Cindy ft Charli 
Karen ft Greg 
Ann ft Kevin 
Molly ft Mike 
Lil Hoovs ft Barney 
Aim ft Sy 
Pebbles ft Bambam 
Barb ft Matt 
Elliott ft Danny 
Julie ft The Phantom 
Michelle ft Dave 
Toes ft Stu 
Saint ft Loser 
Sexy ft Rexy 
Wally ft Beaver 
Debbie ft Matt 
Scarlett ft Don 
Jennifer ft Jeff 
Lori ft Ponch 
Lori ft Kip 
Reebob ft Schubob 
PowPow ft Gimpee 
Quack ft Duck 
Karen ft Craig 
Connie ft Mike 
Kibbles ft Boots 
Wally ft Hawley 
Kim ft Jim 
Jenny ft Joe 
Jillsie ft Wellsie 
Friend ft Friendly 
Ev's ft Hankley 
Polly ft Her Cracker 
Kim ft Jim 
Annie ft Dannie 
Amy ft Hearo 
Loser ft Lance Romance. 
Ron ft Bill 
Gomez ft Mortlcia 
Lor ft Larry 
Mary ft Masoud 
Lisa ft Jeff 
Sue ft Matt 
Peggy ft Gary 
Christian ft Rick 
Lil Nerns ft Yohan I/// j 
Laura ft r— 
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Soccer team's 4D' reflects national ranking 
by Steve Qulnn 
sports reporter 
Just as an offensive line on a pass- 
oriented football team receives little 
credit for the success of the quar- 
terback's passing game, the defense 
on Bowling Green's soccer team has 
gone somewhat unnoticed in support- 
ing a powerful offense score SO goals 
on the season and helping the Falcons 
attain a ranking of number 15 in the 
nation. 
The defensive unit has undergone 
some heavy changes over the last 
year. 
Sweeperback Joe Barros was not 
scheduled to start at the beginning of 
the season as the position was 
awarded to newcomer Nan Chul Shin. 
Shin, however, had some difficulty 
adjusting and Barros took over at 
sweeper and has demonstrated that 
he has no plans of giving up his 
position. 
WINGB ACK TOD JOHNSON began 
his career at BG as a striker but was 
moved to the backfield last year. He 
has proved, despite his small size (5- 
foot-t), that he is capable of playing 
anywhere and he is sometimes called 
upon to bring the ball upf ield into the 
opponent's zone. 
Wingback Peter Tatlev, a junior 
college transfer, is another player 
who was not a starter at the outset of 
the season, but since the injury of 
Bart Markel he has blended in with 
the defensive unit. According to BG 
coach Palmisano, Tatley has filled in 
well for Markel. 
Centerback Pat Kenney, a two-year 
letterman, was named co-captain by 
his teammates and is only the third 
junior in Falcon history to be named 
captain. Kenney was recognized for 
his defensive abilities earlier in the 
season when he received an award for 
most valuable defensive player in the 
Lowenbraugh Great Lakes Tourna- 
ment. 
Goalkeeper Kim Bucher is in his 
first year In the starting position and 
already has accumulated nine shut- 
outs and surrendered seven goals on 
the year. But Bucher does not claim 
full responsibility for his success. 
"It is not my nine shutouts, it is the 
defense's   nine   shutouts,"   Bucher 
said. "If I have 10 saves in the game 
each one of the guys on the defense 
should get credit for a save. This is a 
new working defense that has gelled 
real well as a unit this year." 
PALMISANO CREDITS a team 
effort for the Falcons' defensive 
achievements but expressed great 
pleasure on his backfields' perfor- 
mance so far this season. 
"They have played extremely well 
this season," Palmisano said. "Joe 
Barros has played well, he has identi- 
fied his limitations and has worked 
within them. He has done well in one- 
on-one situations. Pete Tately is very 
strong in the air and Pat Kenney has 
tremendous vertical jumping ability. 
"Tod Johnson has a tremendous 
amount of strength and quickness. He 
is also extremly strong. People look at 
him and think because he is small, he 
can't go up in the air with them." 
With the support the defense has 
been giving the potent Falcon offense 
all season, it is no wonder BG has 
been nationally ranked for the past 
two weeks. 
classifieds" 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Proleet Nu_ear Weapone 
Rely In Toledo on Sat Oct 22. at 
noon For more Information contact 
Woman. Cental. 315D Student 
Services 372 2281 Al are wel- 
come 
LOST AND FOUND 
Loat An orange go" sweater at the 
ntramural fields by Eppler on Mon 
Night Any mo to where II a would be 
greatly apprecated Please eel 
Sandy at 372-3883 « anything a 
Known Thanfca'  
Gray vinyl handbag, tap on srde 
doped top. strap Found In front of 
The Arrangement Man St . Set a m 
CelaHar Bpm 354-2148  
Loat Glasses. Oct 18 on campua 
Cal 352 7894. aak for John Re- 
ward  
LOOT: a pearl 4 gold ball necklace, 
between Hewn Houae i Uptown, 
dll 352-7218 or OCMB «3J2. 
FtuOHa'a Sewing and Alterations 
. Letlem and .aignas on rackets and 
sweaters    Al   garments   muet   be 
dean 382-7288  
JR EL ED. MAJOR NTERESTED IN 
BABYSITTING FOR BOWLING 
GREEN RESIDENTS PLEASE CALL 
KM AT 352-2715 
PERSONALS 
RUSH ST 
TUES. 4 THURS. 7:40 
 HTHP»IIII  
P_«J>IV SALE 
DAVY JONES LOCKER 
 RfjTSHOP  
ADPl's - Wet be cheering you on to a 
victory at me DZ Voaaybal Touma- 
ment Love. Your DZ Coachea 
Alpha Gam Qua. Hera's a toaat kal 
for you. 
Wa had a candle paaaing kat for you 
RIDES 
Fade needed to Cleveland area. From 
Row Theatre on Sun afternoon. 
10-23   Wl help w/gas   Cal 354 
1243  
Fade lor two needed to O.U 
HALLOWEEN WEEKEND, cal 352- 
5881 or 352-0439 
SERVICES OFFERED 
PI Kappa Phi's P U.SH. weak '83' » 
comng and us bigger and better than 
ever' Pay units lor the severely 
handcapped 
Sign up now lor 
Phi Kappa Phis 
arm wresting and 
bakards tourneys' 
FOUTS   TYPING    E.ceeent   queaty. 
60- per page 869-2579 attar Ipm 
TYPING 
0_sarteeone. theeis etc 
352 0835 or 372 2281 
15.00 STYLE SPECIAL AT THE FAL- 
CON CLIPPER 352-8200  EXPIRES 
lOffWH.  
Private tutor ai Computer Science 
Low rate 353-2886 
A FU avatar to Tarry from Soon. 
Wa know it means ha loves you a loll 
And to Dab. John did grve a rtng, 
How soon wa those wadding bass 
dtog-adlng-dinG^ 
Congrats to Tarry Bonza and Oab 
Chapman.  
ALPHA TAU OMEGA LK. SISTERS 
WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE THEIR 
FALL PLEDGE CLASS: ANNE ION- 
NCR, RONOA CLADY, MARY ANNE 
GREENE. HELEN HRTVNAK, JANE 
JOSEPH, KELLY KEHRES. KAREN 
KOCH. CHRIS MEAD. STEPHENtE 
NAOY, TAMARA NAULT, PAM PAR- 
MX, LOM S4-TH. FRANC* STORM, 
JACOUT SUKeT, QAYLE TAOOART. 
Andy Row. 
Thanks lor dong such a fantastic rob 
on the Homecoming float Keep up 
the good work as Special Events 
chairman. The Brothers of Phi Kappa 
Teu  
ANNETTE EVERSONE I'm aa happy 
you're eay Ms*. Wan you sur- 
prised? I'm looking forward to 
mega fun ki the future. Love Ye 
Lota. Dana a. 
Annette, monks for being mot vary 
apecM friend' Love ■ Frank  
A PN Pal Ccngrekaeeuiis to Crag 
Ho seer   on   ha  a. ens ring.   -  The 
Pothers  
ATO FOOTBALL TEAM CON- 
GRATULATIONS ON YOUR UNDE- 
FEATED SEASON! OOOO JOtl 
LOVE, YOUR LITTLE SISTERS 
ATO'S - Good tuck In the DZ Voaey- 
bal Tournament thai Saturday Your 
coachea: Gma. Brands, and Dabble 
BEWARE: DO KIDNAP IS NEARl 
BEWARE: DO KIDNAP IS NEAR 
MIDNITE StiOW 
.IN EM A 1S2 
FRIDAY t SATURDAY 
ONLY $1.50 
I Like it's really, totally, the most 
I fun a couple of bodies can have. 
KPa^NG^REAK 
STAIMV4M CINEMA 1*2 
iTAiyuMriAZA gjSSBBaSBeB      ""»»■«>> 
N MAIN    THEATRE 
ALL SEATS 
ANYTIME 
ONLY 
$1.00 
The first time he saw her, 
she was a prostitute 
The second time. 
she was his best friend's wife. 
The third lime. 
she was Ins 
MICHAEL CAINE 
RICHARD GERE 
BEYOND 
TOE LIMIT ■ 
EVENINGS ONLY! 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 
ATTENTIONI 
FORWARD MARCHI 
TO ALPHA PM-TtGUE 
 TONIGHT!  
AXO - Oat peyched tot DZ VoeeybeJ 
town. Your DZ coachea think your 
thagreatoati  
AXO - Spsiem good « DZ VoeeyOal 
Tournament. Love. DZ Coachea 
■am Paid tack M the OZ waeybeH 
llammiMI Lett earn and spike 
ear way Is vfctor.1 Your DZ coaches 
MtJiMs, Karaa arid Marey. 
RUSHZST 
TUES. 4 THURS. 7:40 
Beware Sigma Chts Brad L . Bran 
B. I Stave, You are about to be 
kidnapped one more day and the tun 
BEGINS1 Sea ya soonl Your DO 
Mdrappenrm  
BLONO* WOLKEN. 
YES. THE DIAMOND FROM BRUCE 
IS GORGEOUS. BUT WERE SURE 
THAT HIS AUGUST "KEEPSAKE" IS 
BEST OF ALL CONGRATULA- 
TIONS!   LOVE.   KATHY   4   SHAH 
MUSH  
•rtng eel your beat drinkers 
Man Street Satoon presents the 
great chug off. Entrees are avaaabte 
during bar hours and are due October 
22. Wnnera receive trophaa and 
prizes Head to heed competition 
bega_ the toeowmg weak 
CAMPUS FRIENDS 
DO YOU MM A UTTLE 
(sROTHER OR SISTER FROM HOttf 
BE A HO BROTHER OR 
SISTER TO A BOWLING GREEN 
JR. HKJH STUDENT 
Meg. 10724-7:40 211 U. Ha* 
PI Kappa PN'e -PUSH WEEK '83' 
a coming and its bigger and better 
than ever' Play umts for the severely 
farxtcepped  
Congraajaattne Roger Hardgrove 
and Stetarse Smoggie on your PN 
Kappa Teu - Phi Epaaon Sigma a 
vetertng Good luck in the future The 
Brothers ot Ptn Kappa Tau  
Concvatuaocra Slave Wave and Sui- 
anne Delay on your recant Pis Kappa 
Tau avals-iog Baal of aa* In the 
fukw. The Brothers of Phi Kappa Teu 
CONGRATULATIONS TO STEVE 
COTTON ON YOUR ACTIVATION 
WELCOME TO THE BROTHER 
HOOO AT ITS FINEST WELCOME 
DAN OT30NNELL TO THE PERFECT 
FAMLYI IT IS GREAT TO HAVE YOU 
BOTH AS MY LITTLES YOUR AL- 
PHA SIG BO-BOB  
CongrahaAons and goodkjck to 
Larry Bender with fas engagement. - 
TheBrothara  
CONGRATUUmONS 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
Active ot the Week 
LAURA GRAYI 
The Saters 
Sign up now for 
PI Kappa Phfa 
ermwreeteng end 
baaarda toumaya 
on 98% ol Rah h Mock through 
Sunday the 23rd. Buy one ran gel its 
mass tor a penny. Davy Jones Locker 
Pel Shop  178 8. Matt 
364-1666.  
Deer Pad 
Vnehhg you a wonderful evening!! 
See you guys again soon for s repeat 
Don I forget the  whipped crame. 
Stoned: P4K  
Don't torget MUM" I Daddy1 Order 
your parent's weekend mums In the 
Union Oval  
Don't flea* your chance 
New Muerc Feetrvel 
Oct. 21 and 22 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
 Free  
FU V-BALL TEAM 
Your OZ coachea wan you the beet 
of kick. We know FIJI'S wl do great' 
Love. Kety » Michole  
Fnd HAPPINESS I help the freeh- 
men ol BGSU Ba en Orientation 
Leader Aopecahons available Oct 
19-27 In 405 Student Saryicea 
Gaat Law Jean Jackets - Al sues 
back n slock 
Jeans N Thtoga, 531 Ridge SI 
GaM Levi Denim Super Straights, rag. 
27 95   -   now   17 98.   Levi   Jean 
Skirts, rag 26 95 - now 18 96 
Jeans N Tlanga. 531 Ridge SI 
OaYmaa PN Beta: LooksY forward to a 
great erne tonight The PN Data 
Garage Sale 
801 Eighth SI  Thura. 9-3. Frt, «-5. 
New backgammon gemes-al aizee. 
Much Mac merohandaa  
Graduate Students 
Take a break from your atudies and 
coma to the OSS Pliza Party Fn.. 
Oct   21. From 830-12:30 at St 
Ihomea Moore Gym  
GREEK NTTE IS BACKII 
EVERY   MON.   tPM—CLOSE   AT 
SAM B'411187 STATE ST.  
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CAROL OUZI 
EVEN THOUGH YOU DIDN'T WANT 
IT, THE MG DAY HAS ARRIVED! 
HAVE A OOOO ONE!  
HAPPY 21ST JEN THOMSON 
HAPPY 21 ST JEN -THOMSON 
HAPPY 21ST JEW THOMSON 
Happy 20th B-Day. Tree! 
Thanks tor being a "fun" mend 
I raaghborl Study Low. Nance 
Haunted Houee 
Oct 21-22. 7-Mtdrate 
Old Kroner atore-N Man 
Have a case of the onjoya! 
Happy Hour everyday 4 9pm 
DOWNTOWN MOLSONS 
Hat 4 Ju4a Hitchcock. Welcome into 
the Tun' family I'm so happy to have 
another grand Ittle and a new great 
grand Me I can't wall to aaa you « 
kidnap UTB Least  
Hey Dual 
Gat psyched tor a greet time and a 
victory on Saturday! DZ Love. Your 
coachea. Laura. Laura, and Pern 
Hey Gamma PN'a. Congrats to Beth 
Shut! for bang active ol Ha week' 
Thanx, we had Iota ol tun at the 
retreat Good Job' E O G.P  
HEY KD V-BALL TEAM! 
GET PSYCHED FOR A WIN 
ON    SAT      LOVE     YOUR    OZ 
COACHES. 
MICHELLE. ANNE AND MELISSA 
Hay PN Pals The ADPI'a are grab- 
bing the. mna and they're ready to 
'Rock  Lobster' with you! Saa you 
tonight.  
HEYPt-TAUS 
Gel ready to bring a VICTORY In: 
becaaeo on Saturday WE'RE going 
la WL Low, Your DZ Volleyball 
Coaohaa  
Hey PI Kappa! 
We're rtad and wad and ready for 
tonight! Watch out! The Aloha Gems 
HEY PtXESII THE KAPPAS ARE 
PSYCHED TO PARTY WITH YOU ON 
SAT. MONTI GET READY FOR OUR 
FIRST EVENT TOGETHER'  
Hay Roger! Can you beeeve ft haa 
bean a whole year? ft seems longer' 
W_? Who wins' I think I know -4 
kng to go double or nothing? Just pick 
a mght. and we'l do It up right! (Whet 
a poet!) Leva. Cathy  
RUSHZST 
TUES. • THURS. 7:40 
 BE THEREIN  
PENNY SALE 
DAVY JONES LOCKER 
 PET SHOP  
HOUOAYINN-"MTV 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT 
 ALL THE TsMEl  
I AM GOING TO THE DG KIDNAP. 
BUT WHO COULD MY DATE BE? 
MY ONLY GUESS IS ANITA P. 
GET PSYCHED FOR A WILD EVE- 
NfNGl LOTS OF LOVE. BOB 
INGS  
THIS IS IT. ITS FINALLY HERE— 
YOU'RE 21. NO MORE BEER' 
ITS GONNA BE "YES, YES. YES" 
All THB5 WEEKENO. BABY! 
LOVE YA. SHERYL  
It starts today" 
New Music Feetrvel 
Art. Dance. Theatre. Music 
Oct. 21 and 22 
Moore Mua«_l Arts Center 
 Free  
Jan, Happy 2tat! Gat peyched lor 
Saturday cause you ain't seen noth 
ng yet! Jackie and Barb  
JENteJFER BRZEZ1NSKI 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE BEST 
BsQ EVER! HERE'S TO GREAT 
TIMES PAST PRESENT, AND FU- 
njRE WITH XO LOVE, LITTLE LORI 
JOHN4ARNOSKI 
N 
DAVIO HOWIE 
M 
Merry Christmas. Mr. Bamoskl" 
NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE 
NEAR YOU 
Kappa Kappa Gammaa - Get pay- 
chad tor Rroay's tea - LETS BLOW 
rf OUT'The Daa_  
KAPPA PHI OFFICERS, THANKS 
FOR YOUR HELP AND SUPPORT 
YOURE THE BEST LOVE. NANCY 
KDs Get fired up for one heauva 
blow-out cause we're gome swank 
ourselves kilo a tur muftuous uproar 
before the ntght a over!! The Broth- 
oraotSigmafej    
KROETER HAPPY BIRTHDAY! BIG 
2-011 LOVE YA BUNCHES!! SHELLY 
etARY, COt«RATu_ATIONS ON 
YOUR RECENT ENGAGEMENT! 
BEST WISHES ALWAYS! LOVE 
ATO Ut SISSES 
TRENT GREEMWALD bring ma ad m 
end geM iroe '-. burger M LK-1450 
E Wooalar St No strings ID re 
ourad Expiraa 11/4183. 
Snji r 
Two years have come and gone, 
We're mil here hanging on 
We think ol things aa should have 
oone-What the Hoc we're only 211 
Have a great Birthday!   love   ya. 
NaauSCraig 
P.4. Hope you gat H Una year. 
eBCHfllt, 
ONE MORE YEAR HAS COME AND 
DONE.  AMD NOW  YOU'RE  ONE 
YEAR  OLDER.   WAIT  TILL   NEXT 
YEAR   REDHEADED   ONE.   WHEN 
FROM    DRINKING    THEY    CAN'T 
HOLD YA. HAPPY 20TH. LOVE. JIM 
Nancy Hoover: I'm so thrleed that you 
are my big. Gat peyched for Hemur 
Law. LMta Lot!  
ODK—NATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
l«>N0RARY. APPLICATIONS—110 
ADMIN. BLDG 425 STUDENT 
SERVICES   DEADLINE  OCT    30th 
APPLY NOW!  
Phi Darts. 
Flnslly.,.th. avail la dona so gat 
ready to have some fun! We'll meal 
you at nine tor a mighty good tkne. 
We'll be drinking 4 dancing 6 
much more too. Wo can't wait to 
party with you. Low, the _mmi 
Phla.  
PM MU KAREN W AND SHELLY N 
I'm so happy with my tamayl I tove my 
ittle and am looking forward to getting 
to know and love my grarvjame I 
can't wait tor tha weekend. I'm here 
tor either ol you •• anytime Low, 
Ftandl  
PHI PS PWOE1! 
PHIPSI PRCEl' 
 PHI PSI PRaPEt!  
PN Par's - Sat up for a victory at tha 
Data   Zatt   Voaaybal   Tournament' 
Low, Yrxa Coachea  
PIKAPPS. 
WE WISH YOU THE BEST OF LUCK 
IN OUR VOLLEYBALL TOURNA- 
MENT SAT OZ LOVE. YOUR 
COACHES DEMISE 4 BETTY 
Ponch Tha weak a ova and our 
rkassa are dona, gat peyched tor PN 
Mu Flamur - It's gonna ba fun Lrjri 
■rtng out your See) Drinkers 
Main Street Satoon presents the 
Great Chug Off. Entrees are avalable 
during bar hours 4 are due October 
22 Warners recerw trophies 4 
Prtzee   Head to head competitran 
beojna the (plowing week.  
Prtwte J. Scraptock: 
Gat ready for banks. Tonight a the 
night Dreeenal your army garb. And 
atari to gel peyched.  I'm looking 
forward to PN-Tigue. I hope that you 
are too. You relay haw no idea ol 
what neat surprises swart you!' see 
ya Friday: General W. Ingram 
Prtwte R. Baker 
Tonight's the night into combat you 
wl go. the dutfae you must perform 
you wl soon know Now don't you 
Iret and worry they reeky aren't so 
bad. In tact I reeky think some wl 
make you giadl! General K. Caahan 
RUSHZST 
TUES. 4 THURS. 7:40 
BETHEREIII 
ACROSS 
1 Crumbly toll 
5 Stven: Prefix 
10 Prurtat 
14 Wings 
ISAM 
16 Be contiguous 
17 Inter  
18 Name for 
madbmolselle 
19 Philippine knife 
20 Oplimlitlc 
22 Pilfered 
24 Chlnett dialects 
25 Mothering, for 
thort 
27 Originate 
28 Matador's 
final passes 
30 Spring wheat 
32 Couslnt to 
the crocs 
33 Adherent: Suffix 
34 Jason's ship 
38 Hebrew letter 
39 Melted 
41 Partner of cranny 
42 Place for a dance 
43 Of long ago: Abbr. 
44 Humiliates 
46 PlantatClaudto 
ol Chile 
48 River ol 
W Africa 
49 Students need, 
of yesterday 
52 Sea-going inns 
54 Moon vehicle, 
for short 
56 Valentine Day 
symbols 
57 Close friend 
61 Summit Prefix 
62 Promontory 
64 Hlbemla 
65 Symbolic beast 
66 In unison 
67 ActresaFoch 
68 Duet and dlth 
69 Awards 
70 Holidays fn 
the Far Eaaj 
DOWN 
1 Sounds from 
the cote 
2 breve 
3 Eavee runoff 
4 International 
tribunal of the 
1920s 
5 Rani's garment 
6 Happening 
7 Deliberative 
exercise 
8 Ascot 
9 Bite of 
French land 
10 Negotiating body 
11 Moneylnthe 
agora 
12 Whimpers 
13 Marten or mason 
21 Standby service 
org. 
23 Greek letter 
26 Comely 
28 White House dog 
29 aapoeelble 
31 Fortification with 
parapets 
32 Aimless talk 
35 Nelson Eddy hit 
36 Active one 
37 Stamps approval 
40 Two-toed sloth 
45 Banknote 
47 Herring color? 
49 Speculate In 
stocks 
50 "Santa " 
51 Chef's uniform 
S3 boy 
56 Quarrel 
58 Western 
footballers 
59 Slight 
coloration 
60 Nameeakee of a 
Spanish queen 
63 Bear, In 
Barcelona 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Pumpkine for Sale 
Sat   10-2 and Sun.   113.  Falcon 
Plata Motel Parking Lot and She! 
Station by Taco Bel 
The PM Pal's Prouoly Announce 
The* FMOC Officers: 
President - take Smith 
Sac Treasurer - George Mandos 
Public Reunions - take Taylor 
Suoer Job - The Brothers 
Over 11,000,000 dollars 
as scholarship money goes 
tinewarded each war. Why be let 
OUT? Sand 410 for application 
Scholarship Research 
505 Jefferson 
Toledo, OH 43404 
Moonlight Sale 
FALCON HOUSE 
Thurs. Frt, Sat. 
140 E  WoosterS! 352-3810 
Make  your  reservations  today  lor 
SUNOANCES  new  upatars    Book 
your   Chnetmes   parlies   now.   Cal 
352 1082 lor reaarvaaona  
Make your reeeriiieHuiie today tor 
SUNDANCE'S new upstairs Book 
your Christmas pertiea now. Cal 
352-1092 for i 
Sheryt 4 togs ■ Get ready lor your tVsl 
party!! TNa a fill Happy Birthday-the 
big 21 ii ■ You Amhenst Alpha Celts' I 
Low Youl Nancy  
Sigma Nu Prtvatee "Ski" 4 Furrer At 
8.30 sharp the bugle wl blow. 
Your leave begins at Dinos. al Pri- 
vates must go 
Combat   begns   at   the  Alpha   PN 
barracks «i Toledo 
We're sura to get Bombed- 
So man your torpedo 
Get psyched - Your Alpha Pr\i dates. 
Oenorea Fetner 4 Olaff  
Spedee. Pup, Mutt. Chat, and Eaakg: 
Just who era your Alpha Phi 
Dales?' Hm    As they say." All's lair 
in tow and war"! oat ready to 
"Fall-Out" at 20:00 hrs. lor s wild 
time at the Alpha PhMfgue DM. 
Party. 
Buckol, Surk, Bathers and Serb 
TUESDAY  IS  SAM B'S T-SHsRT 
DAYI T-SHIRTS ON SALE 43.00 
EACH ALL DAY. EVERY TUES IN 
SAM B'S BAR.  
S H 0 Those 14 hrs Sal meant a lot 
to me So glad I got to know you It's 
up to you. Dot we'l always be friends 
Should we put the new house on the 
vacant lot?  
Tammy Cira. Wa bean 21 go daya and 
tha bonfire a sti strong Also. If you 
look real lard you can almost see It! I 
kjve you. Ken  
TEKES - Good luck al the Delta Zeta 
Voaaybal Tournament -- Love. Your- 
Coachea  
TERERA TAaUNTeaO 
HAPPY ttUI BIRTHOAYI 
CELEBRATE IT IN STYLE, 
HAVE A GREAT DAYI LOVE 
CASEY, M.B. 4 SUE 
THE  COOP  Program  needs your 
hetp. A oomminee a now forming to 
■nprove  the   program    Aopacationa 
avetebk) in tha USG Office. Room 
205 Student Services aog  
THE KAPPAS ARE LOOKING FOR- 
WARD TO A GREAT TIME WITH THE 
CELTS TONIGHTi "WE WANT YOU 
TO GO FRATERNITY..." 
To Al who made my 22nd a night n 
never forget • rf I could only remem- 
bert Cnsaist Low, Kymbsrl 
TOGA TOGA TOGA 
Tha time a hare Tomorrow at 8A M. 
rime Mid — Am   Anderson & Dunbar 
- Be there' 
TOGA TOGA TOGA  
TO THE PIKES 
GET PSYCHED FOR TOMORROW! 
LAST YEAR WAS SECOND 
PLACE-THH YEAR IT'S FIRST. 
OOOO LUCK I LOVE, CASEY 4 KIM. 
Wayne the GDI and Soon the Sig 
Ep. You are about to be kidnapped-- 
but. tear not:  tha  ransom wl be 
rewaroaig 2 Dae Gees  
RUSHZST 
TUES. 4 THURS. 7:30 
 BETHEREIII  
You're nvrted UPTOWN Haaoweon 
NMel   425   costume   contest,   free 
popcorn, games 4 prttea1  
Expert typing dona 
 Cal 353 3884  
knprow Memory with Hypnoea 
362-8777 
CALL 372-1105 AMD WISH A BEAU- 
TIFUL RED HEAD (MICHELLE TU- 
ROCY) A HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY. 
Good news-Sundance haa a great 
new menu-Try it sooni 352 1092 
VIENNA BOYS CHOIR 
TICKETS FOR SALE 
CALL ERIC 2-3244  
FREE! One ticket to THE BAND 
concert in Ctovektnd on Sat. Oct 
29 Wl trade lor ride to and from 
Ckrwasnd on same day Wl pay half 
of gee Cat 2-1870 
WANTED 
NEED 4th lem to M 2 bdrm apt 2nd 
asm 100 00 mo « elec 352 8228 
Need M. rmle for Spring Sam Fre- 
zee Ave   Cal 352-7490   Only nor- 
mat people need apply  
3 F rmtes need a 4th tor Spr Sam 
$100/mo 4 elec 352-3621 
F RMTE WANTED FOR SPR. SEM 
BEAUTIFUL APT I ONLY 
4112 00/140 4 ELEC CALL IMME- 
DIATELY 352-1980 
HELP WANTED 
Oversees Jobs- Summer/Year round 
Europe. S Amor. Austrata. Asia. Al 
Fields 4500-1200 monthly Sight 
aaalng Free ado Write UC Box 52- 
OH-f Corona Del Mar. CA 92825 
K-Statar earn 42 00 f wind 
energy business Dealer needed to 
start a new territory tor international 
nwkebng firm Cal Mr Nona at 1 
800-232-wHd  
FOR SALE 
Do you need things for your apt* 
Don't moa the household sale Oct 
22 4 23. 8 5. 1049 Clark St 
Several chests of drawers. 10 solas. 
bunk beds. Rudolph, O   8-8 p m . 
686-3251   Huff s Used Furralure 
FOR SALE 1975 Mustang I 
4 cyl . good condition. 
Runs wel. Cal Jon 372-707 
'71 Dodge Dart 4 cyl. stand, ehn. 
Runs great. Some niee, 4350. 342- 
4743. afternoon 4 owning.  
71 OUa Cutlass Rune Great 
No Rust. Some Dents. New Tires. 
Brakes   Stereo   Asking 4600. CAI 
 352-3351  
Car stereo. AM7FM. good condtWn. 
Cassette needs work Spka 846.00. 
352-3089  
Stereo w/ Marantz turntable, acous- 
tics speakers. Sanyo recetwr. Sharp 
caaaette    player.    Good    cond . 
S450 00 352 3089  
'75 Chevy enpala. Rune good. New 
brakes, exhaust 4500 2-2733 
daya, 874-3468 eves  
FOB RENT 
Need 4th female to II 2 bdrm  apt 
352-7385 
Apt 
8215 
. CAI after 5 pm. 362- 
1   bdrm.   apt    perfect  lor   serious 
student   352-5341  
Rmte needed to share 2 bdrm. 
house Aval. immsdkalMy S150/mo 
tun Good location Cal 352-4511 
• ■•■ ■ ISIIIIISI  
FALCON 
:... 
FOOTBALL 
YOU 
BG vs. CENTRAL 
GET TICKETS TODAY 
PHI GAAAAAA DELTA PHI GAAAAAA DELTA  PHI GArvUAA    5 
PHI GAMMA 
DELTA 
WELCOMES ITS NEW PLEDGES... 
Gregg Comito        Tom Noonan 
Terry Hagedorn     Scott Snyder 
Phil Stickney 
And Our New Active. . . 
Doug Clayton 
PHI GAAAAAA DELTA PHI GAMMA DELTA  PHI GAMMA   - | 
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Welcome to FRIDA 
STAFF 
Editor  Scotl R. Carpenter 
Assl. Editor Lisa L. Inman 
Eatertaiament Editor Fab Miller 
Photographer Patrick Saador 
About the Cover 
After making four albums, one member 
of the rock band The Romantics reflects 
upon the early days in Detroit, the hard- 
ships of touring and the thrills of hearing 
himself on the radio for the first time. The 
group was in the area last Sunday night at 
the Cukoo's Nest in nearby Fostoria. 
To Say The Least 
....................... Page 3 
T.V. Review 
....................... Pa8e 3 
&• Sound And Vision 
u
^\................ Page 4 
Movie Review 
,page 5 
Romantics 
..—»».«»»».»»»t pages o-/ 
T.V. Listings pages 9-12 
r 
■aWflff 
<**    - 
performing 
minima 
at the 
mmu 
Main St. Bradner, Ohio figg J|J|" 
Don't B»Jf 
IMNIM.   JEWELRY >TO*l 
n< is]»m • BOWLIM* «»t««..Ni. 
M-Thurs 10-5:30    Frl 10-6 
Sat 10-5 
i 
r To Say The Least- 
One Fine Specimen Of 
* Over-The-Road 
Technology 
bg news staff/JamesYoull by Scott Raymond Carpenter 
THE MAV 
It's not easy driving a dream. If I 
had a dollar for every accident caused 
by an awe-stricken motorist doing a 
double take as I maneuvered my ma- 
chine over the sleek, black byways of 
the Glass City. . . well let's just say I'd 
have a few bucks, shall we? 
Yes, they just don't make a better 
form of transportation than the Ford 
Maverick four-door. My 1972 beauty is 
just pips. Better stated, it's a damn fine 
specimen of an automobile and a 
shining example of true American 
ingenuity and workmanship. When 
this baby rolled off the assembly line a 
whole new age of over-the-road tech- 
nology was born. 
I can still remember the day I drove 
my Mav off the lot. I was shopping for 
a little go-to-work thing — something 
comfortable yet economical — and 
decided a Porsche 944 was probably 
my best bet. I walked into the dealer- 
ship with a cool $300 cashier's check in 
my wallet and laid it on the line for the 
salesman. 
"I got three big ones. Show me your 
best," I said. 
The salesman, a peculiar sort of 
fellow prone to anxiety attacks man- 
ifested in spouts of laughter, showed 
me the figures on the Porsche I was 
looking at (with all the options). I 
decided to look at something else as he 
said it would be impossible to order a 
944 with snow tires, a vinyl roof and 
toilet-bowl-blue paint job. 
I was crushed. My dream car was out 
of reach. But then I saw her. She was 
sitting vulnerably between a '79 Impala 
and a '76 Malibu. She had a certain 
charm about her: the wheels turned in 
a sexy sort of way, one headlight 
dipped seductively below the bumper, 
a small indentation in the hood, giving 
it a well-seasoned look. It was quite a 
sight, as you can well imagine: snow 
tires, vinyl roof and, yes, a toilet-bowl- 
blue paint job. I was pretty choked up. 
Well, I had my heart set on a 944, 
but I figured heck, for just a few bucks 
more than the Porsche I can have a real 
machine. Actually it was a clear cut 
decision. The Maverick is simply a 
superior automobile. 
Anyway, I bought it. I wasn't sure at 
first because when you're talking about 
that kind of money you tend to be very 
hesitant. But the test drive blew me 
away. When I turned that engine over 
and cranked the rpm's into double 
digits in less than eight minutes I knew 
this was one mean buggy. 
This is the kind of automobile you 
have to take a cold shower after riding 
in. 
Yes, I am a happy person. Wouldn't 
you be if you owned the Mav? The 
looks of envy from other motorists. 
The hords of scantily-dressed women 
jumping into the window at stoplights. 
The looks of dignified resignation by 
Mazda RX7 owners as I rev my engine 
next to them at an intersection. Boy do 
I love my car. 
It is a shame, though, that I can't 
keep her. It's not that I wouldn't do 
anything to hang on to the Mav, but 
Mom's sick and grandma needs her 
tennis racket re-strung and, well I just 
really need the money. My piddly 30 
grand a year from the Sews just can't 
handle the payments on the ranch in 
Akron and Pop's $800 dollar a day 
caffeine addiction anymore. 
I really hate to do this, but the Mav 
is going to have to go on the block 
soon. I only hope I can find some 
responsible person with a good heart 
(and healthy bank account) to treat her 
right. Someone who understands the 
prestige that goes with owning such a 
vehicle. Someone who will care for her 
the way I did and rub hot wax on the 
hood the way she likes it (the car, that 
is). Someone with a gentle manner 
about them who will talk to her. She is 
a dream. 
So do you want to buy this cream 
puff or what? I'll even throw in the 
genuine Philco sound system. 
/ know. This is an unscrupulous way 
in which to peddle a used automobile. I 
probably should be ashamed of myself. 
But I figured any fool can take out a 
classified ad and besides I'm an editor 
and I decide what goes in this tabloid. 
A nd it's already written anyway, so sue 
me. 
New Ghost Story Will Not Solve NBC's Ratings Woes 
Associated Press television review. 
Television, which can make bad 
dreams come true, has brought to life 
another comedy about a ghost. In 
"Jennifer Slept Here," Ann Jillian 
plays the transparency of Hollywoods 
past, a former movie star'et now living 
over the family that occupies her old 
house. 
"Jennifer Slept Here," debuting last 
night, will not solve NBC's ratings 
woes. At least the program's inspira- 
tion, "Topper," had charm in the 
presence of Leo C. Carroll, although 
that ghostly comedy was one of the few 
shows to be canceled by all three 
networks — all within three years in 
the 1950s. 
The running gag, should we say 
faltering gag, in "Jennifer Slept 
Here," has the man of the house, 
played by Brandon Maggart, con- 
stantly besmirching the reputation of 
the house's former owner, Jennifer 
Farrell, because, as Hollywood legend 
has it, she used to be overly friendly 
with men in her mortal days. 
Each time he calls her a "bimbo," 
Jennifer knocks down one of his paint- 
ings. As Ralph Kramden used to say on 
"The Honeymooners," "Well, hardy- 
har-har." Although an excessively en- 
thusiastic laugh track was convulsed, 
this shrill program provides a new 
definition of haunted humor. It's com- 
edy you can't see. 
The shame of "Jennifer Slept Here" 
is that NBC is wasting Miss Jillian's 
diverse talents. She was impressive in 
the mediocre comedy "Making a Liv- 
ing," then triumphantly displayed her 
sassy brass and comedy touch in the 
TV movie "Mae West." She's also in 
the current theatrical movie, "Mr. 
Mom." 
Another waste is that, because of 
expensive special effects, tonight's pi- 
lot cost close to $700,000. Jennifer gets 
to walk through walls, but for her final. 
trick, she should disappear. Soon. 
Sound And Vision 
Holiday Season Brings New Releases 
by RE Milter  
FrfOrtnlrairse.nl Eltltnr 
PAT BENATAR — live From Earth 
(Chrysalis) 
THE  DOORS   —   Alive  She  Cried 
(Ekktra) 
The holiday season begins early in 
the music business, characterized by 
new LP releases by superstars, often 
greatest hits or live collections. These 
two unlikely records combine all three 
of these elements in an attempt to grab 
Santa's ear for mass appeal rock. 
Anyone who has seen Pat Benatar 
live probably shares my opinion that 
her stage show is little better than 
average. So why the live LP? My guess 
is that she's released a concert disc for 
the same reasons many other perform- 
ers have — it's commercial potential as 
a disguised "best of package, and to 
buy time between studio efforts (she 
was quoted in a reputable publication 
earlier in the year as saying she'd like 
to have a baby). 
Digging into the actual vinyl offer- 
ings, the live tracks on Live From 
Earth are competant at best, and the 
material predictable ("Fire And Ice," 
"Heartbreaker," "Hit Me With Your 
Best Shot," "Promises In The Dark"). 
These versions can't compete with the 
glossy studio productions of the same 
tunes. Only her eloquent "Hell Is For 
Children" conveys the. impact of the 
original. 
WHAT MAKES this LP notable, 
though, has become a common tech- 
nique to help sell live albums — the 
new, previously released studio cut (a 
la Journey's "Party's Over"). Of the 
two studio cuts included, "Love Is A 
Battlefield." already a bonafide hit, is 
easily one of Benatar's best formulaic 
rockers, and is noticeably less musi- 
cally clinched than her previous hits 
(even if the video is a clone of Michael 
Jackson's "Beat It"). "Lipstick Lies" 
is pure filler. 
The Doors revival is unquestionably 
one of the most curious cultural quirks 
of the last five years. Whether these 
second generation Doors fans are 
merely rejecting current pop offerings 
or have been seduced by the mystique 
of the late Jim Morrison and the 60s, 
Alive She Cried is impressive enough to 
stand on its own merits. 
This record encapsulates the real 
Doors. The essence of what they were 
trying to project, so shamefully diluted 
by FM radio overkill (not to mention 
the tnuzak versions of "Light My 
Fire" played in supermarkets), is here 
in all its glory. 
j BRING OUT YOUR 
I   BEST DRINKERS 
MAIN ST. SALOON 
Presents The 
Great Chug Off 
Teams of Five compete 
in a Relay Chug Race for 
Trophies and Prizes 
Pick up entry forms at Main St. 
thru Sat., Oct. 22 
Competition begins Wed.,   Oct. 26 
Entry Fee $10.00 
Winners Advance 
All participants most 
be 19 years or older 
FROM MORRISON'S first steamy 
soliloquy during the cover of Van 
Morrison's "Gloria" (which includes 
such lines as "I want you to wrap your 
legs around my neck") it becomes 
obvious that artistic factors justify the 
decision to release this LP. Recorded 
between 1968 and 1970, it scrupulously 
represents the intensity and dimensions 
of the Doors concert experience. 
Filling out side one, Ray Manzarek's 
climactic organ solo remains a vital 
component of "Light My Fire," while 
"You Make Me Real" showcases the 
band as straight-ahead rockers. 
Side two opens with "Texas Radio & 
The Big Beat," which sounds nothing 
like the studio version. Morrison's 
spoken poetic images float over the 
band's wandering psychedelia, which 
segues into "Love Me Two Times" 
(with the classic guitar intro). John 
Sebastion joins in on the bluesy "Little 
Red Rooster," which also features the 
much underrated Robby Krieger on 
slide guitar. 
Alive She Cried is no repackaged 
ripoff. It's not only a powerful 
statement about the Doors and the 60s, 
recorded while the band was still an 
enlightening socio-musical reflection 
of the times, but it gives more than a 
few clues as to why the revival contin- 
ues to be so vibrant. 
GENESIS — Genesis (Atlantic) 
Despite numerous personnel changes 
(most notably the departure of Petyr 
Gabriel in 1974), Genesis has managed 
to remain an important institution in 
contemporary music. 
This self-titled effort (the band's 
14th, including three live LPs) finds the 
band once again sounding, well, like 
Genesis, following the disastrous 3 
Sides Live's excursion into compromis- 
ing pop drivel ("Paper Late"). As with 
Abacab and Duke, the remaining trio 
of Phil Collins, Tony Banks and Mike 
Rutherford successfully combine aes- 
thetic and commercial elements into an 
enjoyable form for fans of the both the 
Gabriel and post-Gabriel sound. 
The musical excursions follow 
Banks' variety of keyboard stylings 
and Collins' hypnotic drumming, and 
most importantly, does traverse some 
new ground. 
As witnessed by the popularity of his 
solo LPs, the strength of Genesis is 
somewhat dependent on Collins' often 
sensitive, sometimes melodramatic 
("Mama") vocals. Additionally the 
instrumental work here (especially on 
"Second Home By The Sea") ranks up 
there with earlier classics such as "A 
Trick Of The Tail" and "Selling En- 
gland By The Pound." 
Now that's saying something. 
Ed Miller's Position Is: 
Yes No 
r-Efl   Issue 1 
"NO" means keep things as they are. 
Maturity is much more important than age- 
You are responsible for your actions. 
•    mter Means Buuness    • 
PMforn 
Comm.tt** to ll«t (0 Ifciief Councilman At u.yf 
iWKynVOM lowimq&rffn OH a WO? 
*«»i tvyjo * two* ot%on co cn*rmeo 
UNCH.MAH- AT-LMGC 
anmMeW 
Music 
Festival 
October 21 and 22 
College of Musical Am 
Moore Musical Aril (ciiler 
"A Celebration of the ONCE Festival" 
Friday. Oct. 21: 
10:30 am - Concert, Bryan Hall 
2:30 pm - Concert. Bryan Hall 
3:30 pm - Presentation. ONCE: A Retrospective, Bryan Hall 
4:00 pm - Panel, ONCE: LegoirJ and Legacy, Bryan Hall 
1:00 pm - Concert, Kobacker Hall 
multi-media recreation of "Unmarked Interchange" 
Saturday, Oct. 22 
9:00 am - Presentations: Ulin-American Innovation in Electro-/ som- 
ite MUSK, Electronic Studio (Cordon Mumma) 
10:30 pm - Pud: An for the 80s 
2:30 pm - Concert. Bryan Hall 
1:00 pm - Concert. Kobacker Hall 
Commissioned works: "Clarinet Concerto" by Gregory Kosteck and 
"Concerto foe Two Pianos" by David Mave> 
The Contemporary Clarinet: 
Electronic Extensions, Bryan Hall, (F. Gerard Erranie) 
All events are FREE and open to the public! 
-      — 
Carson Jokes Of Wife's Claim 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Johnny Car- 
son slipped a catty retort into his 
"Tonight Show" monologue after his 
estranged wife's request for $220,000 
in' monthly support payments was 
made public. 
"I heard from my cat's lawyer.... 
My cat wants $12,000 a week for 
Tender Vittles," Carson said Wednes- 
day during his stand-up routine at the 
beginning of the NBC-TV late-night 
variety-talk show. 
Lawyers for Joanna Carson filed 
court documents in July seeking the 
support payments pending the out- 
come of the couple's divorce proceed- 
ing. The sworn statements made public 
Tuesday claim Carson brought in more 
than $6 million in gross'income from 
his television show, investments and 
holdings in the first three months of 
1983. 
His gross income in 1982 exceeded 
$15 million, the attorneys claim. 
In the documents, Mrs. Carson said 
she is asking for the $220,000 a month 
"in order that I can maintain (the) 
standard of living which I have enjoyed 
during the past several years." 
Her monthly jewelry and fur ex- 
penses last year were $37,065, her 
monthly grocery bill averaged $1,400 
and she required $4,945 a month for 
household help, the court documents 
stated. 
Other expenses include nearly $10,- 
000 for upkeep of two New York 
apartments, $2,700 a month for travel 
and $5,000 for monthly department 
store bills. 
Mrs. Carson filed for dissolution of 
the 10-year, three-month marriage 
March 9, five days after the couple 
separated. Carson has since been divid- 
ing his time between their home in 
Malibu and an apartment at the Bev- 
erly Hills Hotel, she said. 
'Cruisers' Offer Fictional, 
Nostalgic Quirky Appeal 
Associated Press movie review and hitched his wagon to the rock star 
"EDDIE AND THE CRUISERS" only to have it all come crashing down 
was the hottest rock V roll group of when Eddie died. Frank and a TV 
the '60s, a band with a charismatic lead reporter, Ellen Barkin in a low-key 
singer adored by young fans. But at the portrayal, lead us on the search for 
height of his fame, Eddie Wilson died clues to Eddie's past and the mys- 
in a car crash. Or did he? The question, terious lost tapes of the group's last, 
raised in the opening scenes, gives this unrdeased album, "Season in Hell." 
fictional,   nostalgic  movie  a  quirky Why  was  the  album  suppressed? 
appeal, suggesting the past may not be And why did Eddie choose the name of 
dead after all. a poem by Rimbaud, a writer who 
With this premise, we're taken on a vanished for 20 years and then rcap- 
nostalgic   journey   back   to   Asbury peared? The questions are provocative. 
Park, N.J., in the '60s when rock 'n' and although the answers are never 
roll was alive and well — and so was satisfactory, "Eddie and the Cruisers" 
Eddie.   Michael  Pare,   a handsome remains an engaging adventure. Songs 
newcomer, conveys the brooding sensi- written by John Cafferty and per- 
livity and desire for perfection which formed by Beaver Brown —especially 
led to Eddie's rise and demise. "On the Dark Side" — have a hard- 
The film's unifying force is Tom driving sound  which  may  be  a  bit 
Berenger  in the role of Frank,  the updated  for  the  '60s,  but  offer  a 
"Wordman" who wrote Eddie's lyrics convincing ring of musical success. 
HOT SINGLES 
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■ ."Islands in the Stream" Kenny Rogers duet with Dolly Parton (RCA) 
2."Total Eclipse of the Heart" Bonnie Tyler (Columbia) 
3."All Night Long" Lionel Richie (Motown) 
4. "True" .". Spandau Ballet (Chrysalis) 
S."One Thing Leads to Another" The Fixx (MCA) 
6."Making Love Out of Nothing At All" Air Supply (Arista) 
7."King of Pain" The Police (A&M) 
8."Delirious".... Prince (Warner Bros.) 
9."Telefone" Sheena Easton (EMI-America) 
IO."Uptown Girl" Billy Joel (Columbia) 
with 
ISBUE& 
Synchronicity"  
Thriller"  
Metal Health"  
'An Innocent Man"  
'Faster Than the Speed of Night" 
'Pyromania"  
Flashdance' Soundtrack"  
'Greatest Hits"  
'Eyes that See in the Dark"  
."What's New"  
 The Police (A&M) 
....Michael Jackson (Epic) 
 Quiet Riot (Pasha) 
 Billy Joel (Columbia) 
.. Bonnie Tyler (Columbia) 
.... Def Leppard (Mercury) 
(Casablanca) 
 Air Supply (Arista) 
 Kenny Rogers (RCA) 
.Linda Ronstadt (Asylum) 
Good ValuM Every 
Day for Family, 
Home, Auto & Farm Andersons General Store 518 Illinois Ave., Maumee • Mon.-S«t. 8-9 • Sun. 10-5 
Low Cost 
Portable Heat 
LIMITED 
QUANTITY 68.81 
Remanufactured means they're new 
again with a brand new warranty. 
Haat an area up to 375 aq. It. with this quick-action reflective haatar. Tha 1.32 
gal fuel tank Is ramovabte tor easy fiUmg and otters up to 18 hours o< heat. 
Plantation Modal «20 18-5. 
lurco We service Turco heaters and also sell pure white kerosene at our 
Maumee Service Shop. 
A Growing Band That 
Hates To Stay The Same 
Story by Janet Pavasko 
Photographs by Patrick Sandor 
"1 went to McComb County Commu- 
nity College for one year, but since 
they didn't offer a course on how to 
start your own band — I quit," Wally 
Palmer, guitarist and lead singer of 
"The Romantics" said after last Sun- 
day's concert in Fostoria. 
"The Romantics," a four-piece 
band from Detroit formed in 1977, 
have released four LPs on Nemperor 
Records (subsidiary of CBS). Their 
current album. In Heal, features a 
popular single as well as a video for 
"Talking in Your Sleep." 
A product of the midwest, "The 
Romantics" were not too far from 
home in Fostoria. 
"Basically we just started seeing 
each other around Detroit and decided 
to form a band," Palmer said. 
According to Palmer, growing up 
during the 60s in the city of Detroit was 
the main source of influence for the 
band. 
"Anything that our ears were ex- 
posed to influenced us," he said. 
"Detroit was full of Motown artists 
and young Segers and Nugents. 
"I WOULD say that we write within 
the framework of basic music and 
within the roots of rock and roll," 
Palmer said. "According to some peo- 
ple we sound like a 60s band, but we 
have the influence of the 80s in our 
music, so to me ii sounds like 80s 
music." 
Palmer added that The Romantics 
try to write danceable songs and are all 
vocalists. They have been touring since 
1978 and released their first album in 
1980. 
The Romantics, who have opened 
for such artists as J. Geils, The Tubes, 
The Cars and Cheap Trick, play about 
250 dates a year. 
"When you open for another band 
you put yourself in an awkward posi- 
tion," Palmer said. "You have to 
place all your equipment in front of 
theirs, and you don't have full use of 
the lights and PA system; so it's fun 
not to be the opening band and to get 
treated well," he added. 
According to Palmer, The Roman- 
tics like to play for »"y tyP* of cro*d 
in any part of the country as long as 
they are welcomed. 
"One place we have not gotten a 
good response is in the heartland, 
particularly in the Dakotas; with this 
album tour we hope to break that 
market," he said. "We also don't want 
to limit ourselves to an older crowd by 
just playing in nightclubs where the 
drinking age is strictly enforced." 
PALMER ADDED that the release 
of the new album was delayed due to 
minor complications within the struc- 
ture of the band. 
"We thought we were without a bass 
player until Mike Skill decided to 
rejoin the band, then we had to rewrite 
the songs to include Mike," Palmer 
said. "However we are very pleased 
with the way the album sounds, it's a 
well-balanced fun album that, com- 
mercially speaking, won't put us in a 
cult band category," he added. 
According to Palmer, The Roman- 
tics is a growing band that hates to stay 
the same. 
"We find it very boring keeping the 
same costumes and hairstyles," he 
said. "We want to keep ourselves 
fresh. This tour black will be the basic 
color scheme," he added. 
Palmer added that CBS will service 
the music video for "Talking In Your 
Sleep" to NBC for use on "Friday 
Night Videos." 
"Making the music video was fun 
although time consuming," he said. 
"We spent two days of filming averag- 
ing 15 to 16 hours a day in front of the 
camera," Palmer said. 
PALMER SAID he feels the imme- 
diate future of The Romantics will be 
spent promoting la Heat throughout 
the United States and Canada. 
"Hopefully we will get to tour Eu- 
rope, which is our dream," he said. 
"We also want to try to have another 
album out by next year." 
Palmer said he feels that being a 
recording artist is weird, flattering and 
worrisome. 
"The first time I heard a song of 
durs on the radio I was relieved and 
'figured that since they liked it enough 
to play it once they would play it 
again," he said. "Then I started to 
worry if our song would sound as good 
as the songs before and after it." R° 
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Off The Entertainment Wire 
Singer Finds Success Abroad Before Coming Home 
BASSETERRE. St. Kitts (AP) — 
Singer Joan Armatrading, whose reg- 
gae, folk, pop and rock performances 
have made her a hit abroad, is still 
struggling for stardom in the United 
States. 
But in her homeland of St. Kitts, 
she's still its No. I celebrity. 
"It's been really great," she said 
recently when she returned as guest of 
honor for the festivities marking the 
independence of St. Kitts-Nevis. 
"Everybody seems to recognize me. 
The people all come up to me to say 
hello, or maybe to chitchat. 1 feel like 
I've met the whole island." 
Miss Armatrading, who was born in 
1950 in a modest home near this harbor 
city's waterfront, left with her family 
for England when she was 3 years old, 
and had never been back until this fall. 
"It's a very strange feeling to come 
back to the island where I was born. I 
really don't know anything about the 
island, its culture, history or music," 
said Miss Armatrading, whose soft, 
Birmingham, England accent gives 
little hint of her husky, powerful sing- 
ing style. 
Some songs in her nine-album repe- 
toire indicate reggae roots. But she said 
her music has little to do with her 
Caribbean background. 
"I never heard much West Indies 
musk," she said. "I'm not sure what 
West Indies music is, actually. I like 
calypso, and I like reggae. 
"But I don't think I was in the West 
Indies long enough to pick up any 
lasting influence, apart from my 
color," she said, laughing. 
The daughter of a bus driver, Miss 
Armatrading learned to play and write 
music on her own. She joined in with 
her mother on the piano and taught 
herself to play her father's guitar. 
Her songs include folksy ballads, 
dance music, tunes with feminist mes- 
sages and rock with sexual overtones. 
"I can't really put it in a category. I 
can't do it. It's just Joan Armatrading 
music," she said. 
Despite 20 gold records internation- 
ally — with most sales in Europe and 
Australia — Ms. Armatrading has yet 
to hit 500,000 in U.S. sales for any of 
her albums. 
But two songs on her latest LP, 
"The Key," are getting wide airplay in 
the United States. The single, "Drop 
the Pilot," has hit the Top 40. 
Another, "Call Me Names," has 
drawn attention with its flip treatment 
of masochism: "I know you're going 
to slap my face; you beat me up, now 
beat me again," one verse says. 
She recently completed an Ameri- 
can-Canadian tour that consistently 
drew sold-out audiences in small halls 
ranging up to 9,000 seats. Success in 
the United States, she determined, is 
simply a matter of time. 
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Performer Uses 
Talents To Raise 
Anti-Nuke Funds 
NEW YORK (AP) — Jessye Norman, a woman of 
. passionate conviction as well as magnificent voice, 
was making a recording — not an opera aria or an 
art song, but a plug for a concert to raise money 
for a campaign against nuclear weapons. 
"I fed very strongly about the problems we've 
gotten ourselves into," Miss Norman said after 
she finished taping the JO-second radio spot. 
"What am I learning all these new roles for if I'll 
never get to sing them?" 
Her participation in "Musicians Against Nu- 
clear Arms in Concert" on Oct. 24 at New York's 
Avery Fisher Hall marked the first time the 38- 
year-old soprano has been so actively involved. 
"It's something we as artists can do," she said. 
But'Miss Norman's most important activity this 
fall has been her debut at the Metropolitan Opera, 
where she sang the role of the doomed prophetess, 
Cassandra, in Berlioz' "Les Troyens" on opening 
night. 
Critics were unanimous in their praise for her 
singing, her acting and also for her French 
pronunciation. The latter was a special source of 
pride for this truly international singer who was 
born in Georgia, made her opera debut in Berlin, 
lives in London and enjoys singing French above 
any other language. 
The term "overdue" cropped up frequently in 
the rave reviews of her first Met appearance. Still, 
Miss Norman insists that "the Met was not 
remiss" in failing to woo her sooner. 
x"I was more to blame," she said. "It's just 
taken us a long time to come to terms on the right 
role. A Met debut is not to be taken lightly, and it 
would have done none of us any good to come in a 
part that didn't suit me." 
Now that she's broken the ice at the Met, it 
-teems likely to become her home away at home. 
This season, she has more performances in "Les 
Troyens," alternating the roles of Cassandra and 
Dido with Tatiana Troyanos. She also will sing 
Jocasta in Stravinsky's "Oedipus Rex" and was in 
the lineup for the Oct. 22 centennial concert, 
singing the Act One finale from Wagner's "Die 
Walkuere" with tenor Jess Thomas. 
But Miss Norman said she has no plans to give 
up her many concert tours and appearances with 
orchestras throughout the nation. 
Though she sang a lot as a child growing up in 
Augusta, Ga., her career goal was medicine, not 
musk. 
But she changed her mind when she heard the 
great black contralto Marian Anderson sing. "I 
remember telling my mother that I didn't think 
that sound could just be a human voice. It had to 
be something else." 
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«m TMRFE S COMPANY 
•ARNEY MILLER 
WINE,    WHAT    PLEA- 
SURE 
(ESPN) INSIDE FOOTBALL ■too 
O S THE DUKES Of HA2- 
ZARD Bo and Luas faca a poea. 
boa boa if m unto* they can coach 
a Paa Waa baa aba! team .mo 
wmnong a t-g 9*"* on irarech 
Boas How has pieced a huga bat 
O TOMMY HUNTER Guests 
Chartay Pride. Tha Sionaman 
FamaV. Yvonne Murray. Kaata 
Mavarland Tha Ontano Rnyihm 
Dogger* BoVy Mao* 
0 MA. SMITH Mr Smrth bon 
io laacua hrs brothai Bo-Bo. who 
waa mtoia-f-V h-dnapped by >dr 
•OnaQanll 
(9 BENSON Benson's canoV) 
opanions on Clayton's tag aspenee 
■ccounii (or eevaeng ere pnntad 
m K oi-i i school nowspapar Q 
• (B WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
• MOVK *«*>? Sham 
poo (11751 Warran Baattv. Juae 
Christie A Beverly Hols haaratvset 
hnds Iva Ma antppad to poscas 
whan ha ttoss to pjpQls waahang. 
(uita->g and f omancs 
(ESPN) NFL GAME OP THE 
WEEK 
(TMO MOVIE •»** Tana 
Bandrto (IM1I Oag Wamock. 
Da«*d Wamar A young boy rs 
takan on a mp through tana *, a 
band of drtianutrva would-ba out 
taws who H#vo oioaon ■ rnr-> warp 
map rVorn tha Suprama Saong 
•PG- 
•:X> 
• JENNIFER SLEPT HERE 
(Prsmosra) Th* ghoal (Ann J-fcanl 
o- a dacaasad anaaa cauaaa 
mavhoKTi lot tha now tanants o* 
har homo. a saajn igar I John P 
Nawi Jr t and hoi farrwy 
0 WEBSTER KaAanna and 
Gaorga hava to dM dascaiah/ 
wittt Wattasaf who bafeawaa ihat 
hra dacaaaad params ara %tM aava 
and cornang tor ntn. 
• 9 WALL STREET WEEK 
Should You Buy Raal Easaaa?" 
Guast: M«v«i T. Law. co<hao- 
man. CorvHtdsNad Caprtaf Com 
ESPN) SPORTSWEEK (R) 
MO 
■f)   •   DALLAS rtobby   and 
Pwn'a nw lags comas to an and. 
who*. Sus Elan tavama that 
fj FAME Tha Pntardant of tha 
Unclad Sum arrouncso poam io 
■nand m upcoftsng rundrsasar at 
tha School for tha Am. 
• MAMtMAL Chaaa and 
■lOOka iry Is contact a young 
■Irsoaadby 
fj LOTTERYI Fosharty and 
Ruah uavo. to Porttand to 
thsparM lonary wonrvngs io a 
s«Lagghng mayoralty candrdata. a 
aaa capt0n and anothar -nw 
who. accordorig to an arnasaur 
paychoc, ■ daaanad for romanoa 
with Ruah 
■J DINNER AT JULIAS Jufca 
praparaa a man courss o» braawd 
■wsatbraada. and guaat chaf 
Br sotoy Ogoan aarvaa a daaaart of 
ouoartKiori mapoa mousM Q 
fj MOVIE ***• Touch Of 
fvo H968I Chartton Hasten. 
Otaon WaHas A Iwaaican pokes 
•napactor and has Amartcan brida 
bacorna tha vrctana of a sn-sttarna 
gangstar and a ahady shantf dur- 
ing a rtyurdar tftvMUgatiOn on tha 
oorosr 
CSPN) WOMEN'S VOLLEY- 
BALL Unrtad Statas vs Japan 
mm 
m WILD AMERICA Born To 
Run' Marty wan* tha North 
Arnaracan pkkns and waichaa ths 
gracafur pronghorn and othar 
craatutas uraqua to faa pan of 
tha country Q 
10: OO 
O fj FALCON CREST 
Machaal tnaa io stop a achaduasd 
oparaoon on a pat-snt. whota 
Angala wagaa a court batda Io 
ratam fui control of Falcon Oast. 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
fj FOR LOVE AND HONOR 
Capt Vvoscak approwas tha paara 
of a rww ofhear (John Back) 
whOM rafcsntlass damands push 
IM troops to thsor krntl of andur- 
anca 
m MATT HOUSTON Mini 
a^vosugataan of a Houston Indua- 
traas ornptoysa i murdar sata hom 
on a saarch lor a Marilyn Monroa 
■ook-akka (Kaiia laftourdatta) Q 
S SMrLEVS PEOPLE SrtV 
kty s r/twMbOjM*on Isada lam IO 
two old cosaaguas Toby 1st 
arhaaa. tha man vUxkmo ahould 
hava contactad fnt and Connoa 
Sachs, a rafvad raaaarch coords 
nasor with a prMHographtc iraam- 
8, ran 3d 
NEWS 
ITMC.    MOVrf    www     Th. 
fload Wamor' H981) Mai GaV 
aon. Sruoa Spanca. In an Auatrafca 
of tha futura whara uwsiaocn « 
raduoad io a .cawcuon of rural 
communaa. a formar lyghway cop 
makss o 2000 m-o rin for aanc- 
tuary ai a prorraaad land   R 
10:38 
• EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE IJomad In Progrsss) 
11 OO 
ItBtV0NEWS 
SMLEY-S PEOPLE Smday 
OVIWJS to a smafl ooaatai wMga 
and hods Laapng'a body n a boat. 
along wrth m* arw^ortant pipes of 
•Ttorrnaticn   (Part 4) 
ITWsLkOHT ZONE 
BRADSHAW   ON   THE 
EIGHT   STAGES   OP   MAN 
■ Cradis Hypnosia" John 
Bradahaw pfoba* tha nattaa of 
Ivypnossi. aaplaaynQ that languaga 
■ aspsctaay hypnotc and aflacta 
ryurnana olmooi fcom bsth 
«SPH)SPORTSCENTER 
not) 
• NEWS 
11:16 
BSPH) TOP RANK BOXING 
From AllsnK Ofy. N J  (Rl 
11:B0 
« MAUDE 
MOVIE *# Tsnor Among 
Ua" H9B0I Don iVkarsdrth. Sarah 
Puroal A pokes sargsani tnaa Io 
ratum a parasad napoat to ■*>■ 
oafors hs has a chanes to atlsmpt 
Gc-* i 
CPIOO GuMH Samwt 0*M Jf 
comdm Bob EBon aid Rn 
OajlafMt B* AndRav I 
ABC NfWS NIGHTLINE 
TWE.IOHTZONE 
LATENK3HT   AMERICA 
GuMII John Oowrxy Utirm CIA 
agmt. «M r«ti#nad Io CNna tar 
■ good-w> tfi Pver F.OM. mil 
konpr* DManthror>«l and aynoV 
calad cohanntai. bda wtra ha 
ravaa away inouaarida o* dotat 
to daaarwig and boublad paople 
11:40 
■ NIGHT AT THE RACES 
12:00 
■ MOVK     **»       lamer. 
Tha Lady Oracda 119731 vv.i 
ham Winon Chary) Srr-rh 
■ LATENIOHT AMERICA 
IJomad In Prooraaa) Hoal Drmnra 
Whoaty 
• LAUREL AND HARDY 
(TMO   MOVK   »••   .    "TM 
World   Accordmo   To   Garp 
II9B2I    Room    MhBama.    Mary 
Bath Hun 
IttSO 
■ FRK3AY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Muarcal nvn-raanuaa NdMoni 
lunaa by RrrA SprmohaM Stray 
Cm, Do( Lappard. A Flocfc Of 
SaarpBa. and Oavia Nawion-John 
and John Travolta Ifrom thaa 
upcommg movra "Two 01 A 
Kayo"!: • ' Pmraaa Raak tag 
mant proNaa Oraal Riot 
■ JIMMY SWAGOART 
12:40 
■ SCTV NETWORK Oalac 
hva movtaa ol tha 1960a ara 
apooaad at A/pamao Tha 
Oaya 01 Tha Waa*' commuaa. 
and Martat Short anparaonataa 
Robrn Wakama m a commarcral 
tar oranga aaca 
1:00 
■ NOCK TV Ouaat Dvaan. 
Oiaan 
■ FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
MuBcal mmr taaluraa taghfeght 
taavaa by Fact SpratgfcalrJ. Stray 
Cab). Dal Lappard. A Flock 01 
laaMa and Oavaa Nawton-John 
and John Travolta Ifrom thr-v 
opcomavg mtMa Ivro Of A 
Kind"): a "PnvajM BaaB" aag- 
mant proNaa Outat Rrot. 
SATUROAY 
OCTOBER 22. 1BB1 ' 
12:00 
■ HOW THE WEST WAS 
WON 
(WRESTLING 
BUGS BUNNY / ROAD 
RUNNER 
I NCAA FOOTBALL 
NEW TECH TaMES   Nov. 
To Buy A Computar" Thar aag- 
mant axarranaa arhat computara 
■ OUB. TING 
MPNI BPORTBCf NTEN 
12:30 
■ BUGS BUNNY / ROAD 
RUNNER 
ITHUNOARR 
DINNER AT JULIA S Juaa 
praparaa a man couraa ol braaad 
dial 
o> 
laaaawraaiB.    and    guaat 
Badk, Ogcbm a 
awaarbuah ■vKrn mapramouaaa Q VICTORY GARDEN 
TONIGHT   Moat     Johnny ■fPNI NFL GAME OF THE WEEK mi 
HATBIBE 
October 21 
2 runs, at 8:00 and 9:30 
* +*       Only $1.00 
You're invited to 
our 5th Annual 
Halloween Blast!! 
Costume   contest,   popcorn, 
games and prizes. 
Monday, October 31, 
Halloween Night at 
S$25°OFF 
•! ::-l 
C^<*& 
■ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR »2. SO 
OFF ANY 16" PIZZA WITH   Two OR 
mORE ITEITiS. 
VoUdS»a«Pliiolnl.C. Oa«i4 p.m. 
Free 
-No Cover- 
S^~~*\      Delivery 
Ph. 352-516* 
203 North main 
Ons Coupon P* P|UO> . Good Thru 10727/83 
100 
0 MOV* **** Com| 
Home" d97«l Jane Fonda. Jon 
Vo»-M  
0C*UssWTY TENNIS 
0WTLD KINGDOM ■ KIOSWOBLD 
0 FXAPHAEL "Tha Pmca 01 
P«nm" Aft •umniWfl of 
Raphaels mature work. rnducfcng 
wguancM o* tha traacoas m the 
Vatican Sunn, a presented 
0 MOV* **** "Sayan 
Day* '» May 11964) But lan- 
caster. K>t Douglas 
0   WORLD   OF   COOKING 
InoW A Maharean Ittenu   <R) 
(ESPN)    SATURDAY     NIGHT 
AT THE FIGHTS Ml 
(TMC) MOV* # * *    Tht Day 
Of Tha TnfhoY   (19631 Howard 
Kaaf. Nicola Maurey 
1:90 
O   CFL   FOOTBALL   Calgary 
Siampadara   at   Montraal   Con- 
cordaa 
0MOVf *ttt ThaGvptV 
Moths (19691 Burt LancaaMr. 
Deborah Kerr 
0    HIGH    SCHOOL    QLH2 
Sumriartreld va Bedford 
0      COMPUTER      PRO 
GRAMME 
2:00 
0 MOV*   ** V)     Tha Lives 
01 Jenny fraten (19751 Sfurtey 
jc-ws Stephen Boyd 
0 0 LIVE FROM THE MET 
Tha Metropolitan Opera Gala 
Canwnmal Cancan Tha 100th 
anniversary of tha Metropokten 
Opara ra celebrated by mora than 
70 of the work) i greatest srng- 
ara. ndudng Plaodo Oommgo. 
Luciano Pevaotti Laonlyna Pnca. 
Roberta Peters and Jaroma Isrne* 
(Pan l) 
3:00 
(TMC) MOVIE ***    I New* 
Promised Vou A Roaa Garden 
(1977)   Kaihlaan   Qurnian    BO. 
Andaraeon 
3:30 
10 NCAA TODAY 
MOV* *** ThaRawjn 
(19631 Vmcant Pnoa. Patar lone 
IESPN) ALPINE SKI SCHOOL 
Up and Down tha Slope*'' Trav- 
ekng around tha nvountarn and 
introduction of Iha turn with a 
chrat*    or convoked skid IRI 
3:4* 
0 eat NCAA FOOTBALL 
4:00 
0 SPORTSWORLO Sched- 
•M mdy Car AuM R-rcmg. CART 
Caaaar t Peace 200 (from Laa 
Vagaa Nev I; Japan Sumo Wraa 
ding Ciumpronohfp Toumamant 
(from Tokyo! 
0 AMATEUR BOXING 
USA Va. BUrjrum (Irom Rap 
tdCty SO I 
ESPN) WOMEN'S VOLLEY- 
BALL (R) Unrtad Siaiaa va 
South Koran 
4:30 
0 SPORTSWEEKENO 
Scheduled tha Bntrah Motorcycle 
Grand Pna (from SaVaratona. Eng- 
land); the St kral Figura Skating 
Competition (from England) 
8:00 
• WIOE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Scheduled Euaabro 
Padrou / Joes Cab* WBA 15 
round Featherwarght Chempon- 
ahrp bout |1M« from San Vreanaa. 
ItaM; World Table Tanraa Cham 
ptonahaja (from Tokyo. Japan) a 
prevrew of tha Naw York City 
Marathon 
• WONDER WOMAN 
(TMC)     MOV*     **      Tana 
Wafcar      (1962)   Ban   Murphy. 
KawiBfophy 
•:30 
0 YOUNG PEOPLE'S SPE- 
ClAL "Roaa" Tha porgnant atory 
of a farney'e reaction to tha term. 
nat raneee of a chad * dramatuad 
8:00 
iCBC NEWS 
NEWS 
ALL CREATURES GREAT 
ANO SMALL II 
« STAR TREK 
MATINEE AT THE 
BIJOU Foatwrad; S»g Whea 
Youre Able 11937) atamng 
Pinky Tomftn ar-J Toby Wmg. ■ 
1936 anon cased Mua«af 
Charmara . a 1936 Batty Boop 
cartoon. A Song A Day and 
Chapter 6   of    Myatery   Sou 
S:3u 
O THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
I 13 REPORTS 
SISKEL    B   EBERT   AT 
THE MOVIES 
(ESPN) NFL   GAME OF THE 
WEEK <R) 
(TMC)   THE    THREE   MUSK- 
ETEERS 
MO 
I NEWS 
GRAPEVINE Guaai   Out* 
SrwJar 
« HEEHAW 
ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK Featured: mtannawa wrth 
Richard W.dmart Rod Steager 
and Richard CMntbaruan why 
casabrraai go on apeekmg tour* 
10 SOLIO GOLD 
ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL II 
(E9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
S THE MOPPETS 
FAME GAME From Van 
couvar. host Rich Elwood mtro- 
duoaa Viaan. Srhwtode Mauraan 
and Tha Machaws. and Maunca 
and Tha Cache* m a battle of tha 
banda 
0 JACKIE GLEASON 
8:00 
0 0 CUTTER TO HOUS- 
TON Hal and a Mate trooper pur- 
aua a aanouafy * raca car driver 
(An** Howard), and tha mayor a 
wrfo (Gaorgann Johnaon) tears 
necassary aurgary 
0 NHL HOCKEY Montreal 
Canadian* at Toronto Mapfa leaf* 
0 OfFF'RENT STROKES Mr 
Orummond. W*a and Arnold 
each have drrfarant teles to tea 
attar   they capture an armed bur 
0 TTJ. HOOKER Hooker and 
Romano uncover a teen-age por- 
nography rackat eh* rmraatrgat 
ing tha savage murder of a young 
0 0 LIVFTROM THE MET 
"Tht Matrapoatan Opara Gala 
Centennuf Cancan' Tha 100th 
annrwjriary of the Matirjpofttan 
Opara celebration contmoni 
featuring euoh opara sura aa Pla- 
odo Oomrngo. Lupano Pavarotti 
and Laontyne Pnoa aa wal as par 
tarmence* by the Metiopoetan 
Opara Orchaatra. Chorus and Bat 
a*. 
0 FAME 
(ESPN) SATURDAY NIGHT 
AT THE FIGHTS Lrvt) 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Jmaadi 
(IBB2I Bath* Mrdar. Kan Ware A 
ernger tafcs an unlucky casino 
dealer alto hakprrtg her do away 
With hat obnorooua boyfriend   Tf* 
mm 
0 SILVER SPOONS Roky 
becomes mvohrad at playing a 
joka on Freddy (Corky Pigeon). 
but tha prank backfrree 
9 00 
0 0 MOV* A Canbbaan 
Mystery e*a«Wj.e| Hefen Haye* 
Barnard Hwghaa Baaad on tha 
noval by Agatha Christ* VVMa 
vacatrorwig at a resort m Iha Car 
Abaan. arnaaaur eawth Mraa Mar 
pea ra confronted by a aanaa of 
murdara 
m THE ROOSTERS Wyatt ra 
prttad taarnat a bounty hunter 
who* after a bag of money that 
waa faaooyarad by a cab drrvar 
(Drcfc O Nea) 
0 LOVE BOAT Several brgot 
ad award praaantari IMaa Ooug- 
IM . Chuck MeCanri. Ftoyd Lavaial 
■hock Capi Stubrng. a coupk* 
(Stake Stavan* Kawn McCarthy) 
prepare to divorce, and a man 
(Paul ICrappaB tnaa to make a 
romantic match for an impotent 
fnend (Pad Sand) Q 
0 STAR SEARCH 
10:00 
0 THE YELLOW ROSE Col 
lean warns thai Chance ra one of 
her late huaband'a aorta, and Roy 
confronts newspaper editor JiarM 
Hoftrater (Deborah Shahon) 
0 FANTASY ISLAND To 
reward a srro of nuraaa (Joanna 
Campy Pat Kajua, Eejanor Par- 
ker) who cared for rum during a 
hospital stay a businessmen 
(Patar Graves! grves them each a 
dream vacation fantaay. Q 
© WHITE SHADOW^ 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Trerf Of 
Tha Prnfc Panther (1962) Peter 
Seaers. Davrd Nrvan Fcalowaig 
tha draappearance of bumbeng 
French pokce detective Inspector 
Clouseau. a TV reporter eyfar- 
oaws friends tarney and anemaa 
to put together a protaa of hra ata. 
PG 
1030 
(ESPN) CFL FOOTBALL Hama- 
ton Tiger-Cata at Bntrah Columbia 
Lrone 
11K» 
6 NEWS 
T>* NATIONAL 
MOV****   Madhouee 
(1974) Vincent Prxa. Paaar Cueh 
mg   A fading honor Star ra driven 
to nianrty whan hra fiancee ia 
found murdered 
11:16 
O   NEWS (Provnoal   Affaaa 
wiH precede tha news I 
11:20 
0 ABC NEWS 
11:30 
0   SISKEL    ft    EBERT   AT 
THE MOV* S 
0 JAN* FRKXE: YOU 
OUGHT TO BE IN PIC- 
TURES Top country srngar Janra 
Fncfca ra touted by Alabama. Ron- 
nie Milsap George Jonas. 
Rosanne Cash. Gordon MacRaa 
and Charkrv Pnda « her fast taaa- 
1! 
a SATUROAY NIGHT UVE 
Hoti J«vi Candy. GuMM: M«n 
AfWort 
11:36 
• (TAR SEARCH 
11:4* 
O Move * *  o<n a™. 
boy ChMriMdva H" IIMOI John 
OawKkon. Lmmn» Sttpnan*. Tht 
itory of Iha confhcu and pna- 
a«a lacad bv tha Cowboy 
aJmnWaJaji aa thay approadi 
Soar «owl Sunday 
I MO 
0 MOVIE *** IhaBndga 
At Ramagan' (IseSI Gaorga 
Sagd. nobart Vaughn 
(TMa MOVIE *** ThaOay 
O Tha TrdMB" 119631 Howard 
Kad. rwaota Mauray 
12:36 
■ SOUL TRAIN 
12:46 
• MOVE * * H Tha Ftoian 
Oaaa 119671 Oana Andrawa. 
AmaPot 
IfM 
• MOVIE **« Sl» Span 
gM Gal 119711 SanoV OaKan. 
TonyRooam 
•■as 
• LOVE CONNECTION 
CSfNI NR.   GAME OF   THE 
VWEKIR) 
1 
I 
•aM 
O a SUNDAY MORNING 
Q AGRISCOM 
■ TOLEDO SINGS OOSKL 
■ THE   WORLD   TOMOR- 
ROW 
(■ DON I LOOK NOW 
ROMRTSCHULLER 
ITMCI MOVIE ** ■-     Pn.n, 
ly" 119811 Sun Raynoloa. 6av«- 
lyO'Angalo 
9:30 
•ONANZA 
MINORITV REPORT 
KENNETH COPELANO 
HMO 
IOAY OF CHSCOVERY 
NOVA Attrtoal Haan Iha 
caaa of Samay Clark, who 
racaruad ar. arlifod haan anplanl 
m 1962. if fawawad. and an 
nvaangauon of Iha i^nomang 
comrowaay ovar anrhcrd haan 
'aaaarch ia praaantad Q 
tO. JAMES KENNEDY 
NEWTON S APPLE 
10:30 
■ FACE THE NATION 
B PETS PLEASE 
■ SUhJDAY SUPPLEMENT 
■ ORAL ROBERTS 
■ NEW YORK CITY 
MARATHON Jim McKay Mar 
ly liouori and Otana Nyed hoal 
ln« uuvaraga of Iha annual run 
thrcajgh ina city a fiva boroughs 
a OSU COUNTDOWN TO 
KICKOFF 
(TMa   MOVIE   ***   "Oaad 
Man Doni Waar Pla«f 119621 
Slava Marun. flachd W«d 
MOO 
FOCUS: BLACK 
PERFORMANCE 
COMMENT 
WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT 
INS 
a MAGIC OF 06.   PAINT- 
ING 
(PINK PANTHER 
COLLEGE     FOOTBALL 
Mctagan Stata va OhroStata 
11:30 
Q SUNDAY BE SI 
Q ADVENTURE BC 
■ FACE THE NATION 
a SUNDAY MASS 
■ HOUSEWABMING WITH 
CHARLIE WING 
8 MOVIE ***    Tha Young 
Paopla    IIMOI   ShHay lampla 
iacfcOAw. 
IE9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
AFTERNOOH 
12.00 
« TAKING ADVANTAGE 
MEETING    PLACE   Rav 
N.v* w   Phak oMoatat at St 
Damdi   Praabytanan   Church   m 
Wnrnpag. Man. 
IEARLEBRUCE 
MEET THE PRESS 
TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL 
(E9PNI AUTO RACING MAS- 
CAR Amancan 600" tbva from 
Rocfeargham. N C I 
(TMa MOVIE »» Tha Eyaa 
Of Tha Amaryaw II97SI Ruth 
Ford. Kathanne Houghton 
12:90 
I THE MOPPETS 
NFLTOOAY 
NPL-83 
THE LAWMAKERS 
1:00 
0 MOV*   ***Vi     Butter 
feaa   Ant    Free       (1972)    Gokhr, 
Hmn  Lrhverd Albert   - 
(COUNTRY CANADA 
NFL   FOOTBALL   OaVM 
Lrons at WaefwMjton Redekne 
0 r*FL FOOTBALL Orvarage 
Of New E rigtend at sVyfeW  Cleva 
land at Caiartnah ar K erase Oty 
atHouaton 
0     0     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REV*W 
0  MOV*   ****    im 
AndClyda" (1B67I Warran taa* 
ty. Faya OuneRsray. 
1 SO 
0   HYMN   SHtG   Sesactrone 
nrArda    Behead Tha Beauty Of 
Tha Earth Everywhere I Go. 
"A Little Love    and    W# Your 
Anchor Hold ' (Rl 
0    THIS    WEEK     WITH 
DAVrO BRINKLEY 
0 0 WALL STREET WEEK 
Should You Buy Real Estate' 
Guest Marvrn T Lavtn. co-ctie» 
rnan. Conso-dated Capital Com 
panraa. 
MO 
0 WILD CANADA    Aberta s 
Southern Roctree John and 
Janet Foster aapsOra tha araa 
-rhare two of Canada's moat va 
•ad eco-eystems aa josnad IRI 
0 MATINEE AT THE 
BIJOU     Featured The     Fatal 
Glass 01 Bear (19331 atarrng 
W C Fields, a 1932 snort. Hol- 
lywood On Parade" atarnng Jrrv 
my Ouranta. Rudy Vakaa and tha 
Three Stooges and a 1936 short. 
Lucky Starlets and Chaaaar I 
of Mystery Squadron (19331 
0 THE SHAKESPEARE 
PLAYS Macbeth fercol Wn 
liamson and Jena Lapotaata star 
•a tha rrwdraoue. power -hungry 
couple m thra dranustuatsan of 
Shakeepeare s daaorc play. 
(TMO MOV* ** lucky 
Lady tortf) lire MnnesV Bun 
Ftaynotds 
mm 
0 MOV* * * "> Kiss KSM 
K*. Kaf" (1974) Mrehatf Jays 
ion. Hasan Ma-ran 
aMO 
O   SISKEL   B    EBERT   AT 
THE MOWS 
0 ORIGINAL SIX HOCKEY 
HEROES Boston vs New York 
3:30 
8 NFL TODAY 
WOOE HOUSE     PLAY- 
HOUSE 
4:00 
0 NFL FOOTBALL San Fran- 
osco *9ers at Loa An gates Rams 
0 CFL FOOTBALL Edmonton 
Eskjrnoe at Wrruapag Blue Bomb- 
0 NFL FOOTBALL Coverage 
of Pittsburgh at SaaiHe or San 
Dago at Denver 
0 BOO Arwr-atad Featured 
rrkortatara Oracuta. tVarftsnasarn 
and tha VVolfmsn ara romed by 
guests Dionne VVarvnck and Rrp 
Taylor m thra Hatoowaan apacsal 
0 THE OK. KINGDOMS 
"Tha Psraro Ooaar Coast Srnoa 
tha discovery of OrJ end tha 
mcreasmg demand for it. tha Par- 
t-an GuH araa has bacarna vary 
weatthy cauetng changes m social 
Customs education reegton and 
government  Q 
0 MOV*^**vi Kaar By 
Night (19711 Robari Wagna 
OarwBakar. 
(ESPN! SPORTSCENTER 
(TMa  MOV*  ** n      Palern. 
ty   (19911 Burt Reynolds Bauer- 
tyO Angeto 
4:30 
« MARY TYLER MOORE 
INTIR NATIONAL EDI 
TION Andrew MarKftratern. ITN- 
london. reports on tha potrtrcel 
aftacta of tha Raagan arirrwaasra- 
tron'a aland Bgernet tha PATCO 
Itrfte Norman Fu. Tha Chavj 
Tenaa. reports on how Taiwan a 
affected aa tha US moves csOaar 
to tha People a ftapubkc of Chrte. 
Stehen Gram. Dameh Broedcaei 
ng Corporation reports on Jerry 
Fatwek s eyjkasnca and poM-cer 
powar 
HPMI AUTO RACING CART 
Laguna Seca 300" (hve from 
Laauna Seca Cat-* ) 
MO 
« STAR TREK 
THE     GREAT     BEAR 
0 ALL NEW THIS OLD 
HOUSE Bob Vea and ha craw 
plan to burld an enargv-erft-craM 
sola home from •he ground up 
0 FIRING LINE Raaofved 
That AfNrnatrva Acton Goals For 
Mmorita* And Women Snou*d Be 
Abofcahed Mraoaraaor: Jamaa 
Clybum Pro; Wakam F BuOlay 
>.; Clarence Pandeton. chswman. 
US. Corrunmaa on Ova Right* 
Aaat Any. Gan Wakam Bradford 
Ravnotda Con Mary Fiancee Bar- 
ry, outgoing vice chawman US 
Comm-ttea on Owl flights. Jack 
Grearoarg. deactor NAACP Legal 
Daaanae and Education Fund; Jud- 
ith Lxntman. eaac OVector 
Women s Legal Oefanaa Fund 
0»art1l 
S:SO 
0 TALES FROM THE DARK 
SeDE "Tnck Or Treat" Bernard 
Hughes portrays a rrwarly general 
Store proprrator ei a depressed 
1940l rural commumry who 
mvitas lamers' rjsadran to search 
hra ' hauntad"' houee far thaa par- 
ents lOUa on Haeowaen night 
0 WINE. WHAT PLEA- 
SURE 
OMC) MOV* *** Canan 
Tha Barbarian (19821 Arnold 
Schwarrenegger      Jamas    Earl 
0:00 
I CBS NEWS 
FAME 
BRADSMAW ON THE 
EIGHT STAGES OE MAN 
"Who Do You Trust" Tha deve> 
opmani of trust between tha ages 
of cna and thr ee a assan t >at for a 
parson' a futura menial health 
« STAR TREK 
UNDERSEA WORLD OF 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
B:30 
■ HOTLINE 
NEWTON'S APPLE Van 
kaa Ron Gusdry asplsena how 
curva bats work. vtKMprr'thng 
and its iarj#usnaas m catefwg 
crstrvrnala a e«anuned and the red 
la-ad rurwk a aprjtkghtad. 
7a00 
10 BO MINUTES 
FRAGGLE   ROCK   Junor 
Gorg s oaca-on to clean up tha 
garden and trnpraaa hra paranta 
nearly backhres  Q 
« FIRST CAMERA 
RtPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR 
NOTI Tha wgend of Jaaaa 
James s Irawafeas of Sursnam; i 
hakcopiar hre«scape osrwca lor 
rwgh-risa buachnga a tb course 
Ch-nase banguat. stranga occupa- 
tions 
0 JOHN CALLAWAY 
INTERVIEWS Artssl Lousaa 
Navafson tahs about work, mar- 
rujga and chadran and the at of 
Irving aa an rndrvMluetiet 
tFAME 
ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL 
(E9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O   THE    BEACHCOMBERS 
Nick and hw comradaa rosn fgrcaa 
to catch a band of Mates who va 
staahngtoga Q 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Notre Oamevs   USC (Rl 
8:00 
0 0 ALICE Akca ponders ovar 
caskng a lormar high school flame 
(Dama HoiahanJ what ha a mart- 
ad by Hank ntanarfaa. ar 
bath begrna a naw car* 
pamssr m Para. Q 
0   KNIOHT   RsDER     
enfcets the a-3 of a band woman 
(Erysaa Oavatoal to catch a rukV 
wse scrap metat liiin alsar an 
earsa. pisn laea 
0 HARDCASTLE s. 
MCCORMICX A crookad pro 
mota tnaa to gain escstarw) man 
agarnant of an aapavtQ CtlympK 
boaar (Rtchard lewsonl by duaat- 
rnrtfltha youngman'a'ether 
0 0 NATURE "Acacsa Traa 
Of Ihorni A great vartery of 
wsldkfa apecas dve m and aound 
tha thorny acacia trees on tha 
Afttcan puuns 
0 SOLID GOLD 
(TMC) MOV* *** TJaad 
Men Don't Wear PlaoT (1982) 
Steve Martin. Rachel Ward. A 
herd-boaad prrvasa aya runa rnto a 
boat of famaar chaactas whee 
rrtwMtjaatrng tha death of a scan 
tat / cheaee tycoon    PG 
B:30 
0 0 ONE DAY AT A TIME 
Mai (Mrohaaf Lembeckl a thruat 
rnto deeper ctepresaon when Bar- 
bara and Juka try to cure his writ 
ingbtock 
BBM 
0 0 THE JEFFERSONS A 
'manhunt at an art grtaery 
laavaa Ftaranca at tha cornpany of 
a tiyaaonaara IBennetl Gsatoryl 
who   wants   to   roaa   har   aast- 
gPhoanu 8P 
VANOERBERG Tha 
( the eiport dsMsl need 
0 WAR laraaf a rruatary suata- 
gy a e»ammed m a program 
foorarng on tha ratronala bahtnd 
the eustanca of armaa. Q 
0 MOV* WorrrartOf San 
Chantrn" (Prr»mar*l Staaa Sta- 
vana. Oabbsa ABan. A naw ferrule 
guard at tha a* male San Ouantrn 
prison has a stressful hrat week 
on tha job aa eymate woksnea 
wracks the paratarttary 
0 NFL FOOTBALL Loa Ange- 
les Raiders at Dakae Cowboy* 
0 0 MASTERP*CE THE- 
ATRE Pictures Davaatasad 
whan Ruby runs off wrth har 
Valent.no took ahke beau BB da 
appaara with tha only copy of tha 
naw scr.pi and hatches a plan to 
prevent anottm eCtraaa from 
playrng the lead 
0 ITS YOUR BUSINESS 
rnto 
0 0 GOOONIGHT. BEAN- 
TOWN Jenny's QVstress ova 
botherrng a drstraught widow so 
Mm an aaagnmam Itawaa her 
erondankig wfsathar aha should 
aaak a new occupation 
0 WALL STREET JOUR- 
NAL HE PORT 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Lucky 
Lady" (197SI Loa Minna*. Burt 
Reynold* A krndnaarted kasar. a 
bunging grgoso and a smuggler s 
widow form a pasonaf and pro- 
laaaronal booiteggmg afaanca dur- 
ing ProfaMion. 'PG 
10)00 
0    0    TRAPPER    JOHN. 
M.D. Trapper a e.-wrh, Mafia 
(Jaaarca Waltar) conducts a aarva- 
nar for   doctors   wirea.   aavmg 
Trapper to capo with the* angry 
husband* 
0   MAN   ALIVE   Athlete* el 
Acton a footbaa team that com- 
brnea athtebc activity with rebg 
on. a highivghtad Q 
0 0 RAPHAElTLegend And 
Legacy      flepheel s   inftuence   on 
other  artrau  a  rJamonstratad by 
esamrnrng worts of Rarnbrandl. 
Caavaggro and Rubens 
0NEWS 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL "Rough end lumber 
World Down Under    (R) 
10:90 
0 JUST A LITTLE SPECIAL 
Stars of tha 80s ara rspraaanaad 
by tha aw group Genes Laaka 
Munro and Alarn Charron of tha 
Counted cross atitcr^nStenciLS 
• Over 800 Books in Stock. 
• Best Buy - DMC Floss 
• Beginning to Advanced Classes 
• Plus Fabric, Accessories - 
etc., etc. 
SOMETHING EXTRA 
in Counted Cross Stitch 
T90 S. Main, Mini Mall 
354 1437 
ajx    Cand(eiuic4<;oax 
d>. 
* 4>t 
The yearbook photographer 
is in town for a limited 
time only. 
Call 372-0086 
to schedule your appointment 
or come to THE KEY office 
at 310 Student Services. 
Roy* Wlnrupog Betel, and .ng 
..    Swlyhen    Oeway.    am 
Mdaonond Joervafjrooke 
• KENNETH COPELAND 
MM 
(•■NEWS 
THE        NATIONAL 
("Nettm t hna    -a tka 
■ MONTY PYTHON'S PLY- 
MQCEKUI 
■ IBPIAELI DIAIIY Yam* 
Satan" The toitaa avert Free* 
Mteaen dacueeaa tta ahainath 
of lebanen. wttaaaapeit en the 
WaMSanh and da *aa of Arab 
rialta* da Steuofferee!. 
CSPNI SPORTSCSNTER 
11:20 
■ NEWS 
Mitt 
■ ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WIEK fo*HP0d -ttervww. with 
ParJlerd VYeornerk. Mod Stag, 
and nVAard Chamoeram why 
[attain*. 90 on ttteoketg tout 
■ MOV* *• The Rover 
I1M7I Anthony Qiann. Re* Hay 
worm at tha day* tceowtng tha 
French RevokMvm a prtvala. roo- 
cuaa a lovery young grt Bom a 
horde of rekoa.. 
« THE ROCK FORD FILES 
MONTY PYTHON'S PLV- 
■MOCMCUS 
■ PON MY PEOPLE 
fTMO MOVC * VI Xaorcat ll 
Tha HanHK" (19771 Aohard Bur 
ton. Laida Ik*. Young Regen 
Mediae • Ml h»M By Bum. 
WHOM and ereem* ol fryers, a m- 
uaaon edueh a pnaat and a temaa 
tayrjiofogat By 10 and to hn   a 
I Ml 
0 SPOUTS: THE FINAL 
WORD 
12:00 
I NEWS 
MUSK MAGAZINE 
CSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Cotton* ve. UCLA 
12:16 
B HOCK   N   ROLL VIDEO 
12:20 
■ ASC NEWS 
12:*0 
IHCALTHBEAT 
TAKING ADVANTAGE 
GAVIN   AND   LOTT 
MUSK: SHOW 
MONDAY 
OCTOBER 24   19*3 
in lha Teado prynery olechone on 
rnbar 12. 
•A»»»H 
MACNE*.    /    LEHRER 
NEVVSMOUR 
eSPW SPOPITSCENTEW 
7:30 
■   P.M.    MAGAZINC    Tha 
CBeppenden mala dencae make a 
(■THREES COMPANY 
BARNEY MILLER 
E*tt INSIOE (ASESALL 
sec 
■ ■ tCAMCftOW AND 
MRS   KING 
• GARFrELD ON THE 
TOWN Ananaied. Tna caman- 
aaroua CM ■ naaalad aath h* 
long let famaV. aackng Man to 
compere laa forrnor Hoerylo to tha 
ona ha a now aecuatomad to. 
■ SCONE A wealthy beauty 
(Janndor •Unyenl ha* to Boon, 
uactng Rome to become ait.**) 
■ THArS INCREDIBIEI An 
mpovwiahed arrvlor . lag wet «t 
the Now Tort State lottery a 
device to eeve a pal . leg from 
■ttjutebui. an eeeape hom a 
•uBnarped .tat bo. 
• ■ THE Of. KINGDOMS 
"A Sea Of Contact Tha hnanoaf 
power weeded fay rhe pnaftar 
An* ettaaa of tie Penaan Guff te 
oearrvned and den future • con- 
MOVC **» Big JBl" 
(1*711 John Wayne. nrohard 
Boona. A grurnd man of aw 
Weal defeat both day Anew and 
the Tea* Ranger, ei h* aftoli to 
-Kate ha knkapped gyamaon 
MPNI NPL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS      I9'6   6    1977 
IVWRP 
IWSQ 
IN CINCINNATI 
MO ■ ■■■NEWS 
■ WHIEL OF FORTUNE 
■ MACNEB. / LEHRER 
NCWQJW 
I HAPPY OAYS AGAIN 
AEROBIC DANCING 
MO ■ ■CM NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
ii 
HMO MOVIE •>** Goodbye 
Pot Pel" 119*11 «a»y Johneon 
Tony Berry A youag punk Meat, a 
ptaatat and encounter ■ e Boat of 
charectere aaang tha way. -R- 
7:00 
■    ■    CNTWTAINMENT 
TONNMT Country n DM 
Fnraat. SheBey VVeei and Dotaa 
VVeet .i Lake Tehoo 
(HAWAII FIVE-0 
FAME.YPEUO 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
rlMCl MOVIE ** Topper 
Rattan. (1*411 Roland Young. 
Joan Blooded The Kapy ghpata 
leap Topper hnd a deed gel'e mur- 
derer 
MO ■ HOUSE CALLS 
MO ■ ■ AFTEPMASH The 
endutanoa ol Potter Kanger Mut 
cahy and Plenter ■ leeted dunng 
an eaLeptejnady buey mght at 
Gen Parifang Hoapaal. 
tAGPISCOPC 
MOVIE The Haunttng Pee- 
nen" IPrerrvwre) Jane Saymout. 
Gerald McPeney The neglected 
wdBofe oportacaeter a torment 
ed by e eeneudl apart from beyond 
die gram that want, to poaeeea 
■ r* '. FOOTBALL Neat York 
Gtentia St. Loua Cora* Q 
■ ■ GREAT PEPFOP 
MANCLS The Lea 0> Verdi" 
Sun Lanceaaar nptaaea that an- 
parl oYemaOfahon of Oaaaeppi 
Vani'l Ma and ttaaac. Nmad at 
Europe. 
C9PNI AUTO RACING   NAS 
CAR Atnencan 600'* thorn Rook- 
eteaean. N.C.I M 
Oatt 
■ ■ NE WHART Ence Chaee 
(Seaie Stevenel paane to twa Deck 
■ THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
■ NEWS 
11:00 
(■■NEWS 
BRADSHAW ON THE 
EIGHT STAGES OF MAN 
"Who Do You Tmetl Tha daeeF 
opmirH of puet between dtp agee 
of ana and deee » aaaaNdl to a 
fon'e Mure rnenud heaMi. 
TW9.IGHT ZONE 
BUSINESS REVIEW 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTEP 
11.-OS ■ NEWS 
11:1S 
C9PNI    SATUROAY    NIGHT 
AT THE FIGHTS (PI 
11:90 
* MAUDE 
HART TO HART Jonathan 
a ntaataken to a fat man who a 
die target Of another head keaa. 
(Rl 
■ THE BEST OF CARSON 
Moat Jeremy Careen Gueets The 
Angel fftteembaa. Jerry SeerMd. 
Rone Barrett (R) 
■ • LATENtOHT AMERI- 
CA Guaot: Norman Decay Amor- 
tce'e bael-tnoem eetata ptennar 
gtvee edta:a on how to awKlpto- 
beae 
• TWIH3MT ZONE 
fTMO MOVie •• Ttee Day. 
OraSarnme.'- 119*21 Sean Con 
nery. Batay Sterna, An Alpae) 
"eriann to a wintaapneeretg 
Scotheh phywewn era* da young 
woman traveling with htm 
becctnee the venue to peraoral 
teveatton   PG 
HiM ■ MOVE **VI The Story 
01 A Woman 119*91 Robert 
Such, so Araaraaort. A marrad 
pareet faBe at love with a.medcat 
etudant 
IMP 
« HAWAII FIVE-O 
NEWS 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
12:30 
■ LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Gueeti: 
moracan Iggy Pop haw York 
SUM Lottery wavar Cutaa Sharp 
Jr.. comedan Bob hMoon. (Rl 
■ ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
12:40 
• OOLUMOO An enra-emug- 
gkng murdarer ICfcve Fteven ueee 
Me baft an and charm a on 
attempt to outartart LI. Cokanbo 
M 
1.-00 
• MOVtE**» Than Came 
Sroneon 1196*1 hhcheel Parka. 
Bonne Beakaa 
IJaaTMYSWAOGART 
LATE NKJHT WITH 
DAVtO LETTERMAN Guana: 
muetoan Iggy Pop. New York 
SUM Loteary eanrar Cum. Sharp 
J . comedan Boh Nehton (Rl 
1:30 
■ NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
(TMC1 MOVIE * * w   Southern 
Comtol "119* 11 Kerlh Carrarjra. 
TUESDAY 
OCTOBER 2*. 19*3 
DAYTIME SPECIALS 
MB ■ STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE 
HOUSEWARMING 
SURFTItSE AnaraMd. Soawbar 
ry Shortcake move* into a new 
houae and el her Banna owe har 
a hotaaawanrang party, each 
brwgmg a lavorite recepe 
MO ■ SPECIAL TREAT He 
Makee Me Feel Ike rjancet 
New York City Beflot denca 
Jecquae D Amboee bane young 
.tudent. of lea rueoral Dence 
IneBtuM to e performance that 
ahw featurea actor Kayei Kara 
endanger JuoVCoBna. 
■ STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE PETS ON 
PARADE Aremoeed Tha ktoa 
end thee pet. march and pertom 
aa day ae to feat proa a pa 
Annual Strawberry Land Pat 
Show 
MO 
ITMCI •»• I Go Pogo 
119*01 Ananeaad. Vraaa at 
Jonathan WnMra. Vaicent Fltoa. 
• SO 
ITMCI***    I kkfe. Pre-eeed 
You   A   Boat   Garden      (19771 
Hathaen Qtaaan. Be. Unaaaeeai. 
10:30 
(TMO **   La*y Lady" (197*1 
laa MemeB. Bin heynced. 
•MO ■ **» Manhuntw 119741 
Kan Howard. Gary loo wood 
12:30 
(TMO    **»      The    Senna 
(19*21   Kethryn   Herrrjd.   Tapo 
hanefc. 
IrOO 
■ ***   StepOfFooti   (Pen 
■ I I1MBI Vhaan Lagh. Simon. 
Stgnoret 
MO 
(TMCI * * * » T,™ Sanat. 
119*11 Crag Wamock. David 
Werner 
4:00 
•      ** V,    -Wend    11*711 
ftruce Oevaon. E/neet Borgnea 
(TMO **   lucky la*    119751 
Lira MeveaY Bun Raynoaa. 
■ JUST OUR LUCK Shabu • 
«na ei eaneport-ig da wrong 
man kom a hoapad bed to ope 
breae Kadi'e beaMey pea hen 
Ke rteatorcvda gang 
NOVA 
■ NEWS 
deotat* ea eye- of ,t. 
SeaeieW Papon p 
■ MOVC   **X)     I 
Sake-    119741 Ben 
Mictael Satean A devoud wale 
money » dat hw cab arwa hue 
(TMO MOVC   '•»•   The 
Godteear (19721 Merlon Bran- 
do. Ai Pacaa Baead on da nowd 
by Mono Puao Aa awng Mahoeo 
aeea da bomor. betwaat lee aprl- 
fcc remey Me and da hereh ieaaV 
tea of ha bueeaM break down ae 
DAYTIME CHLD7CN S SHOWS 
MO ■ STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE 
HOUSEWARMING 
SURPRISE Anetated Saewba 
ry Shortcake move, into a raw 
houae and ae her Band, owe her 
e hnioaaipneng perry, each 
brmgaig a favorite roceM. 
MO 
■ SPECIAL TREAT Me 
Mekaa Ma FeM Uke  Oanc-t 
New York -City Baurt oaBOer 
Japguee OAmooae vara young 
•twdenu ol ha Natanet Dance 
tnetnute for a pertoriuatie that 
eaw leotureo actor Kavwt Kara 
end bnger Judy CoBea 
■ STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE: PETS ON 
PARADE Anerenad The keb 
and thee pet. march and perform 
ee day ae to feat pro* at da 
Annual Strawberry land Pet 
Show 
■   WIMICI    BARS   Gueet. 
Tradewtnd 
(TMO   MOVaf   *** V,    TM 
Eaorcat      |1(73|   f*Bn   Buraryn. 
lavoa Baa The young dauernw ol 
I bye 
oarreieu eve   eca   ekroueh   da 
• CANOOATES FORUM 
Tha leegve ef Women Vatara' 
dabeaa among rhe   1* man and 
IftOO 
■    ■    EMERALD    POINT 
N-A-S Jack become, eieplrioi. 
of the tin   I behindCaBa'em» 
CkWnRfL   C*W  HafeVaVI    WaM    10 fcfaTC 
Near Adm   Meaary aa keep Mary 
out ef Gterei. coal merael. 
1:4* 
CSPNI    INSIOE    BASEBALL 
It) 
MO ■ NEWS 
■ MOVC ♦* v>    Tel Story 
119*01 Jane Fonda. Anthony Per- 
Une. 
2:1* 
C9PNI SPORTSCENTEP 
2:30 
■ COO NEWS 
NIOHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
CSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Noea Dare* y* USC (Rl 
OM 
• CO* NEW* 
NIOHTWATCH    IJomed    In 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
6:30 
IESPNI RACOUETBALL 
Women . Intarnetanaf Chempr- 
onerap l-al    Stupp va. Wrruht 
m 
SAO 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTEP 
B:1S 
CtPNI    INSIOE    BASEBALL M 
•:46 
mm SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
CBPNI AUTO RACING   DeBT 
SyracuM   Steyreakeaieki"   (Bom 
Syrecuee. N.Y.I SO 
11:30 
CSPNI CFl FOOTBALL Home 
ton Tejet-Cete at Braeh Cokenb* 
LanelRI 
MO 
C9FNI   MOTCaiOSS   RAC- 
ING ' BMX Seryde Event" rtrom 
LaVagee. fiev I (Rl 
MO 
CSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
CaMornav.   UCLA (R| 
DAYTltdE MOvCS 
SAO 
(TMO ••*»   "Tene Benekr. 
119*11   Craaj   Wamock.   Chwa 
EVENING 
**X> 
{■■■NEWS 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
MACNEL    /    LEHREH 
NCWSHOUP 
I HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
COMPUTER      PRO- 
OMAMME 
CSPNI SPORTSFORUM 
(TMO MOVIE *• Jtreatf' 
119*21 Sena MOar. Ken WaM A 
eetgar take m unlucky ceemo 
deeka eyto heepng har do aarey 
with har obnauoue bovfreavd. 'R' 
S:30 
■ ■ CSS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
■ AKNEWSn 
■ WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
CSPNI THIS WEEK IN THE 
NBA ISeeaon Promeeel 
7:00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Mcheel Cam tet. 
about fee rrjej el "EduceBng 
■MB." 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
FAMILY FEUD 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
FRAME 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
■ M'A'S-H 
• MACNEk / LEHRER 
NeTVeVHOUR 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:20 
CtPNI NBA TONIGHT 
7:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE A M 
up Mount Sheeu with tame, car 
tproveaona 
_    THREE S COMPANY 
BARNEY MILLER 
WILD. WTU> WORLD OF 
ha   apna   become 
ervorved el the vabBM vrarkjng. of 
orgenuad arm '*' 
Oltt ■ HAPPY DAYS Re** (Ron 
Howard) return, to Mewoukeo 
after earwng ni paatt with da 
US Army ran IIQ 
SAO 
■ ■ MOVC Feat Aftee 
(Prorrearet Loratta Sent. Meeeee 
Sue Andereon. A ODBaga beeh- 
men'e vitioouction M lagher Mr 
• THE BEST OF rUFaSOII 
Meac Jabeay Caraaa. (1 tint 
AMnHrtg Jheeno Eaton bTI 
fABC NEWS NMHTLINE 
■ LATENIOHT AkVetTM 
CA Gteatt: Alen Scott Lean. 
MO and ae* known a*argy 
eapert. eetrne ua of a* naa lech 
cherraoHe wrech ere vweetng both 
oa homoo and woApMoae 
■ TWlJKaMT2DNE 
11:40 
■ MOVE aee tem Car 
emony" I1S6W Eeraaeh layto 
Ike Ferroa. A weea*/. eranad 
young aav eaana pat a kafctg 
proaatuM « her dead mother 
12:00        . 
(HAWAII FIVE-O 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
12:30 
■ LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVTO LETTERMAN Gueet. 
ha* deeply ay love we* the hue- 
bend of ha Enoheh protaeeor 
■ A VERY SPECIAL   PER- 
SON 
■ 'THREE'S    COMPANY 
E epecttng a negative rewew of ha 
II 
NBA    BASKETaMX 
"He* Of Fame Gem. WlBaiM 
pfaa 76era ve. Sin Antorao Spur. 
Ikve horn SprevdWd. Ma. I 
S.-00 
■ ■ THE MISSISSIPPI Ean 
H heed to detend a women (Tyne 
Daryl acctaed of let 
hmer to en mportant food one: 
■ ■ VIETNAM: A TELEVT 
ettON HISTORY Atlanta 
Take* Charge (IMS-19*71 by 
two year, da Johneon Adrneva- 
vetton hee oaratchtd 1.6 mrapn 
Amancarw to Vatnem to hghl ay 
tree conoovweal war Q 
S:30 
• TOM JONES Gueet: luec 
Haw*. 
• OH. MADELINE Madeene 
Bar. to convince a raw Band that 
her actng pertna ei e oornmurety 
play « ectuepy har huebend 
lOrOO 
■ THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
■ BAY CITY BLUES IPrenv 
eael The manega (Mcheel Nounl 
of tha Bay City tCeM) Stuabad. ■ 
nvnor-wbgua littabek team, aae 
to bad ha team to the league 
playoff! and tench off e benfca'e 
emoroua wife (Kedy Hermonl 
■ MART TO MART Jonathan 
* ceded beck veto Navy fktaerve 
duly to Met en eapenmantal radar 
da«e partudy Orvelopad By Hat 
Muearae Q 
■ ■ IS ANYONE HOME 
ON THE RANGE! TrerMontl 
vahaa of da Atnencan Weet con- 
man Larry Japan, ujtnedan Larry 
Mear (Rl 
■ JB4MY OWAGGART 
C9PNI   NBA   BASKFTBALL 
"He* Of Fata Game   PIMtu.l 
ph* 76ere ve- Sen Antraeo Spaa 
(Bom SiaanPakl. Maul (Rl 
1240 
■ MCCLOUO McCloud owe to 
Mod attempt, by New York 
mobatara to erhteea AuaBeha 
(Rl 
1.00 ■ MOVC    *»»       INK 
11969) Rrchad Bradford. Jemee 
My 
■ LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVTO LETTERMAN Gueet. 
acto Leefca Naaien thorn uei 
men Larry John, caiadan Larry 
Me. |R| 
(TMO   MOVC   ••     Jeaadl 
119821 Beta Maar. Ken Wet. 
1:30 
■ NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
MO 
(NEWS 
MOVC   ***    In Tha Our 
lite   119421 Bent Oev*. George 
Brant 
2:30 
■ CBS NEWS 
NIOHTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
SAO 
■ CBS NEWS 
NIOHTWATCH 
CSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Caatorae ve. UOA Bll 
(TMCI MOVC * • •    South." 
Condon   (19*11 tarth Can eoVt. 
■ THE FIFTH ESTATE Hera 
Germ, probe* da Farmery 19*2 
eaBang of the Ocean Rerajjar. tha 
world, baoael Boeing od rig. 
wrach went down oil rha coeet ot 
NewfoiavJend end earned eke 
tveeof*4men. 
■ THE A-TEAM The learn 
baa to parent a ranch, from 
reekng a Pan that opnttea a herd 
of wdd rreauoga la captured on 
Irdai arreory 
mtaai a energy detelopniani 
■ BOXING 
CSPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Irva from lee vagt*. Nov. 
11A0 
(■•■NEWS- 
NEW TECH TIMES   How 
To Buy A Comput.    The eeg- 
ment eaemrae whet computer, 
ere Mprhetg chddren 
ITVVUOHTZONE 
ON THE LINE 
(TMO MOVC **•« Ten. 
Bendtt. (19811 Crag Wamock. 
Dead W.n. A young fapy * 
taken on e Ba through err* bye 
bend of tfatavutiv* erovtdaa out 
kawe who have ttotei e baa **|i 
map Bom da Supreme Sevig 
T-G 
OCTOBER J*. 19*3 
CwrePi ' ie*J t V Dea — 
DAYTIME SPECIALS 
SAO ■ STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE PET* ON 
PARADE   Ararnaetd.   The   kjdt 
and the. pet. mwih tni pwtorm 
at day va to feat pnee ei rhe 
Anaejet    Saaeroarry   Land    Pat 
Show 
MO 
■ ST ARSTR UCK A young gal 
a tarn e*rwe*n rha deee* to 
rnake e ei the rntaac erprtd and 
ha mceher'e wah for n. to pur 
aue e more noetic* career. 
frtSMiH: 
HAUNTED HOUSE 
OCT 30-31 
9:00 pm - 1:00 am 
NORTHEAST COMMONS 
•1.00 admission 
MM. 
®mm?» 
..M 
WOMB 
~y 
PARTY 
PLACE 
MM* 
HANDOVER 
ROCK-NIGHT 
R»ck & Roll til NBJM! 
Mmitmm h *2.00 for i 
B*, Kk, Factors 
DAYTIME MOVCS 
MO 
(TMC!   * * * 1      My   Faaonta 
1»" 119621 P.I. O'Tooar. J~ 
■MHMMI 
7*X> 
(TMCI »*'• "Smtthwaana 
11997.1 Suaan b» P-chad 
Mad 
1:30 
(TMCI ***    DaadManOonl 
MOM   119821 Slav. M.t,n 
HachdvVard 
10:00 
(T*IO***    Tha Son 01 Monta 
CndM    (1*40) lou»   Hnw«« 
12:00 
■   ••*»    "Thay Ban Hora- 
aa. Oonl Thayl    (1999) Jn 
Fonda. Mirtml Sana™. 
EVENING 
■   MAC* 
BOO 
| NEWS 
OF FORTUNE 
/   LEHRER 
I NAPPY DAYS AOAIN 
AEROBIC DANCING 
BSPAB ALPINE SKI SCHOOL 
up And Do-" n» Skpaa" 
Trayaang wound Ihe moutian 
mttoducnon   of tha   rum with a 
Chtwha   or controaad dud. IR) 
MO 
Q ■ CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
■ AKNEWSn 
A WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
% BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY 
(TMCI MOVIE »*» Oaad 
M«n Don I Wa* PhMf' H9B2I 
Stow Marbn. RadM Ward. A 
nwd boaad pnvata aya runa ado a 
hoal of lama— charactara whaa 
■vaaaagabraj rha daadt ot a aoan- 
tut / chaaaa tycoon  PG 
7:00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Jw Si John laa. 
about hat i«tum to aanaa laam- 
! 
HAWAII FIVE-O 
FAMILY FEUO 
LITTLE   HOUSE ON THE 
f BUSINESS REPORT 
M'A-S-H 
MACNEl    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
BiSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
r-.yo 
OJ r.M. MAGAZINE A Naw 
JaraayNa who won f 5 tndaon at 
tha Maw York Sna utiwy. an 
ItVtaar-oU 6th Avanua laahton 
(•THREE'S COMPANY 
■ARNEY MILER 
W9J>, WU) WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
(EBPNI BILLIARDS Cowboy 
Jartmy Moo. va U. J. Puctatt IB] 
BOO 
■ ■ WHIZ KIDS fdchw and 
hta Inanda awt A J Sanon I Jam. 
aon Parkar) lo aawoh for a wal of 
daady narva gaa that haa baan 
rl on ttw Mac* martat 
NATURE OF THINGS 
"Spaa Magrc Or Maotona' Enc, 
■Kad Japan. Fiance and Toronto 
«• among tht bcajBont h» a 
Mudy of 9—tonmu at apaa tar 
■ MAL PCOTLE HaSoaveen m 
eaMed M*th aaigrr-jnil or tha So 
Fi Bai TV harm-mom hoeue* 
Caeeancaa ■ Loot Aivge-M paydac 
<vho d»ama to have aeen nans 
and a Ftc-rOM wartott 
• im FAU. OUY Con POM. 
M a flruw, drrvar on an uncaer 
covar operation aanad at r etnev 
aTtg five riani dodra on naoo(> 
aMa tanda. 
• MAVOrl-S DEBATE Mayo 
I debate before 
itia mamoataiSa? o. tha Sogma Dal- 
la Chi and w* be Quaaitonad by a 
paoai o* KM local nawap-jop*. 
• MOV* **v> vVMa 
Laflhtnatg ' (1973) Star. RearoWe 
Jennifer Baangaiev In Mcnanga 
for hra rataaaa fiom prawn, an 
aapart driver atttkaa a bargean 
arrth fedora, auihorit.ea to hatp 
emaeri a rrtoonanane rang 
0 MARK RUSSELL COME- 
DY SPCCIALS Arnarca ■ for a 
moat po-tical uirm dafevara fas 
apanal brand of humor an Baa ha* 
hour of comadv partorrnad bafora 
an anflauaaaalK avicaanca 
(TMCI MOVIE *** Sourharn 
Comfort (19811 K«fh Canatftna. 
foiaar. Booiiv A group of 
Natnnal Guardsman on tuaafcand 
inonauvara « a Louakana bayou 
apark a amat ouarnla ant -nth a 
eommuratv of baoXwooda Cajuna 
IT 
•:X» 
kfj LIVE FROM THE MET 
■ ■■via*opo-f an Opara Gala CaMan- 
nari Concari Tha 100* araMajr- 
aary of ma Mavopotran Opara a 
caiabraiad by mota than 70 of Tha 
world'• ajaafJI. a-ngari >>M*kjd>ng 
Placido Oommgo. Luciano 
(•tvaroiii Laontyna Pnoa. Robana 
Paava and Jaroma Havaa. (Par- 1) 
(ESPNI THE WORLD 
SPORTSMAN Mountain 
CWr*-ng / Saardi For Catdad 
"  Blanca    (H) 
9:00 
0 0 MOVK ' Happy   IrVam- 
tarel Oom OaLuraa. Oaa Wawoa 
Aftar   a fwmarr»   auooaaaful TV 
anlanaaw antnaaaaa a gangland 
aiacution. fva ranawad notonaty 
putt ma -iaa> on hat ir*i 
O MARKET PLACE liavhaon 
maats. tha vafua of   doge   and 
martalmg      achamaa      »nvorv.rvg 
naaanborhood aaang by Canadam 
cNuana ara aaamawd by boats 
Chnabna Johnaon and Bai Paul 
0 THE FACTS OF LIFE Tha 
gtrta faar tar tha tafaty of a popu- 
lar cut lornar  (Ian Wolf a) «rho haa 
-^lanoualy dtaappaarad Q 
0 DYNASTY An unan>paciad 
flanor andangara Stavan'i euato- 
dy batita.   amat Btaka'a Wwya. 
anvna Kivatla not to laetrly on 
Slavan i bahafl Q 
0    THE     SEVEN     DIALS 
MYSTERY Chary Carrtpbal. S- 
John   Gjatgud.   Jarnaa   Warr<-ek 
and Lucy Gunandga atar ai thai 
dramaiujalaori of Agatha Chrattaa'a 
myatary   nova,   whach    cornotnaa 
romanca      mlarnalaonal     -rtrrgua. 
mutdar and a ganaroua portion of 
lha author's famous tad hamnga. 
Patar Ustnov hosts. 
9 30 
O    FMONT   PAGE    CHAL- 
LENGE 
0 FAMLY TIES 
(EtPri) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
10O0 
9M THE NATIONAL / JOUR 
NAL 
0 ST. ELSEWHERE ISaaaon 
Prafraara) City aomantratr»a onV 
car Joan rlaataran (Nancy Sut- 
lord) pna tha staff of St. Eagajs. 
whara a gruff man (Alan Art-] 
darnandi apacaal attantaon tar haa 
wrla iPlpar Lsuna). S atre»a at> 
tatn. (PanO 
0 HOTEL A cotaga atudam 
Oa-jp. McOoakay) wortiatg at tha 
St. Grugory to aocuaad of a aaa 
onma. and a praan (Dae* Rarnbo) 
Mb tar a baawaiui woman 
■Ma* Phdapa). 
0NCWS 
fTMC) MOVIE *** Tha Son 
Of Monia Crislo" M940I lc—a 
Hayward. Joan Bannatt. A damg 
ayaaahoucklar wagaa daadry dua*e 
10 «nn tha hand of a loaatV LaoV 
11 OO I 
«000NEWS 
TWLrGHTZONE 
(£9PN) SPOnTSCENTER 
11:06 
ONEWS 
11:16 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING   CAflT 
Laguna Saca 300'' (from Laguna 
Sacs Ca-t I IR) 
11:90 
(MAUDE 
POLICE STORY A sargaam 
(Chuck Connors) grata undarcowar 
in an affon to orach an operation 
-nwrvaig tat a cradrt catda IR) 
0 THE BEST OF CARSON 
Hoar Johnny Caraon Guaan 
John   TravoRa.   Erma   Bombat* 
n 
IAJJtC NEWS NK1HTLINE 
TWIIOMTZONE 
11:36 
0 MOVIE *** Tafl Them 
Wake Boy la Kara (19691 Robart 
Radtard. Hamar-na ROM An 
Amancan Incaan larugglae to hnd 
wtata copaif at a   ■ i man a 
12:00 
« HAWAII FIVE-O 
LATENIGHT   AMERICA 
(jc-nad In rVogreaat Host: Oanraa 
Whcfay 
0 OOMEOY CLASMCS 
(TMO    MOVIC    ##*V»        M. 
Fauoma    Yaar"    (1»S3)    Pa«ar 
OToota. Jaaarca Harpar. 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Guasia 
comadtan Roban KBMI. muaoan 
Jartrnv Buffatt. author Joaaph 
Gouktan 1RI 
0 JIMMY SWAGGART 
12:40 
0     MOVIE     *1tVl Covar. 
Aci-xi (1978) Dav*d Jansaan. 
AnhurKannadY 
1O0 
0 MOVK** 4    Spaadway 
(1968) Ehaa Praatay. Nancy S*ru> 
tra. 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Guasia 
comaAan Robart Klaa-i. rnua<aan 
J-TUTiy Buffatt. author Joaaph 
GouWan (Rl 
1:30 
0 NBC NEWS C>VERNK1HT 
(TMQ MOVIE **   Just Baton. 
Dawn    (1881) Gaorga Kamady. 
Chnalammon 
1:46 
(ESPN)     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (R) 
2 00 
(NEWS 
MOVC ***    ThaCaddv 
(1963) Oaan Man-i Jerry Law* 
2:11 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
2:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH ■ NEWS 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
3:00 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH    (Joanad    In 
Prograaa) 
(TMCI MOVK ***»    Tana 
Bandits'   11861) Crarg Wamook. 
David Werner 
aMO 
(ESPN) ROOEO (R) 
THURSDAY 
OCTOBER 27. 1883 
<—•-' laanv OM a 
OAYTaVK 8PEOAL8 
3:QO 
0     THE     WORLD      OF 
STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE    AnwruNad    Tha 
PacuMr Purpas Paaman of Poreu- 
paaa Pee* tnaa to turn tha amdas 
of Sirawt-arry ShortcSSe and her 
rrianda to rrcwna 
4KX> 
■ STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE 
HOUSEWARMINO 
SURPRISE Arwttaaad Saawbw- 
ry Shortcafca moyoa ado a naw 
houaa and ai hw hajnda ana hat 
a houaawattTMna parly, aach 
btatgng a lavonta taopa. 
OAYTBaE CHUJRENS aHOWa 
3.O0 
• THE WORLD Of 
STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE AnanaM. Tha 
Pal ida Pvpla Pnman of Porcu- 
pata Paak Biaa lo ban lha amaaa 
ca Saawbarry Shotted., and ha 
Inanda to Irowna 
axaa 
■ STRAWBERRY 
SMORTCAKE 
HOU at WAR MIN a 
auNPMOf A/wnaaad Saawbar- 
ty Shoncah. moyaa ado a naw 
hoaaaanddl hw taanda awa Itar 
a hutaaiwiidig party, aach 
bftpng . tavont. r«c« 
4:00 
a) **   Don I Ba Altwd 01 Tha 
Dark      113731   Kan   0.6,     Jan 
Hutlon 
4:10 
(TMO *#* n   'Tana Bandta 
IIMII   Craw   Wamoot    Dawd 
Wamw 
EVENING 
MO 
riaajNEws 
IHEEL OF FORTUNE 
MACNEL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
I HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
BRIDGE BASICS 
8:30 
laCBSNEWS 
I NBC NEWS (ABCNCWla 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
DAYTlw. BPORTS 
MO 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
B:IB 
lESPhl SPORTSWOMAN (Rl 
8:46 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
8:00 
(ESPN! HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (Rl   San Owgo Thundwbial 
Raoatt. 
1O«0 
IESPNI     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (Rl 
10:10 
BM SPORTSFORUM (Rl 
ll«l 
(EBPNI    NBA    BASKETBALL 
"Hal Of Fama Gama" Ftawdal- 
phia 76dra va San Anrorao Sputa 
(lion. SprtnghaU. Maaa.l (Rl 
1:10 
IESPNI    HORSE    RACING 
WEEKLY (Rl 
1:00 
IESPNI    SATURDAY    NIGHT 
AT THE FIGHTS (Rl 
4:10 
aTJPNI AUTO RACING   NAS- 
CAR Amancan 600   (horn Boot 
atdham. N.C I (Rl 
DAYTIME MCME5 
5:00 
(TMCI ***u    Tha E«ac.l" 
119731 Elan Btastyn. Imda Blaa 
7:00 
(TMO ww V, "An Eya For An 
Eva" 119811 Chuck Norm. Chna- 
■ophwLaa 
aaa 
(TMCI *• Tana VVaaat" 
(19821 Ban Murphy. Kavat Bro- 
phy 
10:10 
(TMC) ** Vr "So f™ (19811 
Ryan O'Naal. Jack Wvdan 
•abOO 
■J   **    Don I Ba Altwd 01 lha 
Oark"   (19731   Kan Owby.   Jan 
Hunon. 
(IMC1 •» V, F.ato. II9B2I 
Cam EaaTwood. Fradda Jonaa. 
1:00 
•    ««»    Wtnaaa To Mut- 
dar"   1(9541 Barbwa Stanwyck. 
Gaotga Sandara. 
aaa 
(TatO *** V.    Tha Eaoroal 
(18731 Elan Buralyn. Latda Bka 
J 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
KJPN) SPORTSWEEK 
rjMQ MOVK ** Tana 
Waster (1882) Ban Murphy. 
«twi Brophy An ancajnt rrtumrny 
dracovurad ai Via bomb of Tutan- 
knamam ia aant to a Caafornui uni 
varury for anaryaai. aafaaro at -a 
acodantaBy ra-M«Mjd    PG 
7410 
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT A VSM aaati show 
buanaaa caupk) Alan Tracfca and 
GavaBLorang. 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
FAMfLY FEUO 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAWK 
t BUSINESS REPORT 
M*A»S-H 
MAC NEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTEB 
7:30 
0 P.M. MAGAZINE Tha man 
avho Oaodaa aatiat tha Mtronsuts 
•v* MI m apaca 
10 THREES COMPANY 
BARNEY MILLER 
W8J>. WILD WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CON TACT 
KARATE 
BOO 
I 0 MAGNUM. P  I 
THE   UNDAUNTED John 
Nev«V portrays Lord Sefcrt an a 
protaa that ivanga tha hanoncat 
ftgura irtto modam rams. (Part II 
0 GIMME A BREAK Nan 
COrtaancoa ttaa Chatf to (a*a at a 
Btraat urcnan (Joay Laawanca) 
caught puBng a door-to-door 
chanty scam. (Part 1) 
0 TRAUMA CENTER An a*a 
vpaar aPodant ooats a lean age 
athaata h* lag. and Nuraayg 
Suparvaaor Ouofcar ff 4aan Hacfcart) 
ra atuckad by tha aama "uiggar 
traraa tamaa. Q 
0 0 SNEAK PREVIEWS 
Naal Gabiar and Jarfray Lvons 
host an -rrOrrnairve look at aanat's 
nawr at tha rraovaaa 
0 MOVIE **'. Tha 
McKann Braaa" (1870) Bnan 
Karth. Ian Handry. Sa rkurtdrad 
capturad German ac-daari tolow 
ihaar comrtianclar m a damg 
escape plan from a POW camp m 
Scotland.   • 
(TMCI MOVK * * 4 SoFtna 
(18811 Ryajn O'Naal. Jscfc War- 
dan. A stuffy coBsga profaaaor 
savaa has fathar'a ttouradaraig gar 
mant ractory by mvanr-vg a itsw 
rypeoftadaee   aaana   R 
MO 
0 MAMA'S FAMLY Naom. 
bagrna a aartaa of aiartkog contaa- 
Bdona by ravaasng that aha a prag- 
nant. 
tOTY LEAGUE REVIEW 
AN Ai-TEAL TO ALL 
AMERICANS Fast Lady Nancy 
Raagan « |0anad by MKIUWI Lan- 
don. Bd Buby. Riia Moreno W. 
■a Stargal. Bruoa WarU and Sandy 
Duncan at tha VVhrta Houaa at an 
•appeal to vwm-ara to watch   Tha 
Chamdcai Peoc-e on PBS m 
Novamajar and bacoma mv-t-vad 
0 0 SIMON ft SIMON A J. 
and Rat* aaak a iraanerag man 
rMambang a auarjajctad hSar 
(Jarnaa WaaMaanhtl aaho avaa 
aboard a f-ghi at lha tarna of lha 
murdar   (Tha c. ,1 of   Whu- R-de 
O     HOME     FIRES   Aabe.1    el 
aakad to halp an aaaauftad daoart- 
ar (Garmaan Houds) *ho • mar- 
nad tO Terry a friend VaaJtta (Su>- 
attaCoutural Q 
0 WE GOTTT MADE Oavad 
voavantaars to defend Mtcfcay ai 
court attar aha ■ arraatad for aho- 
pHhng 
0 8 TO 6 Nat aaka L-xta to 
COnvBTca her maMary ^rrVcar lather 
to do buaanaaa aarth the cornpany 
-vhen ^m dayas aairh rum 
0 INSfOE STORY   Oataani: 
Moscow" Hoddng Carter evafu 
0 INSIOE STORY hoddrng 
Cartar hoaca an aaantataajon of 
prsM   pajfrormanca   on   national 
KSPN) SATURDAY NIGHT 
AT THE FKJHTS W) 
8:30 
0 CHEERS Oama DUU IO heap 
rarubawtata an aa-connet (Dare*. 
McGrath) who wants to raturn to 
Sajat lo raauma acting cMaiaae 
ITS NOT EASY Sharon 
faar a that Jofvnriy s atnprovad 
avchooi grader rr-ght ba due to hta 
teacher a ralataonahap with Jack 
0 MOVK ** * V, Tha Oa- 
Bow tncacsint (1843) Hanry Fon- 
da. Dana Andraurs A lynch mob 
■racks down and aaaaxutaa thraa 
innocent man wttaa an March of a 
MBjr. 
0 NEW TECH TIMES Bye- 
Bye. Ma Ba* Tha facts bahrnd 
tha break-up of AT ft T what tha 
future heads for ndao arcade* and 
tha batt buyi at teSaphonae1 ara 
aaplaaraad. 
(TMC) MOVK ** V* "An Eya 
for An Eya'' (18811 Chuck Norm. 
ChfiatoDhur Laa A San rVanceaco 
COp Qurts the Imce to avanpa tha 
murdar of he. partnar by rraambara 
of a drug nng. '1' 
IODOO 
0 0 KNOTS LANDING L-> 
mao aaa*a 'avenge on Che? aftar 
faang to maka h-n conasaa. and 
Mac* -a oftarad a prMtagroua rob 
by Gragory Surranar 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
0 HfLL STREET BLUES 
Furfto faoaa mtanaa praaaura to 
raacua Chasf Daruara -rval a. tha 
mayoral race, who haa baan ukan 
hoataga. what Bgbby a big kMtary 
if 20/20 NEWS DINNER AT JULIA'S Add 
praparaa a man couraa or braaad 
awaalbtaada. and OJMI chat 
Btadwy Opcan aarvaa a daaaart ol 
augarbuah tnapla mmaaa □ 
•MB 
■   ALL    NEW   THIS   OLD 
HOUSE Bob Vaa and ha craw 
plan to buad an anwoy arhcwnt 
•our homa Irom the pround up. 
11:00 
«a>ae)NEws 
AN APPEAL TO ALL 
AMERICANS Fail Lady Nancy 
Raagan m aanadby Michaal Lan 
don. 8d Btaby. Rtu Morano. Wa- 
ka StwoW. Bmca Wau and Sandy 
Duncan at tha Whda Houaa at an 
appaw to tnawara to watch "Tha 
Charracw Paopla' on PBS at 
Novwnbw and bacoma atvohwd 
S TWILIGHT ZONE 
TIMEOUT 
■ NEWS 
11:08 
8S TRAPPER JOHN. M.O. 
Itappar and Genro av to pw- 
auada a aariwdh. a aaaat^orar 
Santa (Ray Waatonl to uttdarpo 
nacaaaary autoary (Rl 
fj THE BEST OF CARSON 
Hoat Johnny Cwaon Guam 
Patw Saauaa. Vcaor Buone. Bat- 
ty WNta (PI 
aj ABC NEWS NKaMTUNC 
■ ■ LATENIGHT AMCRI 
CA Guaat: Cornpdaar Patw Aaan 
whoaa aonga hava baan racordad 
by alara ate OaMa Nawlon-John 
Maaaaa  Manchaawr.  Rrta Coo- 
kdoa and Frank Srwtra 
tf TWUGHT ZONE 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMa MOVBI ** »    Faatoa 
118821 Cant Eaataraod   Fraddw 
Jonaa   A US   past goaa bahatd 
d.-PO- 
11:40 
*** Vi Tha Baal 
01 Eaarvaang" 119881 Haaa 
Laraja. 9aap»an Savd. In tha. 
aaarch tar ttw good Bai. aaaa 
young cwaw woman dweow. lha 
0-1aaa ol avmg ai hww York Oy 
11:4* 
INT8  "1878   8   1877 
twtkiww. m 
12:00 
(HAWAII FIVE-O 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
12:10 
■ LATE NIGHT WITH 
OAVTO LETTERMAN Guam: 
oomaddn Jay Lano. ptoraawonal 
baakatbal   olayw   Bwnwd   Katg 
SI ■ JIMMY SWAGGART 
12:40 
•J MOVIE **y>   "Suddanry. 
Ldaa"   (18781   Catdy   Vaaaami. 
PaUShanar 
12:48 
aHPNI BBXIARDS Wlaw Moa 
com va. U. J. Puckatt (Rl 
1:00 
■ MOVBI**. "DuaiAtDw- 
bto (1900) Jarnaa Gamw. Sa). 
nay PoHaa. 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Gaaata: 
comadan Jay Lano laiiaaaaaaial 
baakatbal pwyw Barnard KatQ. 
(Rl 
1:10 
■ NSC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
1:48 
(EBPNI SPORTSWEEK (Rl 
aaw 
tNEWS 
MOVK   •«•    Tha   Big 
Knaa" 11956] Jack PaMnca. Ida 
Lupato. 
(TMO   MOVIE   ***W    Tha 
Eaorcal     (19731 Eaan Buratyn. 
LaidlBaar. 
2:18 
C8PNI SPORTSCENTER 
2:10 
■ CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
IESPNI AUTO RACING   NAS- 
CAR Amancan 800" (Irom Rock 
atgharn. N C.I (Rl 
1:00 
■ CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH    (Jc-nad    In 
4:00 
(TMO MOVIE •* "A IMa 
Saa" (10011 Tan Maahaaon. 
Edwwd llwiniarat. 
aAnwrtoang. 
0 1 III 8 **•* 
E nlin • **H 
Vary Good *** 
Oaad **H 
Nat Bad • » 
Far *» 
Paar * 
- Stanley H.Kaplan 
The Smart 
MOVE! 
PREPARATION FOR: 
GMAT-LSAT-GRE 
lSsfcAi-H 355° Secor Rd- 
KWPWN   Su,,e201 CaW . EOUCATkONAL I CENTBI Toledo, Ohio 
538-3701 
LEARN 
SOMETHING 
NEW AND DIFFERENT— 
take a 
MINI-COURSE 
SIGN UP NOW IN UAO OFFICE 
FOR 
Aerobics - Mixology • Jazz Exercise - 
Yoga - Guitar - Film Making - and 
MANY MORE! 
PAYMENT UPON 
SIGN-UP 
CLASSES START 
0CT31 
' The yezirbook photographer is in 
town for a limited time only. 
* Call 372-0086 to schedule your 
appointment or come to THE KEY 
office at 310 Student Services. 
